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ABSTRACT
Before 198& the Burmese armed forces, or Tatmadaw, suffered
from many problems.Its maior we.lpons and weapons platforms were
obsolete, its logistics and communications systems were weak and
operations were constantly hampered by a lack of essential supplies.
While it could quell domestic political unrest and conduct limited
counter-insurgency campaigns, it lacked the reources to perform
most conventional defence roles. After taking over government in
1988, the State Law and Order Restoration Council launched an
ambitious programme to expand and modernise the armed forces.
Since then, the Tatmadaw has almost doubled in size and acquired a
wide range of new arms and equipment, mostly from China. This
rapid expansion has placed the armed forces under considerable
strain, however, and it will be some time before Burma's expanded
order of battle is matched by a commensurate increase in its military
capabilities. In addition, the Tatmadaw's continuing political role and
lack of popular support raises serious questions about its
professionalism and future cohesion.

Andrew Selth holds degrees in History and International Relations
from the Australian National University (ANU), and a Graduate
Diploma in Strategic Studies from the Australian foint Services Staff
College. Between 1973 and 1986 he was a member of the Australian
Department of Foreign Affairs, and served as a diplomatic officer in
Rangoon, Seoul and Wellington. In 1985 he transferred to the
Departrnent of Defence and until 1994 was a senior strategic analyst
with the Defence Intelligence Organisation. In 1995 he was granted a
Defence Visiting Fetlowship at the ANU's Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre. In a private academic capacity, Andrew Selth has
published widely on strategic issues and Asian affairs.

Canbera Papers on Strategy and Defence are a series of monograph
publications that arise out of the work of the Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre at the Australian National University. Previous
Canberra Papers have covered topics such as the relationship of the
superpowers, arrns control at both the superpower and Southeast
Asian regional level, regional strategic relationships and rnairr aspects
of Australian defence policy. For a list of recent Centre publications,
please refer to the last pages of this volume.
Unless otherwise stated, publications

of the Centre are

presented without endorsement as contributions to the public record

and debate. Authors are responsible for their own analysis and
conclusions.

How superior
The tactics of war,
How potent
The weapons!

Without gathering in
The hearts of the people,

Without relying on
The strength of the people,
The sword edge
Will shatter,
The spear

Willbend.
kt-WeThondara
k.7723-1799)
Quoted by Aung San Suu Ky,
1991 Nobel Peace Prize winner, in
Freeilonr from Far anil otho writings
(Penguin, London, 1995).
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AUTHOR'S NOTE
After the creation of the State Law and Order Restoration
Council (SLORC) in September 1988, Burma's name was officially
changed from its post-1974 form, the 'socialist Republic of the Union
of Burma', back to the 'Union of Burma', which had been adopted
when Burma gained its independence from the United Kingdom in
1948. In July 1989 the military regime changed the country's name
once again, ihis time to 'Pyidaungsu Myanmar Naingngan-daw', or the

'Union of Myanmar'. At the same time, many place names were
changed to conform to theit original Burmese pronunciation. These
new na-es were subsequently accepted by the United Nations and

most other major international organisations. Some governments and
opposition groups, however, have clung to the old forms as a Protest
agiinst the sLoRC's human rights abuses and its refusal to hand over
power to a democratically elected civilian government.

In this study the better known names, for example Burma
instead of Myanmar, Rangoon instead of Yangon, and Irrawaddy

instead of Ayeyarwady, have been retained for ease of recognition.
where there are different names, or different spellings of Anglicised
names, in common use before 1988, the alternatives are given in
brackets, for example Akyab (Sittwe) and Nyaung Chidauk (Nyaung
chi-dauk).
Some confusion has also arisen over the description of various
ethnic groups in Burma. In this monograph the name'Burmese' is used
to desciibe ihe entire population of the country, while'Burman'is used
when referring to the dominant ethnic grouP. The language of the
Burman maiority, and since 1948 the official language of the country, is
also called 'Burmese'. Other ethnic grouPs, such as the Chin, Naga,
Kachin, Shan, Kayah (Karenni), Karen and Mon, are called by their
own names when specifically referred to as minority peoples. Given
that there are estimated to be more than 170 different 'tribes'in Burma,

and over 240 spoken languages and dialects, such terms

are

necessarily used in their broadest context'
Such are the passions which have been aroused by events in
Burma since 1988, that a number of other terms have also become
controversial. Many opposition grouPs, for example, refuse to use the

formal name Tatmadaw to describe the armed forces, on the grounds
that these forces have behayed the principles for which they once
stood and the people whom they are sworn to protect. Rather,
opposition groups tend to use the more descriptive term sit-tat (or
'army'), without the honorific suffix daw. I have retained the title
Tatmadaw, however, as this was the name originally given to the
armed forces by its founder, and Burma's revered independence
leader, General Aung San. It is also the formal title by which the
Burmese armed forces are still known.
Similarly, the term'rebel'is rejected by most armed opposition
groups in Burma as perjorative and misleading, implying as it does
that their struggles against the military regime in Rangoon are in some
way unlawful. In this monograph I have followed Martin Smith's lead
in referring to these groups as insurgents. This more neutral term still
accurately conveys the clear intention of these groups to overthrow the
central govemment or sieze power using armed force.

As already noted in the Acknowledgements, during the
preparation of this monograph I spoke to many people about
developments in Burma. Many of those with whom interviews were
conducted did not wish to be cited by name. Others did not make such
a stipulation but for professional or other reasons would clearly prefer
not to be quoted directly. Accordingly, where information has been
obtained through such interviews, a footnote simply identifies the
place and date of the conversation. Where the text reflects a personal
observation by the author (most often in Burma), this is acknowledged
in a similar fashion. Material drawn from the DMS/Forecast
International electronic database on Burma is noted as 'DMS/FI File
589, June 1995'.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
Since Burma was granted its independence from the United
Kingdom (UK) on 4 |anuary 1948, its armed forces (or the Bama
Tatmadaw) have claimed a large place in the country's modern
history. The cenhal government in Rangoon has been coniinuously at
war with numerous insurgent groups and private armies. It has also
faced an invasion by elements of the defeated Nationalist chinese
government, and in the late 1950s almost came to blows with the
communist regime which replaced it. As a result, the Burmese armed
forces have been on active service for nearly 50 years. Not only has
the Tatmadaw fulfilled this purely military function but it has also
exercised a major influence on the political, economic and social
development of the country. This influence has been most evident
since General Ne Win's coup d'6tat in March 1962, when the armed
forces overthrew the democratically elected government of prime
Minister U Nu and imposed their will on almost every aspect of
Burmese life.l The creation of the State law and Order Restbration
Council (SLORC) in September 1988, and its open reassertion of
military power over the civilian population, has ensured that the
Tatmadaw will continue to be a central element in Burma's

development for the foreseeable future.
Since the dramatic events of 1988, when widespread prodemocracy demonstrations were crushed by the armed forces, there
has been a resurgence of interest in Burma among scholars, purnalists

and strategic analysts. Several new and important studies

have
appeared.2 Researchers have uncovered or revived hitherto forgotten
aspects of Burma's history.3 Yet, despite this greater level of public
This is not to forget the military caretaker government which held power,
purportedly at the 'invitation' of the Burmese Parliament, from November 1958
until February 1960.
politics of Ethnicity (Zed
See,.for_example,
]!{a1t-in Smith, Burza: Insurgency and the
Books, Londo:r , '1991); Mya Maung Totalitarianism in Burma: prosfc* for Eionomic

Deoelopment (Paragon House, New York, 1992); and Bertil Lintner, Burma in Remlt:
Opium anil Insurgency since 7948 (Westview, Boulder, 1994).
?*, f": example. Josef S-ilverstein (ed.), The Political kgacy of Aung San, Southeast

Asia Program Series

No.ll

(Cornell University,

lthlci, rev. Cdn t993).

This
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interest, and the Tatmadaw's central role in modern Burmese history,
it is still difficult to find any scholarly works devoted to the armed
forces. A number of books cover the formation of nationalist military
units which appeared during the Second World War and in the period
leading up to'independence.a There have also been some notable

contrib'utions to Burmese studies in broader works, covering such
subiects as the involvement of armed forces in the politics of So-utheast
Asii, and the economic development of new states.S A comprehensive
history of the Tatmadaw is lurrently being writt"l -by a Cornell
University researcher. This study (which has benefited from access to
the Tatmadaw's own archives) will stop at 1962, however, and is
unlikely to be published for a few more years.5 Nowhere is there a
cotr,preh"t rive and definitive study written in English about the
development of Burma's armed forces since 1948.
This dearth of published material even extends to Burmese
sources. From 1955 some efforts were made to compile an official
history of the Tatmadaw, but the only concrete results were some
r,e*rpupet articles and Ba Than's short book entitled The Roots of the
nanlition.T Since 1988 this problem has been recognised by the ruling
SLORC. A Concise Hbtory of Myanmar and the Tatmadaw's Role (in
English) was commissioned by the military regime in 1989, and a more
volume contains material discovered since 1988, and not included in the 1972
edition. See also Kin Oung Who Kiiled Aung San? (White Lotus, Bangkok,.1993)'
See,

for example, J.C.

Leb"ra, lapanese-Trained Armies

in

Southeast Asit: lnilependence

enil Volunteer'Forces in Worlil War /I (Heinemann, Hong Kong 7W7); and Maung
Maung Burmese Natiotulist Mooements 1.940-1948 (Kiscadale, Edinburgh, 19qD ,
Includ-ed in this category are L.W. Pye, 'The Army in Burmese Politics' in J'J'
(Princeton
Johnson (ed.), The note'01 the Militdry in Uniletdeuloped Countrbs
University Press, Princetoi,DeZ), pp.23t-5t; R.H. Taylor,'Ptqu'in Zkaria Haji

ind Harold Crouch (edsi,'uilitary-Cioilian Relations in South-East Asia
(Oxford University Press, Singapore, 1985), pp.13'49; and J.A' Wiant and.D'l'
Steinberg, 'Burmai The Militat'and National-Development' in J.S' Djiwandono
and Yorig Mun Cheong (eds),'soldiers anil snbility in southeast Asra (lnstitute of

Ahmad

Southeasl Asian Studies, Singapore, 1988), pp.293-321.

Origins of Military Rule in Postwar Burma, PhD thesis,
Cornell University, Ithaca, 1996. Also of interest is Chao Tza!8 Yawnghwe,-Ne
MA thesis, University of British Columbia,
Win's Tatnadaar Dictatorship,
Vancouver, 1990; and Jon Wiant, Lanzin: Ideology and Organisation in

See M.P. Callahan, The

Revolutionary Burma, PhD thesis, C-ornell University, Ithaca, 1982'
Ba Than, The'Roots $ thc Renlution: A brbf history of the Defence Sercices of thc Unbn
of Burma anil the lileals for which they stand (Guardian, Rangoon, 1952). Th.is book
followed publication by Ba Than of a lengthy article on the same subiect in
Rangoon's Cuarilian newsPaPer. It was no coincidence that both publications
appeared shortly after Ne Win's coup.
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detailed, multi-volume, official history of the Tatmadaw is currently in
production.S A related publication appeared in March 1995 to coincide
with the celebration of the Tatmadiw's golden iubilee.s Given the

totalitarian nature of Burma's government since the l9G2 militarv

coup, however, and the SLORC's obvious anxiety to recover popular
support for the armed forces after the 19gg maisacres, such iorr.ce,
clnnol be- relied upon for any objective description or analysis. All too
often in these works, the division between hiitory and propaganda is
blurred
\lona recognition. To a greater or resser degr*, tnb Jrn".u.
be salcl ot the memoirs written by Burmese servicemen which have
appeared during the same period.l0

with few exceptions, none of these works (either in Engrish or
Burmese) offers-any serious treatment of purely military matteis such

as the size and composition of the three services, their arms and
equipment inventories or their combat capabilities.rl Nor are such
details provided anywhere by the government in Rangoon. citing
'national security', the military regime has consistentl/ refused to
reveal any detailed or accurate information about Buima's annual

A Concise Hknry of Myannar anil thc Tetmadtw,s Role,
Rangoon, feaf). attlougtr a second volume of
-Education,
pTlng, it appears to have been overtaken by the publication of the
T::
official History of the Tatmailaw. Three volumes of the latter have jlready appeared:

4 latmldry
1!!!_198,8

Researcher,

Ministry of

Yl.ry"t

(N"*, ana-perioaicai; c";p";d;;Ji;;8;irl ii'g1irv."rfiils,
The Anti-Fascist Moument (News and periodicals Corpoiation. n"ngo";,'f 9-9+l;
and Vol.3, 7945-194A (News and periodicals Corporati6n, Rangoon, iSgtl. On".
volulles are currently in preparation. All will 6 written in B"urmese, but some
consicleration may be given to the eventuar pubtication of an Englisir-language
uot.'t,7824-7i4i

version.

Goklen lubilec of the Tatmadaw (News and periodicals

corporation, Rangoon, 1995)
(in Burmese). The celebration of the Tatmadaw's golden jubilee
on arf,r"i i.oi.",

D"t]?!

slggests that the

sloRc

sees the

uir[, 6r the aimed

forces as occurring

on 27 March 1945, when the Burnra National Army turned against its Iapanese
patrons. others, however, begin counting from Brirma's inae"penamce'idi94s.

10
11

some eventrace the beginnings of the Tatlnutlau, to the formatidn of the
lapanesesponsored tsurma Independence Army in December 1941.
?f,..f"r example, Dr Maung Maung?o a Solilier Sor (Sarpay Beikman, Rangoon,
r974\.
One excep_tion to this ru.le is the study of Burma produced period.icallv bv the
American University for the united stites Deparnntnt of the h.^",
toreign Area studies series. The most recent idition, however, is now more than
ten years out of date. See-Iy Bunge (edL, Burma: a country study (American

"r-.i"riiri"

w3.1hing.rol,.1983). See"atso Tin Maung Maun"g rhin,-;S,;",,
Y,ly_-,It
Nanonal
security
lld Defence posture,, Conkmprary 6uthcastAsia, Vol.ll, No.l,
June 19E9, pp4Lfl, and Michael Fredholm,' Bu;u: Ethnicity ind lnsirgenrcy
(Praeger, Wesiport, 1993).
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defence expenditure

or anns

purchases' The Tatmadaw's order of

battle and its combat capabilities have also been considered too
sensitive for public disclosure. There has never been a Burmese white
Paper on Deience, for example, nor does-the SLORC Pfovide annual
,"t,rrr,, to the united Nations Register of conventional Arms. There
are sometimes reports of arms sales and other military developments
in regional ,te*spapers, defence iournals and current affairs
n1"gu"Irr"r, but thes'e vary considerabli in reliability.A Burmese order
of fiattle can be found ii fne Mititary Balance, published each y93r by
This
the International Institute for Strategic Studies futSS) it London.l2
itself
IISS
the
as
but,
guide
is the most useful and accessable fublic
acknowledges, the details provided are often contradicted by other
sources and cannot be considered definitive'
Acloserexaminationofalltheseissues,however,wouldserve

a number of purposes. It could contribute towards a deeper and more
comprehensive understanding of the Tatmadaw and its-profound
influence on modern Burmedhistory. A study of the SLORC's p!a1s
for the expansion and modernisation of the armed forces would add a
useful peispective to accounts of political events in Burma since 1988,
and the consideration of likely future developments in that troubled
country. It could dispel some of the confusion surrounding certain
aspect; of Burma's arms Procurement Progra-nune, and.throw greater
ligit on claims about the involvement of other countries in Burma's
arms
dEfence activities. Such a study could also inform discussions of
acquisition Programmes elsewhere in Southeast Asia, and complement
of bro-ia strategic trends in the wider Asia-Pacific region, of

"#lyr",
which Burma is graduilly

becoming a more active and influential

member.

an initial attemPt to- fill some of
This monograph represents
'Chapter
of
two
these gaps in the litleraiure.
Provides a broad overview
since
industries
arms
Burma's
develJpments in the armed forces and
1948. ioncentrating primarily on developments after the creation of
the sLoRC, the m'onogtapt then describes in more detail the
organisation, force structure, arrns acquisitions . and combat
calabilities of the Tatmadaw's three individual services, and notes
some of the problems they might face in the near future. Chapter six

12

Press
The most recent edition is The Mititary Balance 7995196 (Oxford University
for the International Institute for Strategic Studies, London, 1995)'
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considers persistent reports that Burma's military arsenal may include
chemical and even biological weapons. Next, the monograph
canvasses the possible reasons why the sloRc has put such an effort
into expanding and modernising the Tatmadaw since the armed forces
took back direct control of the country. Finally, chapter eight considers
some of these issues from a different perspective and looks ahead to
the Tatmadaw's future cohesion and political role. In the appendixes,
attempts have been made to compile an up-to-date order of battle for
the Burmese armed forces, list the SLORC's arms acquisitions and
identify its possible foreign sources of training since t988. Other
appendixes list the current membership of the State Law and Order
Restoration Council, describe the organisation of the War Office and
examine the vexed question of Burma's annual defence expenditure.

In an effort to provide a comprehensive and accurate coverage
of the subject, this monograph has drawn on a wide range of open
sources, most of which are listed in the bibliography. It has also
benefited from a lengthy field trip to Southeast Asia in April and May
1995, including a period spent in Burma itself. Further research was
conducted during a visit to Thailand in |une, and to the United States
in October. Unfortunately, given the many difficulties noted above, it
has still not been possible to provide an authoritative account of the
Tatmadaw's development since 1988 or to be confident about some of
the information provided in the appendixes. It is to be hoped that it
will not be too long before the circumstances in Burma permit such a
study to be written.

CHAPTER 2

BURMA AND THE TATMADAW
As soon as the Burmese armed forces formally resumed direct
political control of the country in September 1988, they took steps to
increase their military strength.l The SLORC immediately arranged for
the importation of a range of small arms, suPPort weapons and
ammunition to replenish the Tatmadaw's depleted stocks and help
guard against further challenges to military rule. Even before these
arms had arrived, however, the regime had initiated an ambitious
prograrrune to expand the armed forces and significantly upgrade
iheir operational capabilities. Steps were also taken to increase the
scope and output of Burma's indigenous arms industries. As a result
of all these measures, the Tatmadaw is now larger and better equipped
than at any time in its 50-year history. It has not only strengthened its
ability to quell domestic political dissent and carry out counterinsurgenry operations, but it now has the potential to perform a much
wider range of conventional defence roles. After being disrnissed for
decades as a minor factor in Southeast Asia's evolving security
environment, Burma's armed forces are starting to athact increased
attention from its regional neighbours and even countries further
afield.
The Tatmadaw before 1988
Before the creation of the SLORC, the Tatmadaw had in some

respects changed

little from the armed forces which were formally

created in 1948. The army was by far the largest and strongest service.
Apart from its self-appointed political role, it was essentially a lightly

equipped infantry force organised and deployed for the conduct of
Some foreign observers have described the formation of the SLORCin September
1988 as a'coup', or at least an assumption of power by the armed forces'This-is
incorrect. Despite the creation of numerous 'civilian' political structures after the
1962 military coup, former General Ne Win and the armed forces have always
been the real arbiters of power in Burma since then. All that happened in 1988 was

that the retired military officers in public office stepped aside, and permitted
serving membcrs of the armed forces hierarchy to assume direct control (albeit
under Ne Win's continuing guidance).
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counter-insurgency operations. while its combat reputation may have
been greater than it deserved, its 40 years of continuous campaigning
against ethnic, ideological and 'economic' insurgents in Burmab
lowland deltas and rugged mountains had made it into an experienced
and battle'hardened force.2 It was respected - even at times feared - by
the armed forces of its immediate neighbours.3 The army's heavier
equipment, however, was obsolete, its logistics and communications
systems were very weak and operations were constantly hampered by
shortages of transport, fuel and ammunition. The navy and lir force
were both small services, largely relegated to roles in support of the
army. The navy was only capable of coastal and river patiols, and the
air force was structured almost exclusively for transport and ground
attack. Both suffered from obsolescent weapons 'platforms] poor
communications equipment, a lack of spare parts and a shortage of
skilled manpower.

From its inception, the Tatmadaw's dual mission was to
protect the country from external threats and help maintain internal
security. After independence, however, Burma faced few real external
enemjes.-Its self-imposed isolation and strictly neutral foreign poliry
saved it from entanglement in most international political struggles of
the period.a During the 1950s and 1950s, theie were peri"dds of
feightened tension with china over such issues as theii disputed
border, chinese support for Burmese communists, and the activities of
Kuomintang (KMT) forces which had settled in Burma after Mao Tsetung's victory. while there was a time when Burma feared a full-scale
war with China, open conflict was avoided.S There was a serious
while the term 'economic insurgents' is sometimes applied by the military regime
to blackmarketeers and smugglers, it usually referi-to nar&tics traffici<ers"like
Khun Sa and their private armtes.

For example, despite the better quality and greater abundance of their own
equipment, Royal Thai Army officers acknowledge that the Burmese are 'good
fighters',?articularly when they 'go hunting'. In-tactical radio traffic the ihais
refer to Burmese soldiers as_'the ghosts'. Inlerviews, Bangkok, April 1995 and
Chiang Rai, June 1995. See also'Anew wolf in South-Eas"t Asia','Ecottomist,2T

4
5

March 1992, p.23.
F,
l* example, Isabelle Crocker, Burma's Foreign poticy and the lbrean War: A
Cax Study (Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, ,1958j, pp.52 tt.
A useful summary of this pcriod can be found in Raiih pettman, china in Burma's
Toreignlolyc!' contemporary_China Papers No.7 (Australian National university
Press, Canberra,1973). Sce also Repori on Visit to Burma, fune-August 1957 by
!o-l9n9l F.P. Serong, File: Burma, 1957-59, Australian Archives A"43tt,lt, Sox
5D /10; and Lintner, Burma in Rewlt, pp.92 ff .
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breach between Burma and the United States (US) over the provision
of clandestine American support to the KMT remnants, but the US was
only incidentally involved-in Burma's attemPts to defeat the_Chinese
Naiionalists otr ihu battlefield. Relations between Burma and Thailand

were always difficult, and often deteriorated further as a result of
Burmese military operations against insurgents along their common
border. This occisionally led to exchanges of fire between the Burmese
and Thai armed forces but, once again, there were no major armed
clashes.5 similar problems sometimes arose with India, and later
Bangladesh, usualiy as a result of insurgents and smugglers operating
acro;s Burma's long westem border. However, these tensions too were
usually defused beiore the outbreak of real hostilities.T
Before 1988, Burma's security concerns were focused on the
countrlr's numerous domestic insurgent grouPs and independent
armies. Almost every major ethnic grouP in Burma has taken uP arrns
against the central government at some time, and a few have been
eigaged in a virtual civil war with Rangoon since 1948. Kachin, Shan,
faiei, Kayah (Karenni) and Mon separatists, in particular, formed

disciplined and well-armed guerrilla forces. cenhal Burma was
cleared of insurgent groups by the mid-1970s but, until the 1990s, they
effectively contrbiled large Parts of the country's northern and eastern
border regions.8 There werb also sporadic outbreaks of unrest in the
Inawaddy River delta and the Arakan region in the far west. In
addition, from 1948 the Tatmadaw faced a formidable opponent in the
Maoist Communist Party of Burma (CPB or 'White Flags'), which
established a large 'liberated zone' along the Chinese border. The CPB
only collapsed ("mainly from internal problems) in 1989.e So-called
For recent examples, see 'Thai jets ordered to hit back at Burmese',

S-ydltey

.\yning

Heralil,lT Mar"ti tggZ;and 'ThiiBurma border tension escalates', Thailand Times, T

E

May 1995.
See, for example, Bertil Lintner, 'Burma's new front',_Far Eastern Economic Reoiew,9
January 19/2) p'.21; and Richard Ehrlich, 'Burma, Bangladesh on brink of war',
Australian, 1 1 February 1992.
For an excellent survey of these insurgencies, see Smith, Burma: Insurgency and the
Politics of

9

Ethnkity.

Although some'small remnants may have remained

in hidinp a. second

(ostensibly 'Trotskyist') communist group lnown as,the Burma Communist Party
(BCp or rRea Ra[s), was effectively d-efeated in 1970. The most authoritative
acrount of Burmais communist insurgencies is Bertil Lintner, The Rilp and FaIl of
the conmunist Party of Burma (cPB) (Cornell university, Ithaca, 1990). see also C.B.
smith, The Burmese Communist Party in the 7980s (lnstitute of southeast Asian
Studies, Singapore, 1984).
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'drug barons' or'drug warlords' also created powerful private armies
to protect their stakes in the lucrative narcotics trade.lo A number of
these insurgent forces, particularly the CPB and the KMT remnants,
were supported to differing degrees by foreign countries, but the
Burmese government tried to treat them all as essentially internal
security problems.ll After the 1962 coup, the military regime in
Rangoon also faced periodic outbursts of popular resentment against
its totalitarian rule and economic mismanagement, issues which
eventually fuelled the massive prodemocracy demonstrations of 1988.
Before the SLORC takeover that year, overall command of the
armed forces rested with the country's highest ranking military officer
(always drawn from the army), who acted concurrently as Defence
Minister and Tatmadaw Chief of Staff. He thus exercised supreme
operational control over all three services, albeit under the direction of
the President, State Council and Council of Ministers. The Defence
Minister was assisted by three Vice-Chiefs of Staff, one each for the
arrny, navy and air force. These officers also acted as Deputy Ministers
of Defence and commanders of their respective services. They were all
based at the 'War Office' in central Rangoon, which operated as both a
government ministry and an integrated joint military headquarters.l2

The pint staff in Rangoon had three major divisions: the
General (or'G') Staff to oversee operations, the Adjutant General's (or
'A') Department for non-supply administration, and the Quartermaster
General's (or 'g'; Department for logistics.l3 The 'G' staff consisted
primarily of two Bureaux of Special Operations (BSO), which were
established in the Ministry in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The
10

in Burma and its security
implications is Lintner, Burma in Reoolt. Also of value is A.W. McCoy, The Politiis
of Heroin: CIA Camplicity in the Global Drug Trade (Lawrence Hill Books, New York,

1t

An obvious exception to this rule was Burma's appeal to the United Nations in

12

13

The best account of the rise of the narcotics hade
1991).

1953 to stop US and Taiwanese support to KMT forces in the country. This appeal,
however, followed three years of military operations aimed at expelling the KMT
from Burma by force. See R.H. Taylor, Foreign and Domestic Conseqwnces of the
KMT Interoention in Burma, Department of Asian Studies, Data Paper No.93
(Cornell University, lthaca, 1973). The Ne Win regime also attempted to persuade
China to withdraw its dandestine support from the CPB, but with little sucress.
Bunge (ed.), Burma: aauntry study,p.252.
There may have once been a fourth major component headed by the Master
General of Ordnance but, if indeed the case, this position appears to have been
dissolved during the 195ft and the subordipate staffs reassigred.*The Military
Powers Encyclopedia: Southeast Asi,z (Soci6t6

lrC

Paris, 1991), p.34.
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to
precise functions of these Bureaux are not clear, but they appear
of
theatres
different
manage
to
formed
inve been high-level staff units
and
operations. fhuy *"r" thus responsible_for the overall direction
mobile
Commands'
Regional
tne
coordination of the activities bf
infantry divisions and supporting units fro"m ttre air force and navy-l4
for
BSO 61re covered Upper'Iiurmaiwhile BSO Two was resPonsible
for
the
office
war
in
the
staffs
separate
l-ower Burma. There were also
Comptroller of Military Accounti and the Inspector -Ge191al' and for
the directorates of Procurement, Defcnce Services Intelligence, and
Pmple's Militia and social Relations. Additional directorates
corrlsponded largely to the army's functional corps, t"+ 3: Artillery

Elcctrical and Mechanical
and Training'ls
Services
Meilcal
Engineering, 5lgr,uir, Ordnance,
Operational command in the field was exercised through a
framewori of nine Regional commands. Under the Ministry's

and

A*o,r., Sippty and Transport,

guidance, the Regional Commanders (once a81in, always senior army
in
6fficers) were responsible for the conduct of all military operations
its
and
their command areas. Depending on the size of the Command
operational requirements, Regional Commanders had at their disposal
,tp to tO garriion infantry bittalions, managed through-a:rumber of
Tactical dperations Commands (TOCs).t6 Five Regional Commands
had two TbCs, and four had three TOCs. There were also eiSht Light
Infantry Divisions (LID) but, like naval and air force resources, these

mobils formations remained under the formal command of the
Defence Minister. operational control of all these assets was passed to

Regional command'ers by Rangoon as circumstances dictated' Under
the"guidance of the Miniitry, Regional Commanders also held senior
poritiottt in the ruling Burma SocialistTroSlammg Party-(BSPP), the
brganisational structure of which closely reflected that of the armed
foices.l7 They were thus able to exercise considerable political power
in their command areas through the BSPP machinery'
The Tatmadaw has always taken a very large share of Burma's

national budget but, without access to confidential information held
t4

Tin Maung Maung Than, 'Burma's National security and Defence Posture" p.45.
See also

15

t6
77

Fr"edhohinrma

Elhnicity and Insurgency, pp'81-2'

Fredholm, Burma: Ethnicity and Iniutgency, p'80. See also Appendix 2'

The Mititary Batance '1988-7989 (lnternational Institute for strateSrc
london, 1988), p.159.
Bunge (ed.), Burma: a muntry study, p.252.

5tucues,
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only in Rangoon, any estimation of the actual level by outsideagencies
is a very risky exercise.l8 The term'defence spending', for example, is
nowhere clearly defined and funds for other defence-related activities
are scattered throughout the Burmese budget under different
headings. It is likely that some defence accounts have never been
made public. Nor is it always clear what methods of calculation or
which exchange rates have been used in arriving at certain official
figures. It is unlikely that full account is taken of the ubiquitous black
market, nor is it clear how the budget reflects such transactions as
'gifts' from other countries, barter deals and sales at special 'friendship
prices'. In addition, as in many other countries, Burma's annual budget
estimates for defence (including supplementary budget allocations
made during the course of the financial year) do not necessarily reflect
the final level of expenditure. The Tatmadaw's control of a wide range
of industrial, financial and commercial enterprises (many quite
unrelated to defence matters) further confuses the picture.lg

Taking the figures calculated by the US Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency (ACDA) as a guide, Burma's defence
expenditure in 1988 has been put at about 3 per cent of gross national
product (GNP) or just under 24 per cent of central government
expenditures (CGE).20 Many Burma scholars, however, believe that
the real level of spending that year was at least double the official US
estimate.2l More to the point, in a country where the armed forces
effectively dominate all levels of government, civil administration and
even commerce/ no figure could give a realistic indication of the actual
resources available to the Tatmadaw, should it feel the need to call
uPon them.

18

For a discussion of this

'Burma:

issue, see R.H. Taylor,
Defence Expenditure
-&lutluast and
Threat Perceptions' in Chin Kin Wah (ed.), Delence Spmiling in
Asia

(lnstitute of Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore, 1987), pp,252-80. See also Graeme
Cheeseman and Richard [.eaver, Trenils in Arms Spetd[ng anil C-onoentiotul Arms
the Asia-Pacific Regrbn, Australian Defence Studies Cenhe, Working Paper
No.32 (Aushalian Defence Force Academy, Canberra, 1995).
S* \!y" Maung The Burme Ruil n Pooerty (Praeger New York, 1991), pp.92-5;

!r:4 if
19

and Thaung 'Army's Accumulation of Economic Power in Burma,
20
27

'194{r'1990',

Raieu2Q Ocober "199{J, pp.17-22.
Worlil Military Expenditures and Arms Transfets 1,991-7992 (US Arms C-ontrol and

Burma

Disarmament Agency, Washington,'.994), p.56.
fosef Silverstein, for example, estimated in 1989 that 50 per cent of the official
Burmese budget was devoted to purely military expendihues. S€e 'US $nator
calls for new sanctions against Burma', Natbz,20 April 1989.
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Arms Transfers to Burm4 1973'87, by Supplier (curent
US$ million)
Figure

3:

West Germany

United States
United Kingdom

100
20
10

5

France

J

Italy
Others

100

TOTAL

240

Source: World Military Expenditures and Arms Transfers 1968-77, p.1561
World Military Expenditures and Arms Transfns L972-82 (US

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, Washington,1984),
p.96; and World Military Erpenditura and Arms Transfus 1'988
(US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, Washington,
1989),p.112.

Before 1988, Burma's arms imports were very modest. It
initially received some assistance from the United Kingdom, the
United States and India but, as soon as the Nu government had
established a degree of political control over the country, it attempted
to adopt a strictly neutral foreign policy. It declined further US
military aid in 1951, for example, partly because of the Mutual Defence
Assistance Plan (MDAP)'s changed eligibility requirements, and
terminated its 7947 defence agreement with the United Kingdom in
79Y.22In the years that followed, Burma remained reluctant to accept
military assistance for fear of offending China, and of being drawn

22

Opinions differ over the degree to which Burma's refusal of US military aid in
1951 was prompted by a desire to keep out of the Cold War, or the 4fficulty of
acrepting American aid while criticising covert US support fo1 tle KMT lgmnants
in northern Burma. Clearly, both factors played a role. See J.Fr Qdy, A History of
tvbden Burma (C-ornell Uriiversity Prest Ithaca, 1978), pp.619 ff . T'he'1947 Let YaFreeman defence agreement with the United Kingdom was terminated partly for
political reasons (iidid not sit well with Burma's professed non-aligned stance)
but also because of frictions between British military personnel in Burma and their
local counterparts. Ne Win later claimed that the British were hying to exercise
undue influence over their former colony. Personal communication, Mary
Callahan to the author, 10 November 1995.
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into the strategic competition between the superpowers. While
prepared to accept very favourable concessionary terms, it insisted on
payrng for all its imports of arms and military equipment (mainly
from the United Kingdom and United States) until 1968, when
deteriorating relations with China (including increased Chinese aid to
the CPB insurgents) prompted the Ne Win regime to accept renewed
offers of US aid.23 Burma also sought to diversify the sources of its
foreign weapons and military equipment, turning to 'non-aligned'
countries like Israel, Yugoslavia and Sweden, while balancing its
purchases from the United States and United Kingdom with Soviet,
French, Italian, Swiss, Australian and Canadian arms.

From 1950 until 1969 Burma's major arms imports averaged
less than US$4 million a year.24 These were mainly transfers of
counter-insurgency equipment and ammunition. Between 1970 and
1988 the average expenditure on foreign arms rose to about US$18
million a year, but economic problems (and the consequent shortage of
foreign exchange) continued to restrict the Tatmadaw's purchases
from abroad.2s Higher levels of rice exports in the early 1970s brought
some economic relief, but the demands on the current account during
the same period were increased by several large-scale military
operations against communist and other insurgent groups. Little
foreign exchange was left over for capital equipment purchases.
Increases in the size of the army, particularly during the late 1970s and
early 1980s, also helped to ensure that the bulk of Burrna's annual
defence vote was spent on manpower and operations rather than on
imported weapons and new equipment.26

23

In 195E Burma signed a bilateral agreement with the United Stat6 ultimately
worth US$5.5 million. lt was phased out in 1970. During this period US arms
were sold on concessionary terms whidr, in effect, allowed Burma to pay in its

it satisfied Burma's
neutrality requirements. Stockholm Interna tional Peace Research Institute (SIPRI),
tNorld. (Paul Elek, London, t97l), p.452.
W 4ry: Tratu uith the Third
SIPRI, ?tre Arms Traib with the Third World, p.450. This figurej however, probably
does not indude the importation of raw materials for Burma's own arns factorid,
rrost of which came from West Germanv.
lNorld Military Erpenditures and Arms Transfers 1968-7gn (US Arms C-ontrol and
Disarmament Agency, Washington, 1979), p.122; and Worlil Military Erpenititures
erul Arms Transfers 1,989, p.82. The ACDA figures seem to indude sales of raw
own soft crrrrency. Being a sales agreement, however,

t,
''r

26

materials for arms production by West Germany
During this period the size of the Tatmadaw rose from I53,0m to 185,ffi0. See R.H.
Taylor, The Military in Myanmar (Burma): What ftope for a New Role?' in
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At the time of the pro-democracy demonstrations in August
and September 1988, the Tatmadaw's personnel strength stood at
about 186,000 all ranks. This included 170,000 in the army,7000 in the
navy (including 800 Marines) and 9,000 in the air force.27 Another
73f[f served in the paramilitary People's Police Force (PPF) and
People's Militia, although the latter were of limited value in any
combat role.28 The set of policies put in train after the SLORC's
takeover, however, dramatically increased the size of the Tatmadaw
and transformed it into an entirelv different force.
The Tatmadaw after 1988

On numerous occasions before 1988 the Tatmadaw had been
used to quell civil disturbances in Burma's cities and towns. As on
these occasions the armed forces alone had firearms, and were
prepared to use them with little regard for civilian casualties, such
protests were invariably short-lived.29 The enormous scale of the prodemocrary demonstrations in August and September 1988, however,
left the regime badly shaken. It also placed a severe strain on its
military resources. Troops on operations in insurgent-held areas of the
country had to be called in to help wrest back control of the main
population centres from the pro-democracy movement. Even after the
demonstrations had been crushed, and most leading Protesters killed,
imprisoned or driven into exile, the SLORC feared the threat of violent
and more serious uprisings by urban-based dissidents.30 At the same
time, a number of ethnic insurgent groups announced that they
planned to exploit the regime's disarray by stepping up guerrilla
operations around the country's periphery. Some SrouPs began to
infiltrate back into areas of central Burma which had long been

27
28

29

Viberto Selochan (ed.), The Military, tlv Slate, and Deoelopment in Asia and the Pacit'ic
(Westview, Boulder, "l 91), p.l 42.
The Militnry Balance 7988-1989, pp.159-ffi.
ibid. See also Bunge (ed.), Burma: a auntry study, pp.259-69; and Fredholm,
Burma: Ethnicity anil Insurgency, pp.89-90 and pp.93-4.
for example, Andrew *lth, Death of a Hero: The U Tlunt Disturbanes in Burma,
December 7974, Centre for the Study of Australian-Asian Relations, Australia- Asia
Paper No.49 (Griffith University, Brisbane, 1989).
The best account of the 1988 demonstrations is Bertil Lintner, Outrage: Burma's
Struggle for Democracy (White Lotus, Bangkok, 1990).
See,
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considered secure from the insurgent proble6.3l There was even a
fear that some of these anti-government groups would irin forces in an
attempt to overthrow the military regime.
Faced

with these new threats, the SLORC acted quickly to

ensure that the Tatmadaw had an adequate supply of munitions. The
first country to come to the regime's rescue was Singapore. According
to the Far Eastern Economic Rnieu, in early October 1988 hundreds of
boxes marked 'Allied Ordnance, Singapore', were unloaded from two
vessels of Burma's Five Star Shipping Line in Rangoon's port.sz These

shipments reportedly included mortars, ammunition and raw
materials for Burma's arms factories. The consignment also contained
84 mm rockets for the Tatmadaw's M2 Carl Gustav recoilless guns,
which were made by Chartered Industries of Singapore under licence
from Forenade Fabriksverken in Sweden. The shipment thus violated

an agreement under which the original export licence had been
granted, requiring that any re-exports only be made with the
permission of the Swedish government. No such clearance was
granted.33 In August 1989 Singapore was again accused of providing

arms to the SLORC when weapons and ammunition originating in
Belgium and Israel were trans-shipped to Burma, apparently with the
assistance of SKS Marketing, a newly formed Singapore-based joint
venture with the Burmese military regime.34 There have been reports
that these latter shipments included second-hand 40 mm RPG-2
grenade launchers and 57 mm anti-tank guns of Eastern bloc origin.
One well-informed Burma-watcher has suggested that this equipment
may have been from Palestinian stocks captured in southern kbanon
by Israel in 1982, and re-sold to Burma.35
31

32

u
35

Lintner, Outrage, pp.151 ff. See also 'Troops tend cities, rebels infiltrate central
Burma', Agence France Presse (AFP),24 October 1988.
Lintner, Outrage, p.140. See also 'Singapore-made arms for Rangoon', AFP, 26
October 1988; and Bertil Lintner, 'Consolidating power', Far Eastent Economic
Reobw, 5 October 1989, p.23. Allied Ordnance is a joint venture between Nobel
Industries and Shengli Holdings, an inveshnent arm of the Singapore government.
Lintner, Outrage, p.140. See also Martin Smith, 'The Burmese way to rack and ruin'
in Article 19, Index on Cen*rship 10 (1991), p.45; and Bertil Lintner, 'An export
backfires', Far Eastern Economic Reoiew, S September 1983, pp.267.

Smith, 'The Burmese way
'Consolidating power', p.23.

to rack and ruin', pp.435. See also

Bertil Lintner, 'Myanmar's Chinese connection', Internatbtul

Lintner,

Defence Reobw,

Vol.27, No.11, November 1994, p.26. See also Ron Corben, 'Arms deals tighten
Burma junta's grip', Herald,9 December 190; and Bertil Lintner, 'Using the aid
weapon', Far Eastern Eanomic Fcoiew, 17 November 198$ p.3. It is not clear
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In an obvious attempt to outflank India (which publicly
supportd Burma's pro-democracy movement), Pakistan was also
quiit to take advantage of the SLORC's need to re-stock its armoury.
In fanuary 1989 a senior official from Pakistan's arms industry
reportedly visited Burma to offer the SLORC weaPons and
ammnnition.36 Two months later, a delegation of senior Tatmadaw
officers led by Air Force commander-in-Chief Major General Tin Tun
made an unpublicised visit to Islamabad. An agreement was
apparently reached for Pakistan to sell the SLORC 150 machine_guns,
5b,b00 rounds of ammunition and 5,000 120 mm mortar bombs'37 Not
long after the first deliveries were made, unexploded mortar bombs
bearing the marks of the government-owned Pakistan Ordnance
Factory
were recovered by Karen insurgents from the battlefields
-Burma's
eastern border.38 The Burmese delegation also visited
along
Pakiitan's aviation industry complex, leading to accusations by Karen
insurgents the following May that Pakistan was training Burmese
pilots, as part of a deal to sell Pakistan-built combat aircraft to the
3t-ORC.es Further arms shipments from Pakistan were reportedly
halted by Benazir Bhutto, but they were later resumed under her
successor as Prime Minister, Nawaz Sharif.

The arms shipments which were made to Burma in the
months immediately following the 1988 massacres did not
significantly alter the structure or military capabilities of the
Tatmadaw. They simply replenished the army's dwindling reserves
and gave the sloRc greater confidence that it could retain its iron

36
37

38

39

whether the 57 mm weapons sold to the Burmese at this time wer-e recoilless guns
or true anti-tank guns such as M43 (ZlS-2) artillery pieces. The lsraelis captured
both.
Interview, Rangoon, April 1995.
Daljit Singh, 'The Eastern Neighbour: Myanmar', Inilian Defena Rezrear, October
l9p1i, fi{. The Institute for Asian Dcmocracy has claimed that Pakistan sold
Burmi t50,000 rounds of ammunition, but this seems a little high. Alan Boyd has
stated that the deal also induded 76 mm and 130 mm mortar bombs, but Burma is
not known to possess weapons of either calibre. see Tgwarils De-mocracy in.Burma
(lnstitute for Asian Democracy, Washington, 1992), p.58; and Alan Boy4 'Burma
arms itself against rebels in *crel" AustralLan, 18 May 1990. It is perhaps relevant
that, like Birma, Pakistan makes the G3 automatic rifle under licence from
Heckler and Koch.
Bertil Linbrer,'The Islamabad Link',lndiaToday,l'0September 1989,pp.6G1.
Boy4 'Burma arms itself against rebels in secret'._Pakistan's aviation industry is
veiy small, and could not provide the SLORC with any locally produced combat
aircraft. Burma has, however, followed Pakistan's lead in the kinds of Chinese
aircraft that it has purchased since 1988, namely the Chengdu F-7 and NAMC A-5'
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grip on power, even in the event of renewed outbreaks of popular
unrest in Burma's population centres. The assistance provided by
countries like Singapore and Pakistan also increased the armed forces'
ability to resist the pressures being applied by the CPB, ethnic
insurgent groups and exiled Burmese dissidents based around the
country's rugged periphery.ao
Yet these early arms shipments were only stop-gap measures.
The military regime in Rangoon was already thinking well beyond
short-term infusions of small arms and ammunition. There is strong
evidence to suggest that by late 1988 or early 1989 a decision had been
made by former President Ne Win and his prot6g6s in the SLORC to
embark on a major expansion and modernisation of the Tatmadaw.4l
According to official Burmese documents obtained by lane's Defence
WeeHy, by mid-1992 the amred forces' combined strength had risen to
270,000, an increase of more than 60 per cent in barely four years.42
According to the Thai Ministry of Defence, by mid-1995 it was over
300,000, and one official US estimate has reportedly gone as far as
400,000.43 The latter figure seems far too high, but the SLORC has
openly admitted that its final goal is 'a 500,000-strong, wellequipped
military machine'.4
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Despite repeated accusations by the SLORC that the CPB helped engineer the 1988

demonstrations, and later manipulated leading prodemocracy figures like Aung
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u

San Suu Kyf the CPB was just as surprised by the events of 1988 as the regime
itself. The CPB only staged one major military offensive after S€ptember 1988, and
by April 1989 it had collapsed. *e Burma Communist Party's &nspiraey to take ooer
State Pouxt (SLORC, Rangoon, 1989); and Lintner, The Risc anil FaII of the
C-ommunist Perty of Burma (CPB),pp.M-6.

Ne Win resigned his position as Chairman of the Burma Socialist Programme
Party (Burma's sole legal political party) in July 1988. Even after the creation of the
SLORC, however, he remained Burma's effective ruler. In recent years he has
with&awn from the daily administration of the country, but still retains the
power of veto over the SLORCs policies.
Bertil Lintner and Robert Karniol, 'Unrest swells the Burmese ranks', lane 's Defence
Weekly, 73 J vrre 79t2, p.7A20.
The Defence of Thailand 7994 (Ministry of Defence, Bangkok, 1994), p.75; and Burma
Debate, Y o1.2, No.3, June/July 199t p.l 5.
The target figure of 5m,000 was confirmed to the author by a senior SLORC

in Rangoon in April 1995. The rationale given (without any
elaboration) was that 500,000 was the number of servicemen and women the
United States had in Vietram at the height of its military commitsnent there
during the late 1950s. See also Bertil Lintner, 'Regional rivals leading Burma
spokeman

astray', Jane's Defence Weekly,15 June 1991, pp.l0534.
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To manage the rapid expansion and modernisation of the
armed forces, andto cope with the increased demands of government,
the SLORC has made anumber of significant adjustments to Burma's
military command structure. After 1988, the country's most-senior
military officer held the offices of SLORC Chairman, Prime Minister
and Defence Minister, as well as being commander-in-chief of the
Armed Forces. Thus Senior General Than shwe, and before him senior
General saw Maung, exercises both political and operational control of
the armed forces at the most senior level.45 In practice, however, the
SLORC acts as a collegiate body and maior decisions are usually
reached by consensus. Also, given the chairman's many political
duties, it i; likely that his more routine defence responsibilities have
been transferred to his subordinates. Since May 1989 each service has
had its own Commander-in-Chief and Chief of Staff. The Army
Commander-in-Chief, now a full General, also acts as Deputy
Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces. The Commanders-inChief of the air force and navy hold Lieutenant General rank, while all
three service Chiefs of staff are now at Major General level. At the war
Office in Rangoon the bureaucratic structure has remained essentially
the same as before, except that the two Commanders of Special
Operations, the heads of Q and A Departments, and the Director of
Defence services Intelligence (DDSI), have all been elevated to
Lieutenant General rank.46 Thus, the reorganisation of the armed
forces hierarchy since 1988'has resulted in an upgrading by two ranks
for most of the senior positions'.47

with a nervous breakdown, Senior General Saw Maung relinquished his
Defence Ministerial responsibilities to his deputy, ceneral Than shwe, shortly
before the latter replacei him as Chairman of the SLORC il 4p4 1992' The rank
of Senior General (five stars in the US ranking) was created for the Commanderin-chief in May 1990. S€e Tin Maung M-aung Than, 'Neither Inheritance, nor
[,egacy: Leadin! the Myanmar State since Independence', Contemprary fuutheast
Faced

Asrb,

Vol.l5, No.l, June 1993,p.60, note 128'

See'nerUt Lintner,-'Burma - Struggle for Power', lane's Intelligence Rmiew, Yol'S,
No.1O Ottober 7993, p.470; Tne-Uititary Powers Encyclopedy' P.* and Military
Bureaucracy ol the sLoRC (All Burma Students' Democratic Front, Documentation
and Reeaich Centre, Mae Hong Son,4 September 1995).
Tin Maung Maung Than, 'Neitier Inheritince nor Legacy', P'q,l"j" la8' See also
Moshe Lisisak, Uit;tary Roles in Moilernization: Cioil-Military Relations in Thailand
anilBurma (Sage, Beverly Hills, 1975), p.I79, note61'
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Outside Rangoon, all Regional Commander positions have
been raised to the level of Major General. Also, with the formal demise
of the BSPP in 1988, these officers were appointed Chairmen of local
Law and Oder Restoration Councils. They have thus been formally
vested with both military and administrative responsibility for their
command areas. In addition, in early 1990 a new regional command
was formed in Burma's north-west, facing India' The ten are now

Rangoon Command (covering Rangoon Division), Southern
Command (Pegu and Magwe Divisions), Southeastern Command
(Mon and Karen States, and Tenasserim Division), Southwestern
Command (lrrawaddy Division), Central Command (Mandalay
Division), Western Command (Arakan and Chin States), Eastern
Command (southern Shan State), Northeastern Command (northern
shan state)' Northwestern Command (sagaing Division) and Northern
Command (Kachin State). Eight Regional Commands have three
TOCs, while two have four TOCs.a8
To equip its larger forces, the SLORC has virtually abandoned

Burma's traditional neutrality in international affairs and actively
encouraged special relationships with a number of regional countries'
In particular, it has struck a number of major arms deals with China,
which soon assumed a place as Burma's closest and most Senerous
ally. In October 1989, for example, a delegation of 24 senior Burmese
defence officials, led by the then army Commander-in-Chief
Lieutenant General Than Shwe, travelled to China.49 During its 12-day
visit, the group inspected F-5 and F-7 fighter aircraft at ShijiazhuanS, a
rocket factory operated by Norinco (the state-run defence industry),
and Shanghai's naval shipyards.s0 A massive arms deal valued at
about US$1.4 billion was subsequently arranged.sl Signed in mid1990, it covered the delivery to Burma of fighter aircraft and patrol
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Lintner, 'Burma - Struggle for Power', p.470. See alsn Thc Mititary Balancz 1'995196,
p.l61. Tin Maung Maung Than seems to be mistaken in referring to the creation of
a new Regional Command in the south. See'Neither Inheritance nor l,egacy', p.50,
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note 125.

At the time, Lieutenant

General Than Shwe was also Vice Chairman

of

the

sloRc.

Bertil bntner, 'Lock and load', Far Eastern Emnomic Reoiew, 13 September 190,
p.28. See alrc Bertil Lintner, 'Tugging the tiger's tail', Far Eastent Economic Rmiew,
November 1989, pp.l9-20.
Published etimates of the value of this particular deal have ranged from US$400
million to US$I.4 billion. Subsequent deliveries to Burma suggest that the latter
figure is closer to the mark. See Lintner, 'Myanmar's Chinese connection', p.23.
18
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boats, tanks and armoured personnel carriers, field and anti-aircraft
artillery, small arms and ammunition.s2 As these arms flowed into
Burma (mostly by road through Yunnan), other orders followed. The

SLORC's most recent arms deal with China was concluded in
November 1994, after the visit there of a delegation led by Burma's
army Chief of Staff Lieutenant General Tin Oo. This package
reportedly included an estimated US$400 million worth of helicopters,
artillery pieces, armoured vehicles, naval gunboats, military
parachutes and small arms.53
Figure 5: Burma's Arms Imports, 1988-93, by Year (current USg

million)
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Source: World Military Erpenditurs and Arms Transfus 1993-1994 (US

Arms Conhol and Disarmament Agency, Washington, 1995),
p.104.

During the same period, the SLORC also placed orders for
arms and military equipment with a number of other countries. It
purchased ground attack aircraft and naval pahol boats from
Yugoslavia, assault and transport helicopters from Poland, combat
helicopters from Russia, mortars and ammunition from Portugal,
small arms ammunition from North Korea and more arms and
ammunition from Singapore. There have also been reports that other
arms deals were concluded, or at the least considered, with agencies in
Russia, Czechoslovakia, South Africa, South Korea, Israel, Belgium
52
53

Yindee Lertcharoenchok, 'Beijing Rangoon ink $1.2 billion arms deal', Nation,27
November 1990.
Bertil Lintner, '9400m deal signed by China and Myanmar', /ane's Defence Weekly,3
December 1994, p.1. See also P. Stobdan, 'Options for India', Inilian Expresi, 4
January 1995.
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and Chile.il The SLORC has been anxious for the United States to lift
its arms embargo against Burma, presumably to obtain ammunition
and spare parts"for tf,e Tatmadaw's American arrns and equipment. So
far, these ittempts aPPear to have been unsuccessful, but the regime
has apparentty irUtainea some US materiel from other suppliers, such
as singapore.ss The Karen National union (KNU) told western news
reportE.s in late 1988 that Soviet weaPons and military advisors had
been sent to Burma to assist the sLoRC in its struggle against ethnic
(DAB),
insurgent groups.s In 1990, the Democratic Alliance of Burma
Burmese
and
whici thei consisted of several ethnic insurgent grouPs
dissident organisations, accused Malaysia of training Burmese pilots
for operatiois against the SLORC's domestic opponents's7

claims of arms deals and other kinds of foreign assistance,
however, are very difficult to verify. Most have been consistently
denied by both the SLORC and spokesmen for the countries
cor,ce-ed. Few can be confirmed from independent sources. while
most reports are plausible, some (like the KNU's claims of early soviet
involvement) are much less so.58 The arms deals with China, Russia
and Pakistan were negotiated directly between the sLoRC and
relevant government agencies. Most of the other sales seem to have
in countries like
been arringed throug'h private
-sweden arms brokers
with the
Kingdom,
United
the
and
Singapore, israel, Belgiirm,
like
ports
entrepOt
through
Burma
to
-rr".,iiionr usually trans-shipped
See,forexample,Boyd,'Burmaarms-itselfagainstrebelsinsecret';Untner,
,Mvanmar.s Chinese cbnnection', p.26; 'Junta tales delivery of Polish choppers',

follow hade?"
,ailii-tifritt lourtal, September'I992, p.108; 'But will the fla.g
'Developmentss in
t*i-*| B October igq,t, pp.3t-Z; and Chintamani Mahaputra,
(lnstitute for Defence
1987-1992',-l'|r| Asian StfateSic Rzoizw 7997-92
and Strategic Analysis, Delhi, 1992), p.86.
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B*rnu,, fEU ZOS Iioquois helicopteis, for example, have suffered from a lack of
for Burma's drug control
,p.r" prrt, since the United States suspended its support
-exports
to Burma have been
in September 1988. No commercial
;;;#;t
iiceicea under thi US Arms Export Control Act since 19E9. At one stage the
SLORC unsuccessfully tried to renew ties by hading o1 .tlS-cgncells.abjlut Jhe
frdm the Golden Triangle, lucfr 9I which falls within Burma's
1994'
"rp"it
See 'Air Forces Survey: Myanmarl Ash n Aoiation, Vol'14, No'5'-June
boiders."-nrti"tics

'g"ttna offers drug lling in return for US arms, / ge,l6J.uly -1984'
''So"iutt
"naDenv Sendins Armi, Ad"visors to Burma', AFP, 7 November 1988'
;O*ni" ..*t isulf against rebcls in secret'. See also accusations by the
n"ya,
Institute for Asian DemocraJy that Malaysia had'trained 10 Burma Army captains
o" CfSO uv-' (Towards Dem6cracy in Birma, p.58)' While Burma considered the
p*Jrru of Lockheed C-130 aircrift in the carly 1980s, none were ever acquired'
ijntner, 'Using the aid weapon', p.34'
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Singapore.sg The North Korean ammunition deal was probably struck
with the help of Thai intermediaries. It is possible that some of the
countries providing these weapons and ammunition supplies did not

even know that their final destination was to be Burma. Certainly
Portugal's government seemed to be genuinely embarrassed by the
disclosure in 7992 that a Portuguese company had sold arms to the
SLORC in violation of a European Community (EC) embargo.o
Figure 5: Arms Transfers to Burma, 1987-gl, by Supplier (curent
US$

million)
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The Rangoon regime has also been able to obtain or convert
some items of non-military equipment for military use. Poland and
|apan, for example, have provided Burma with a large number of fourwheel-drive and heavy-duty vehicles which seem to have found their
way into the Tatmadaw's motor pools.5l Japan also appears to have
turned a blind eye to the conversion of Hino and Mazda assembly

plants in Burma to military use, despite a prior pledge from the
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Rodney Tasker and Bertil Lintner, 'Difficult guests', Far Eastern Emnonic Reobw, 4
March 193, p.l1.
Lintner, M yan mar's Chinese conn ec-tio n', p.26.
Personal observation, Rangoon, Taunggyi and Kalaw, April 1995.
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Burmese government that no economic assistance from fapan would
be used by the armed forces.52

Before 1988, the Tatmadaw appears to have relied for its
communications on a mixture of US and Japanese equipment, much of
it supplied during the 1950s.4 Since then, China has provided Burma

with radar and communications equipment worth at least US$5
million, and in late 1995 the SLORC reportedly ordered a range of new
radio equipment from Russia. Singapore too has probably provided
the regime with more modern equiprnent for command, control,
communications and intelligence (CJI) purposes, ranging from
personal computers and software to radios and radars. It appears, for
example, that a major effort has been put into upgrading the
information technology systems operated by the War Office in
Rangoon, and improvements made to communications between the
capital and the 10 Regional Commands.&
In this regard it is relevant that, in 1989-90, China installed an
ASIASAT-linked network to improve Burma's telecommunications
links with other countries,65 In addition, in 1992 Burma's Posts and
Telecommunica tions Department contracted Sumi tomo Corporation of
fapan to install a 14,000 line exchange/telephone system, and Ericsson
(Australia) won a contract to install two microwave radio stations and
one mobile exchange for a cellular phone system. The latter began
operation in December 7993.66In 1994 Siemens AG of Germany was
contracted to install a cellular mobile telephone network in Mandalay
and to supply 1000 telephones. Siemens also won a contract to install
an international auto exchange and radio telcphones in Rangoon, and
was made responsible for the extension of international satellite
communications lines at Thanlyin Ground Station, near Rangoon.
later in 1994, the Myanma Telecommunications Enterprise signed a
contract with Interdigital Communications Corporation of the United
States for the installation of 700 radio telephone links with a wireless
62
63
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Smith, 'The Burmese way to rack and ruin', p.zl4.
The ArmsTraile with theThird World,p.319.
Interview, Singapore, May 1995.
C-ountry Eanomic Brbf: Burma (Myanmar) (Department

of Foreign Affairs and
Trade, Canberra, 1992), p.16.
Country Economic Brbf: Myanmar (Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade,
Canberra, 1994), pp.22-3. Burma currently has arotrnd 140,000 telephones, or about
one per 310 head of population.
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digital loop carrier.6T Most recently, a jnint Thai-Taiwanese-Burmese
consortium has undertaken to build a fibre optic manufacturing plant

in Burma for

television, cellular networks

telecommunications systems.s

and

fixed-line

All these projects are being promoted by the SLORC as part of
wideranging
schenre to improve the country's domestic
communications infrastrucfure and encourage foreign investment.
Given the priority accorded to the armed forcei in Burira, however, it
would be extraordinary if the Tatmadaw was not taking similar steps
to upgrade its military communications links, or at least to take full

a

advantage of these improvements to Burma's civil system. Also, there

is reason to believe that the sloRc rnay have acquired some
equipment, possibly from China or Singapore, to protect Burma's
military communications from interception by hostile agencies. Both
Thailand and India, for example, are reported to monilor Burmese
rylitary and diplomatic radio traffic on a regular basis.59 This would
be known to the sLoRC and the chinese, both of whom would have a
tu1_s11te1est-in keeping their mutual communications secret. Despite
the sLoRC's closeness to Beiiing at present, there would also be triffic
which the Burmese would wish to keep from the Chinese.
For the reasons already noted, the effect of the SLORC's
expansion programme on Burrna's national accounts is very
difficult to estimate with any accuracy. According to the ACDA, bi
1991 Burma's estimated annual defence expenditure had risen to
us$7722 million. compared with 1988, this constituted an increase to
4.5 per cent
^of GNP or 29.1 per cent of central government
expenditures.T0 Even allowing for the pitfalls inherent in riaking such
estimates, however, these figures are probably welr below thelctual

y]1t"ry

level of Burma's defence expenditure. The sLoRC itserf has admitted
to spending 30 per cent of Burma's l99l-gz annual budget on'defence'.
At the same time, it announced that such spending would rise to 35
67
58
69

Ecanonic Bricf: Myontur
9"!rry
Canberra, 195), pp.267.

(Deparhnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade,

Asien Comnunicttilns, November 1995, p.3.
Des.mond Balt_sfuruts rntclligcnec in thc Posr-cdd war En: twtopttuttts in thc AsiePacific Regior (Institute of Southeast Asian Shrdie, Singapore, l9i3), p.59 and p.73.

ltllanrrar/Cable',

see also Desmond BalL 'signals Intelligence in Indi-a', Inteltigerce'anil Naiional
Suurity, Y o1.10, No.3, July t9F5, pp.*7 47.
tNorld Military Expndituies md Aims Transfers 1993-1994, p.%.
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per cent during the 1,992-93 financial year.Tr some well-informed
bbsetne.s have put the real level of the SLORC's purely military
spending that year as high as 60 per cent of the nafional budget'z.

Attnot g"n complete figures are not yet available, a large proportion of
the funds allocated to defence after 1988 seems to have been spent on
from abroad.73 ln 1992-93, for example, the
new arrns and equipment
-Development
Programme (UNDP) estimated that
united Nations
arrns accounted for -ot" thut one-fiith of Burma's total imports'74
Figure 7: Burma's Defence Expenditure,1988-93, by Year (cunent
US$

million)
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Statistics published by bodies like the ACDA are useful to
indicate broad trends, but the actual cost to Burma of all its new arms
and equipment is almost impossible to determine. Some published
figureJ aie clearly too low, while other estimates seem to be wildly
exaggerated. After the withdrawal of most develoPment assistance
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This accords with estimates published by the Economist Intelligence. Unit in its
C-ountry Prcfilc: Thailand, Myinmar tggZ-gS (Economist, London, 1993) p'43; and
the United'Nations Development Programme, Human Deulopment Rcport 1994
(oxford university Press, Oxford, $9$,p.42. See also'Myanmar iunta to increase
defence spendingi Reuters. 23 April 1|992; and Ron corben, 'lawyers condemn
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smith, 'The"Burmese way to rack and ruin', p.45.
Money and Murder', Bulletin,28 April 1992,p.20.
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See also

David Leser, 'Guns,

As Rdbert Taylor his pointed out, by rejeciing external military aid before 1988
the regime pliced itself at the mercy of internal economic conditions. After 1988
the SaORC-was much less reluctant to accept foreign assistance or to clraw on
Burma's own hard currency earnings. See Taylor, 'The Military in Myanmar
(Burma)', pp.139-52.
Human Dioelopment Rerlrlrt 1994, p.42. See also Cheeseman and Leaver, Trends in
Arms Spending..., p.13.
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and international finance in late 1988, the SLORC faced a serious
shortage of foreign exchange. By overtuming the economic policies of
decades, however, the regime was soon able to draw on pre<ontract
bonuses paid by foreign companies allowed access to Burma's rich,
and largely untapped, natural resources.Ts The SLORC also took full
advantage of a range of grants, soft loans, special 'friendship' deals,
barter arrangements and profits from the sale of overseas property.T6
The costs of the two early arms consignments from Singapore, for
example, appear to have been covered by the sale of logging and
fishing concessions, and there have been reports that Burma paid for
at least half of its first Chinese arms deal with rice and timber.v There
have also been accusations that the SLORC has drawn heavily on
funds generated from the illicit production and sale of narcotics. In
early 1991, for example, Burma made a US$400 million cash down
payment for Chinese arms through a Singapore bank. Yet no change
was registered in Burma's known foreign exchange reserves, either
before or after the sale.B

For all these reasons, the details of the SLORC's defence
expenditure since 1988 are extremely difficult to pin down. The picture
is further clouded by the regime's efforts over the past seven years to
increase the range and output of Burma's own arrns industries.
Burma's Arms Industries
Burma's attempts to develop its own arms industries began in

the early 1950s, when a factory was built to produce small arms
ammunition and copies of the Italian 9 mm TZ45 submachine gun
(known in Burma as the BA52 or'Ne Win Sten'). First produced in late
75
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Bertil Lintner, 'Oiling the iron fist', Far Eastern Economic Reobw,6 December 1990.
P.29.

Bertil Lintner, 'Hidden reserves', Far Eastern Eanomic Reoiew,6 fune 1991, pp.1213.

'Burma' in Far Eastern Economic Reoiew: Asia 1990 Yarbmk (Hong Kong 191),
p.97. *e also Jeremy Wagstaff, 'Burma buys arms from China', Nation, 11
February 1991; and'Myanmar in large arms barter deal with Qrina', Asian
Aobtbn, Vol.11, No.2, February 1991, pp.88-9.
Bertil Lintner, The Politics of the Drug Trade in Burma, lndian Ocean Centre for
Peace Studies, Occasional Paper No.33 (University of Western Australia, Perth,
193), pp.41-8. See also 'The Golden Triangle's new king', Economkt,4 February
195, pp.25-6; and 'Heroin warlords cultivate Burmee leadership', Australian, 6
February 1995.
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1944, production of the gun

in Italy stopped at the end of the Second

World- War. When the design was offered for sale on the world market

soon afterwards, the Nu government purchased the machinery to
manufacture a slightly modified version of the weapon at the Burma
Ar-y Ordnance Workshop near Inya Lake in Rangoon' At the same
time, one of the Italian designers of theTZ4! went to Burma to oversee
the construction of the factory and installation of the machinery'
Production began as soon as the plant was completed, and by 1953 the
BA52 was the standard submachine gun of the Burmese armed
forces.D

The Burmese arrns industry was given a major boost in 1957,
when the state-owned German company Fritz Werner GmbH agreed
to build a factory in Rangoon with Heckler and Koch to produce
Gewehr 3 (G3) aufomatic rifles.80 Finance was provided on favourable
terms by the West German government. Reflecting a decision by the
Ne Win regime to move Burma's defence industries to more secure
sites, a second factory was later built near Prome (Pye) in Lower
Burma to manufacture 7.62mm and 9 mm small arrns ammunition.
More arms manufacturing facilities were built in the 7970s, most by
Fritz Werner and some with the help of engineers from the German
Technical Cooperation Agency.8l In 1984 Fritz Werner Industries Co.
became the first foreign comPany to enter into a joint venture
arrangement with Burma's state-owned Heavy Industries Corporation.
The announced aim was to'undertake development, production and

of machinery, equipment and accessories for industrial
plants in Burma'.82 As British author Martin Smith has noted,
;machinery' is 'a recurring euphemism in Burma for military
assembly

equipment'.83

Known as Kn Pa Sa factories (after the initials of the Burmese
name for the Defence Products Industries), these factories were under
the direct control of the Ministry of Defence. The largest weapons
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The TZ45 was crudely made and could be manufactured easily and cheap-ly,
qualities which no doubt appealed to the Burmese government at the time. See
i.B. Nelson, The Woild's Sibmachine Guns (Arms and Armour Press, London,
1W), Y o1.1, pp.3834 and pp.6367.
Fritz Werneiwas compl*eiy owned by the West German government until 1989,
when it was privatised. Smith, 'The Burmese way to rack and ruin', pp.43-5.
Mya Maung Totalitarianism in Burnu, p.235.
Ctrit Tun, 'Blurmese ioint venture', Financial Times,26 November 1984'
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factory in Burma is reportedly at Sindell (Sinde), just south of prome.
There are also ammunition factories at Htonebo (Tonbo), padaung and
Nyaung Chidauk (Nyaung chi-dauk), all of which come within the
broad confines of a large and well-guarded defence industrial complex
situated on the western bank of the Irrawaddy River near prome. In
addition to Ka Pa Sa No.1 near Inya Lake, there are now three other
1aFr Ka Pa Sa weapons and ammunition factories in the RangoonMingaladon area. There are also military supplies factories at Inndaing
(lntaing) in the Pegu District, northeast of the capital, and another near
Mandalav.S4

,n"r" factories could produce automatic rifles and light
machine guns, light mortars, grenades, anti-personnel mines and
ammunition, but many of their products depended on imported raw
materials. Also, the Tatmadaw still relied on foreign firms for much of
its heavy arrrrs arrrmunifion, support equipment and machine spare
parts. The air force and navy were particularly dependent on overseas
logistics. Yet the SLORC faced a serious disruption to its military
supplies after 1988 as influential members of the international
community, including a number of Burma's traditional arms suppliers,
imgosed sanctions against the Rangoon regime in protest against its
violations of human rights.as In September 1988, for example, the
United States reportedly stopped a scheduled delivery of ammunition
for the Tatmadaw's old M1 and M2 carbines, and its MZ9 grenade
launchers.ffi Even West Cerman assistance seems to have been
suspended for a short period, after some pointed questions were asked
in the Bundestag about Fritz Werner's long involvement with Burma's

This paragr_aph is largely taken from Mya Maung The Burma Ruil to pooerty
(Ilaeger, New York, 1991), pp.2@1. In addition to arms, ammunition and
military vehides, Ka Pa fu factories also produce a wide range of military
uniforms, boots, web equipmgnl sporting goods and eating utensils. personil
obs€rvation, Rangoon, ApriJ 1995.

An 'unofficial'embargo imposed by the European C_ommunity in fuly 1991 was
followed by a resolution in the European Palliament in April 1992 ihat all its
member states who were also members of the UN Security Council (UNSC)
propose a mandatory embargo against the military'regime in Burma.
$p$a
Without China's support, however, any suih resolution in tlie UIJSC was bound
to fail, and none was ever proposed.
Bertil Lintner, 'Passing in the dark', Far Eastern Emnomic Reoieat 3 November 1988,

p.17.
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arms industries, and the government of Helmut Kohl acceded to
public pressure to suspend bilateral aid.87
The current extent of foreign involvement in the Burmese
arms industry is not clear. It appears that Fritz Werner quietly
resumed its exports of industrial machinery' and other. materials to
Burma in 1989, after the German Sovernment shed its direct interests
in the company.ss In 1990 a US$8 million joint ventu.r" *3: ,settled

called Myinmar Fritz Werner Industries Limited, which

has

reportedly seen a further strengthening of the military regime's arms
links wiitr Germany. There have also been repeated, if still
unconfirmed, reporti that a Singaporean comPany (or . group of
companies) has stepped in to help develop Burma's. arms industries'
drarving on that iountry's well-developed expertise in this field.
Singapo-rean technicians, for example, have apparently. replaced the
German technicians formerly based at Padaung, across the Irrawaddy
River from Prome and close to the defence industrial complex' The
Singapore Sovernment, however, has categorically denied that
Sin[aporearicompanies have exported any^arms to Burma or are in

un/*y

engagedin arms production there.89

The chinese too may be active in this field. According to the
Far Eastern Economic Rersieu, Chinese engineers inspected a site near
Magwe in 1991, with a view to building a factory complex which could
pro"d,r." M21 semi-automatic carbines, M22 assault rifles and M23

iigtrt mactrine guns, as well as 7.62mm ammunition for

these

;eapons. All ttriee are export versions of weapons currently in service
with the People's Liberaiion Army (PLA).90 Production was due to
begin in early t99l,but it is not known if this has yet occurred'el The
87
88

89

Smith,'The Burmese way to rack and ruin',p.43.- ff," C"r-"n go,n"rn*"rit', departure from Fritz Wer-ner in late 1989 seems to have
to act wiih less concern for official constraints on the arms
freed the
"otip"nyilurmese way to rack and ruin', p.tl4'
trade. Smith,'fhe
Lintner, 'Myanmar's Chinese connection', p.26. Also, interview, Singapore' May
1995.

90

(itself a
The M21 is the export version of the Chinese 7.62 mm- Ty-pe 56 carbine.
copy of the soviet^sl(915 semi-automatic carbine). The M22 is the expo.rt version
Type 55 assault rifle (the Chinese copy of the Soviet AK47) and the
"tiiez.Amm
M23 is the exfrrt version of the Chinese 7.62mm Typ" 55 machine gun

(essentially the same as the Soviet RPD light machine gun)'
^
February
see Bertil Lintner, 'Rangoon's Rubicon" Far Eastern Economic Reoiew,
tTh" d''ogon't arm across the bamboo curtain', Pbneet' 17
p.28;
Sto6an,
P.
7993,
tt"""iUui 1993; and DMS/FI Mitkzt Intelligence Report, File 589, June 1995'

.
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Far Eastern Economic Rnial story was followed by another report in
January 1995, to the effect that:
Burma wants to enter into a joint venture with China to set up
arsenals in Burma to produce weapons for defence and for
export. The Burmese government is planning to build two
arsenals, one in Rangoon.92

According to a Chinese.language newspaper published in Thailand,
SLORC officials repeatedly raised the question of such military
assistance when they visited Beijing in'1994, and again during Chinese
Premier Li Peng's visit to Rangoon in late Dccember that year. China
was said to have'agrecd in principle to consider the request'.93
None of these reports have yet been confirmed, but rumours

of Chinese small arms plants in Burma have been given greater
credence by a number of other developments. Since 1988 a high

priority for the SLORC has been the development and production of a
replacement for the G3 automatic rifle. Not only is it considered too
heavy and clumsy for the average Burmese foot-soldier (as well as
being prone to jam), but the suspension of West German assistance in
1989 reminded the SLORC of its vulnerability to pressure from the
Western democracies. Since then, Burmese engineers have been
working on an indigenously produced 5.55 mm assault rifle, drawing
on Chinese and Israeli expertise. Several prototypes of this weapon,
which includes elemcnts of the Type 56 assault rifle and the Galil AR,
have already appeared, but full-scale production does not seem to
have begun.94 In 1991 an Isracli team visited Rangoon to discuss the
sale to Burma of Uzi 9 mm submachine guns, and there have since

92
93
94

BBC, Summary of World Broadcasts,FE/22m/B/5,13 January 1995.

ibid.

The G3

is

1025mm long and weighs 4.4kg. The Type 55 assault rifle is

considerably shorter at 880 mm, but still weighs 4.3 kg. The Galil AR assault rifle
(which was itself based on the AK4Z) is 979 mm long and weighs 4.35 kg. The
yeapon preferred by many Burma Army soldiers and insurgenb Cppears tobe the
Colt M15A1, which is 991 mm long and weighs only 2.8S [g. See-Graham Smith
(ed.), Military Small Arms (Salamander, London, '1994), pp.165-71; and
Jonathan
Falla, Truc Looe and Bartholotnew: Rebels on the Burmese Border (Cambridee
University Press. Cambridge, 1991), p.l15.
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been unconfirmed rePorts that the SLORC may also be-trying to
develop a version of this weaPon, to be known as the B{g{.vj
At the same time, the Burmese are experimenting with other
weapons. One radical new design, currently known as the E.M'E'R'
K1,ls for a family of weapons following the shortened 'bullpup'
configuration. Prototypes of assault rifle and light machine gun
versions have already been produced. They have a stamped, all-metal
body, 30-round magazine behind the pistol grip and take 5.55 mm
M16 ammunition.95

In addition to developing new infantry weaPons, the SLORC
has improved Burma's capability to produce its own ammunition. It
has long had the capacity to manufacture small-calibre (.303 British,
7.62mrr. NATO and 9 mm Parabcllum) ammunition, and it would be
logical to extend this to include 5.56 mm ammunition for its new
weapons. Also, locally produced 51 mm (8A78) and 81 mm mortar
bombs now permit the Tatmadaw to use these more modern weaPons
instead of its old British (and Burmese-made) 2-inch ML and 3-inch
ML mortars. Burma also makes its own 120 mm and 50 mm mortar
bombs, 41mm (8A92) and 51 mm (8A80) rifle grenades, and
(probably) grenades for its 40 mm launchers.eT The old (UK- and USmade) Type 35 and (Burmese) BA77 anti-personnel hand grenades
used by the army throughout the 1950s and 1970s have now been
replaced by locally made BA88 (offensive), BA91 (defensive) and
BA109 (general purpose) hand grenades.98 Burma also manufactures
its own mobile 81mm artillery tocket launcher, known as the 8484.99
Steps have also been taken

by the SLORC to manufacture

reconnaissance vehicles and light armoured cars in Burma. Since 1988,
the IISS has identified at least 30 locally produced Mazda scout cars

and 20 Hino armoured personnel carriers (APCs) which have been
95

95

97
98

Interviews, Canberra, June 1995. This report has yet to be confirmed, and may
simply reflect confusion with the SLORC's Plan to develoP a weaPon based on the
AK47 and Galil assault rifles.
Personal observation, Rangoon, April 1995.
Burma probably also mak-es its own copy of the Chinese

9e

The

6O

mm Type 53 mortar'

Military Powers Encyclopedia, p.46.

The Type 35 is a Sccond World War vintage British hand grenade,.but the
Burm*i appear to use the same name foi similar, but more modern, US
fragmentation grenades.
This paragrapi is based on interviews and personal observations

during April 1995.
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added to the army's pool of motor vehicles.l@ There are at least four
kinds of light armoured vehicles made in Burma, however, with the
Burma A*y designations BAAC-83, BAAC-84, BAAC-SS and BAAC85. There may even be a BAAC-87 model. Most seem to be based on
Mazda and Hino technology and parts, but it is possible that for the
later-models army engineers have used Nissan or toyota components.
The sLoRC also boasts an indigenous'special combit vehicle". This is
essentially a long-wheel-base jeep armed with7.62mm MG3 and .50
calibre Browning machine guns, a 50 mm or g1 mm mortar mounted
in the back, and carrying a 84 mm Carl Gustaf recoilless gun with
"
high-explosive anti-tank (HEAT) projectiles.lot

- During the 1950s, with advice and equipment mainly from
Yugoslavia, Burma developed a capacity to pro'dnce its own small
naval vessels. By the 1960s, it was building ships up to the light
corvette class (400 tons standard). After the i962 io,rp, hor"errer, lhe
navy was accorded a lower priority in the defence budget and work at
Rangoon's shipyards slowed down as imported eluipment (like
marine engines and electronic systems) was harder to oltain. There
was also a shortage of skilled manpower. while a number of small
patrol craft were built in the years that followed, most effort was put
into the repair and maintenance of the Burma Navy's existing fleet.ro2
This situation changed after 1988, however, when thJ SLORC
authorised a number of ship-building projects. Two coastal patrol craft
and. four riv_er patrol craft have alr-eady been built by the Naval
Engineering Depot and the Myanma Shipyard in Rangoon, and work
is almost completed on two newly designed fast attack"gunboats, to be
powered by German Mercedes diesel engines.l03
Burma has never been able to produce aircraft

or mapr

aircraft components. Although it has displayed considerable ingenuity
in its workshops, the Burma Air Force has always been -heavily

dependent on foreign suppliers and foreign
machines operational.

"tpeitise

to keep iis

This expansion of the armed forces, their new command
structure, the massive arms procurement programme, the

lP
iH
iX;
Itn

The

Mititary Batance 1eesle6, p.t6r.

Personal observation, Rangoon, April 1995.
Cheeseman and Leaver, Tiends inArms Spending ...,p.22.
lane's Fighting ships, 1994-9s flane's Informatioricidup, coursdon, 1994), pp.76g1
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improvements in local arms industries and other stePs taken by the
sLoRC since 1988, have all helped bring about a major transformation
in the Bama Tatmadaw. It is now much larger, better organised, better
equipped and better supported by local industry. All these changes,
howbver, can be very deceptive. on closer examination of the three
individual services, it quickly becomes aPParent that the Burmese
armed forces are not ai powerful or as effective as they may first
appear. Despite significant improvements over the last seven years,
they face a number of serious problems which will take time to
overcome.

CHAPTER

3

THE BURMA ARMY
Whenever the Burmese armed forces are mentioned, it is
usually the Burma Army (BA or Tatmadaw Kyi) which springs to
mind. This is hardly surprising. The army has always been by far the
largest service and has always received the lion's share of the Burmese
defence budget. It has played the most prominent part in Rangoon's
military struggle against the 40 or more insurgent groups which have
challenged central rule since 1948. After General Ne Win's coup in
7962, the army effectively dominated all political processes in the
country and even branched out into commerce, industry and banking.
Its leading political role was reinforced in 1988 by the creation of the
SLORC which, despite a number of personnel changes since then, still
consists almost entirelv of senior armv officers.

The Burma Army before 1988
The Burma Army traces its origins to a number of nationalist
military forces which were formed during the Second World War.
These included the Burma Independence Army (BI$ which
participated in the |apanese invasion of the country in Decem&r 7941,
the Burma Defence A*y (created in late 1942 by the fapanese in an
effort to control the BIA), and the Burma National Army GNA) which
was formed in 1943 when the fapanese granted Burma'independence'
under the puppet government of Dr Ba Maw.l Thanks to a dramatic
switch in its allegiances late in the war, this last force survived as the
Patriotic Burmese Forces (PBF) to become the nucleus of the new

Burma A*y when the British colonial administration finally left in
1948. As Hugh Tinker has noted, however, 'any hope of steady
development of the new arrny was overturned by the onset of civil
war'.2 Almost immediately after the birth of the Union, three former
these developments is given in Lebra, pp.39-74. See also
Andrew Selth, 'Race and Resistance in Burma, 7942-7945', Moden Ashn Stuilbs,

A useftrl sunmary of

Vol.20, No.3, July 1986, pp.481507.
Hugh Tinker, The Union of Burma: A Study of The First Years of Indepenilencc (Oxford
University Press, London, 1957), p.323.
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baftalions of the PBF mutinied, as did a number of the BA's new ethnic
battalions. These mutinies, together with the outbreak of insurgencies

with two communist parties and a number of other groups, soon
threatened the survival of the fledgling Nu govemment in Rangoon.
To protect the new Union and restore unity to the country, a rapid
expansion of the army was authorised.

At independence, the Burma Army consisted of 15 regular
battalions, assisted by 15 battalions of military police.3 After the 1948
mutinies, the army was reduced to a mere six front line battalions, or
less than 3000 men.a By 1952 it had grown to nine battalions. The

following year, however, it jumped in size to 41 battalions, mainly
through the incorporation into the army of the sitwunilans, or
temporary territorial units.S These troops were supported by
armoured and artillery regiments, engineering units, a medical corPs,
and supply and signals elements. Some arms and equipment were
provided by the United Kingdom, the United States and India. With a
little more foreign assistance, this steady increase in strength
continued until 1960, by which time the army had grown to some
85,000 men, reportedly organised into about 50 infantry battalions.5
After General Ne Win's coup in 1962 and the creation of the BSPP
there was a mapr diversion of army resources to political and
administrative roles, but efforts were soon made to replace these
losses. In October that year, for example, 27 new battalions were
formed from the Union Military Police, which was then formally
disbanded. Under the Ne Win regime, the army's growth quickened.
By 7974 it had about 120 battalions, or 145,000 men. By the beginning
of 1988 it had grown even further. According to the IISS, it then
consisted of 155 regular infantry battalions, two armoured battalions,
four artillery battalions, and one light anti-aircraft artillery

As noted above, published figure for Burma's order of baftle are quite unreliable,
but they can still be usefirl in conveying orders of magnihrde, if not actual force

levels. This paragraph draws mainly on Thc Military klaacz for the years in
question. See also Fredholm, Bunna: Ethnicity anil Insurgency, pp.824.
Tinken, Tfie Uniot of Bunnt, p.326; Dr Maung Maung puts the February 1949 figure
at 'a fe*rr thousand men' , Burma3 Constitutbn Martinus Nijhoff, The Hague, 1959),
p.143.
5

6

Tinker, The Uniot $ Buntu, p.326.
If these (and some later) figures are correct, then the average Burmese infantry
battalion around this time must have been well below its later establishment
strength of 750 officers and men. Some were probably little more than companies.
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battalion.T All these units were made up
commitnrents of between two and six years.

of

volunteers serving

There was no shortage of recruits. After independence, the
army tended to be seen as 'the most available channel of social
mobility'.8It was also an avenue through which young Burmese could
acquire technical and professional skills, which could be profitably
exploited on their return to civilian society. The army also offered

considerable privileges and material benefits, compared to many other
occupations. Another reason for the attraction of a career in the arrny,
at least until the 1962 coup, seems to have been the prestige of th,e
military profession. As Moshe Lissak has pointed out

Although there is no direct evidence on this issue, it appears
that the attitude of the Burmese people toward the miiitary
profession changed, from 1948 to '1.962, from a negative to a
lot" positive one. The role played by the army on the
-^n$
battlefield apparently strengthened the soldier's s-tatus in
Burmese society after independence.9

This feeling was naturally strongest among the ethnic Burmans and
others who owed their primary loyalty to ihe central govemment in
Rangoon. The 1952 coup and subsequent human rights-abuses by the
armed forces saw a marked reduction in the a-rmv's status and
popularity.
largely for historical reasons, however, it sftll managed to
retainsufficient prestige to help athact more applications to enlist than
it needed to fill its ranks.

While the Burma Army was formally organised on the
r-egirnental system, the basic nunoeuvre and fighting unit was always
the battalion. This was usually organised into a-head{uarters unit, four
(usually of three platoons each), a zupport company
1fl.e-companies
(with medical, transport, logistics lnd signals functioni), and a hLavy
weapons company. The lafter included mortar, machine gun and
recoilless gun platoons. Artillery and armoured units were nJ used in
an-independent role, but were deployed as necessary in support of the
infantry. The establishment strength of the battarion was uiually set at
trlltitary._anence 1988-7989, p-159. Fredholm lists a total of 23g regular infanhy
battalions (Bunra,: Ethnicity a7! tnsygellcy, p_.g3). See also Tin M"aung M;;g
Than, 'Burma's National Seiurity and Diferice?osture', p.4{1.
lJsak, Military Roles in Mdcnization,p.T1T,
ibid.

!n1

8
9
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750 officers and men, but in fact rarely exceeded 500 and was
sometimes much lower.l0 Before the SLORC's expansion Progralrune,
the Burma Regiment numbered more than 100 battalions and the Light
Infantry Reglment some 40 battalions. Other regiments, with
traditional nl*es like the Burma Rifles, Kachin Rifles, Shan Rifles,
Chin Rifles and Kayah Rifles, were much smaller, accounting for only
about 20 more battilions'll Of these infantry battalions, 85 (Hka I-a Ya
battalions) did not fall under any formal divisional strucrure but were
independently assigned to garrison duties in Burma's nine Regional
commands. ihe remaining 80 (Hkn Ma Ya battalions) were mobile
formations which made up the eight specialised Light Infantry
Divisions.l2
The first LID, the 77th, was formed in mid-1965' It was
responsible for the defeat of the cPB forces based in the forested hills
'1,967
and 1968 two more
or ine central Pegu Yoma in the mid-1970s. In
LIDs were formid, the 88th and 99th. In the latter half of the 197b,
three more LIDs were raised (the 65th, 55th and 44th, in that order),
followed by another two in the period leading ,1P.t9^ the-SLORC's
takeover of political power (the 33rd and 22nd LIDs).13 In 1988 each
LID consisted of 10 battalions specially trained in counter-insurgency
warfare, under three Tactical dperational Commands' These TOCs
were in some respects similar to Brigades, being made up of three or
more combat batialions, with small command and suPport elements.
one LID battalion had been given parachute training, but airborne
operations were rare. while some LIDs were used to occupy territory
ut d d"try it to anti-government forces, they generally constituted the
regime's 6lite shoci troops against insurgents and narcotics-based
They were also cailed upon to quell serious civil disturbances
"ti.riu..
in the mapipopulation centres. The Z/th LID performe9 t-"t\: role in
Rangoon duiing ttru t9Z4'lJ Thant' disturbances, as did the 22nd and
ggriLtOs duriig the pro-democracy demonstrations of August and
September 1988.
10
11

t2
13

Bunge (ed.), Burma: a cauntry study , pp.253-4. - _
ibid:See also Fredholm , Birma: Etiiicity and Insurgency, p.82. The Military Powers
(p.38) states that the ethnic regiments accounted tor less than ) Per
Encyctopitia
'the
Burma Army's active battalions. Despite their names, these regiments
ceni of
had all been ethnically integrated by early 1983'
The Military Balance 7988-1'989, p.159.
Fredholm,"Burma: Ethnicity ind Insutgency, p.83. See also A C-orrespondent'
nuining in the Majors', Far'Eastern Ecoiomii Riobw, 17 September 1987, p.14; and
Lintner"and Karniol,'Unrest swclls the Burmcse ranks', p'I020'
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In addition to manpower problems, after 1948 the new Burma
Army also faced severe shorqages of arms and equipment. As already
noted, the Nu government was reluctant to accePt foreign military aid,
which it feared might compromise Burma's newly won independence
and draw the country into the Cold War. The serious insurgent threat,
however, soon forced it to turn to other countries for assistance. Under
their 1947 bilateral defence agreement, the United Kingdom provided
Burma with technical advice, loans and shipments of surplus military
equipment. India also helpcd with small arms and ammunition. The
United States was initially slow to assist the BA but eventually
provided a considerable amount of ammunition, war materiel and
training, first under the Mutual Dcfense Assistance Plan (MDAP) and
later under the Military Assistance Program (MAP).14 During the
1950s weapons and training were also provided by Yugoslavia and
Israel, both of which were seen to share Burma's non-aligned
credentials. After 1958 further arms and equipment were purchased
from the United States under a special sales arrangement, but this
programme was suspended for political reasons between 1'977 and
1gg1.1s

By 1988 the Burma Army possessed a wide variety of
equipment from many different sources. Much of it was very old and
Burma's reluctance to accept military aid, its
continuing economic problems and the perpetual shortage of foreign
exchange had prevented any major modernisation programmes. These
factors had also encouraged the army to retain and maintain almost all
the equipment that it ever acquired. As one observer noted in 1983, the
fact that so much of it was kept in functioning order 'was a testament
to the skill and inventiveness of the army's maintenance personnel,
who have long had the task of making do with what little was

of limited utility.

l4

Between 1950 and 1984 the United States provided US$72.1 million in grants
under the MAP. Between 1950 and 1994, it also gave about US$5.8 million under
the International Military Education and Training (IMET) programme. Burma also
received aircraft and other military equipment under the International Narcotics
Control Program (INCP). *e Foreign Military fules, Foreign Military C-onstruction
Sales anil Military Assistance Facts, as of kptember 30, 7994 (US Department of
Defense, Washington, 1995), p.70 and p.95.
UgBurma militaiy relations were essentially hostage to Burma's relations with
China. For example, Burma's refusal to renew its military aid programme with the
United States in 1971 was directly related to Rangoon's resumption of normal ties
with Beijing after a breach in mid-1967. See Chi-shad Liang, Burma's Foreign
Relations: Nantralkm in Theory and Pructice (Praeger, New York, 1990), p.158.
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available'.I5 It was also a reflection of the nature of the security threats

the Rangoon government faced and the relatively limited military
ambitions which the regime had set for itself before the SLORC took
over.17

The standard Burmese infantry weapon was the 7.62mm
8,463 automatic rifle, a locally produced version of the German G3. A
shorter, lighter assault version known as the BA72 (or G2), was also
used.l8 The army also had US-made 5.56 mm M15A1 automatic rifles
(about 500 fitted with 40 mm M203 grenade launchers), German-made

7.62mm FN-FAL automatic rifles and a quantity of British

9

mm

Sterling submachine guns.le Many soldiers still carried old .30 calibre
M1 and M2 carbines provided by the United States in the 1950s under
the MAP. A few units may have kept .303 Lee Enfield rifles, BA52
submachine guns or possibly even obsolete British 9 mm Sten guns in
store, but by 1988 most of these much older weapons had been passed
on to Police and People's Militia units.20 Officers usually carried a 9
mm Browning High Fower/FN 35 semi-automatic pistof. The typical
section support weapon was the locally manufacturedT.62mm 8A64
light machine gun, also known as the G4.21 Company fire support
t5
77

Bunge (ed.), Burma: a

19

20

27

study, p.254.

(ane's Information Croup, Coulsdon, '198V, p.945; lane's Infantry
(ane's Information Group Coulsdon, 1994), p.&; laae's Armour
anil Artillery 1.987-88 (fane's Information Group, Coulsdon, 1987), p.8(S; lanc's
Armour end Artillery 1994-95 (Jane's Information Croup, Coulsdon, 1994), p.677;
and Fredholm, Burma: Ethnicity and lnsurgency, p.84.
The BA53 is essentially the Heckler and Koch G3A.3. There is also an improved
version of the G3, known in Burma as the BAl00, which is more acrurate and
reliable than the standard infantry weapon. The BA72 is based on the 7.62 mm G3
but has a shorter barrel, retractable stock and larger magazine.
Some sources have described the US rifles as the Armalite AR-10. This is the same
as the C-olt M-16, of which the Ml6Al was a later refinement. The FN-FA[.s were
surplus West German weapons, provided to Burma in the early 1960s. (Ihe
Hectler and Koch G3 replaced the FN FAL as the standard German infantry
weapon in 1959). The Germans dubbed the FN FAL the Gl, a practiae which the
Burmese also followed.
The BA52 has sometimes been confused with the old British Sten gun, or even the
more modern British Sterling 9 mm submachine gun. The British Stens supplied to
Burma during and immediately after the Second World War appear to have been
mainly Mk 2 and Mk 5 variants.
This was essentially the C3 automatic rifle fitted with a heavy barrel and bipod.
The G4 replaced the British .303 calibre Bren general-purpose machine gun,
although there is strong evidence to suggest that the Burmese continued to use the
Weapons L987-88
Weapons L994-95

18

auntry

The following paragraphs draw on several sources, in partictrlar Tlu Milinry
Balance 798&1989, pp.1567; The Military Balance 1995196, pp.16l-2; lane's Infantry
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generally consisted of German-designed 7.62mm MG3 medium
machine guns and Belgian 7.62 mm FN MAC general-purpose
machine guns. Browning .50 calibre (12.7mm) M2HB machine guns
were also widely used.22
Other infantry weapons used by the army around this time
included some 3000 U9made 40 mm M79 grenade launchers
(delivered to Burma in 1985) and, since '1982, at least 1200 Swedish
84 mm M2 Carl Gustaf recoilless guns obtained from Singapore.B
There have been a few reports that the army has also used Oerlikon
20 mm cannons against insurgent defensive positions.24 While the
Burma Navy mounts these weapons on its gunboats and landing craft,
their use by the army in this fashion has not been confirmed. It is more

likely that the weapons in question were Hispano-Suiza

20

mm

cannons (closely related to the Oerlikon), which have been mounted
on some of the Burma Army's armoured vehicles.2s Other support
weapons included 60 mm light mortars (probably made in Burma),
81mm medium mortars (probably old US M29s or Israeli weaPons),
obsolete ex-Soviet bloc 82 mm M43 mortars, and a range of 120 mm
heavy mortars.26 The latter seems to have been a mix of Yugoslavian
(UBM 52), Israeli (Soltam), French (Brandt) and Finnish (Tampella)
weapons. Some old British 2-inch ML and 3-inch ML mortars (or
locally made copies) were still in the Burmese arrnoury.27 It also

it to lake 7.52mm NATO standard
ammunition. Personal observation, Rangoon, April 1995.
The MG3 is sometimes listed under its older German name as the MG42. While
most observers agree that thes€ machine guns are now made in Burma, some
sourc€s have claimed that the BA's weapons are survivors from a consignment of
Second World War vintage German madrine guns provided by Yugoslavia in the
1950s. See for example T.N. Dupuy and Wendell Blanchard, The Ahunac of Workl
Military Power (Bowker, New York, 1972),p.3'l0. The Browning .50 calibre machine
guns were most probably Belgian-made FN Herstal weapons.
DMS/FI, File 589, June 1995. See also Lintner,'An export backfires', pp.267.These
Bren for some time, after modifying

recoilless guns were presumably the 'Swedish field artillery' to which Jon
Anderson referred in Guznilhs (Harper Collins, London, 1994), p.74.
Tom Peterson,'Karen Kill Tnne', Solilier of Fortune, Vol.15, No.3, Mardt, 1990, p.31.

25

26
27

See also Tom Peterson, 'Bad Day at Thingannyinavng', Solilier of Fortune,Yol.75,
No.2, February 199O p.3l; and Mike Williams,'Cutsy Karens Continue to Bloody
Burmese Butchers', hldbr of Fmtune, Vol.15, No.2, February 199Q p.35.

Personal observation, Rangoon, April 1995.
larc's Infantry Weapons 1.995-96 (ane's lnformation Group, Coulsdon, '1995), p.678.
One foreign observer has claimed that the Bu-rma Army was still using British 2inch mortars against insurgents as late as 1990, although the ammunition was 3040 years old and often failed to explode. Peterson, 'Karen Kill Tnne', p.37.
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included a number of obsolete US-made 3.5-inch M20 rocket launchers
(or'bazookas').
The army's field and anti-aircraft artillery also suffered from
the problems of age, shortages of spare parts and ammunition, and a
lack of suitable transport. The BA inventory in 1988 included about 50
old British 2S-pounder (88 mm) field guns and some 5.5-inch (140 mm)
medium guns. For howitzers, the BA relied on about 100 Yugoslavian
76 mm M48 81 mountain guns provided by Marshal Tito in the 1950s,
and a similar number of US-made 105 mm M101 howitzers delivered
under the MAP. The army also maintained about 60 anti-tank guns of
different types and vintages (mainly old British 57 mm &pounders
and 76.2 mm 17-pounders). There has been one report that in 1987 the
army took delivery of a number of ex-Soviet 1.22 mm BM-21 multiple

rocket launchers (MRLs) from Vietnam, but this has yet to be
air defence artillery consisted of 10 Bofors
40 mm L60 Mk 1 anti-aircraft guns and a number of 3.7-inch (94 mm)
Mk 3.A' towed anti-aircraft guns provided by the United Kingdom in
confirmed.28 Burma's

the late 1940s or early 1950s from Second World War surplus stocks.29
A number of old Yugoslavian 20 mm M38 anti-aircraft guns were also
still in service. All thcse weapons were kept in good condition,
considering the circumstances, but the lack of all-weather roads made
their deployment difficult and ammunition shortages prevented
sustained fire for any pcriod.

Before 1988 the Burma Army's heavy equipment was also
obsolete. There were about 25 Second World War vintage British

Comet medium tanks, 40 Humber one-ton armoured personnel
carriers and 45 Daimler Ferret scout cars. Of the latter, Burma
possessed two variants, one fitted with a machine gun turret and one
without.30 All these vehicles were supplied by the United Kingdom
between the mid-1950s and mid-1960s. The BA also maintained a fleet
of about 80 old UK- or US-made Universal T-16 tracked Bren gun
28
29

The Military Powers Encyclopedia, p.37. Neither the number of MRLs, nor the
number of launchers per system, were specified in this report.
larc's Armour and Artillery 798L-82 (ane's, London , 1981), p.579. As no weapon in
the Burma Army's armoury ever seems to be discarded, it seems a reasonably safe
assumption that they were still in use, or at least in store, in 1988.
Personal observation, Rangoon, April 1995. See also James Smith, 'Myanmar's
Armed Forces - Retaining Power', lane's Intelligence Reoiew, Vol.3, No.9, September
1991, pp.188-9.
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carriers, some with mounted 20 mm Hispano-Suiza Mk 5 cannon.3l
The operational value of all these armoured vehicles was very limited.
Even if the Comet tanks were still serviceable, for example, the
Tatmadaw lacked sufficient heavy road transporters and had difficulty
taking them to areas of operation far from their bases at Hmawbi and
Meiktila.32 Their utility was also greatly limited by their age and the

nature of the terrain over which they would have to oPerate.
Armoured vehicles were occasionally deployed around major
population centres during civil disturbances, howev-e-r, to give the
infintry greater firepowerlnd to intimidate protesters.s
The army's road transport was provided by a mixture of old

and new motor vehicles, including renovated Bedford trucks from the
United Kingdom, Willy's jeeps and Dodge weaPons carriers from the

United States, German Unimog lorries,locally assembled Hino 6.5-ton
diesel trucks, Toyota DA-80 and FA-60 trucks, and Mitsubishi and
Toyota four-wheel-drive general-purpose vehicles from fapan' The
arrny's motor pool also included a range of smaller vehicles, mainly
japinese Mazdas (many of which *e.e ass"-bled in Burma).34 The
demands made on these vehicles were immense, and they were
further tested by the shortage of sealed all-weather roads. In many
border areas there were no roads at all. Rail and riverine transPort
were also used to carry military supplies whenever possible but their
capacity was very limited. In the hills, pack mulcs were often used to
carry heavy equipment, weaPons and rations, and troops on
operations usually moved on foot. It was also common Burma Army
practice to press-gang convicts and local civilians to act as porters,
iarrying ammunition and other supplies from rear areas to the front
line.35 As one observer has noted, it was 'an exceedingly antiquated
31

33

u
35

1980s, these Bren gun carriers had
either been put iito s[orage'or completely phased out of service. They_appeared
on the streefs of Rangoon, however, when the military regime deployedthe army
to crush the pro-dem&racy movemcnt in 1988. Lintner, Outruge, pp.1f 1 ff
Burma possessed a small number of Avitar tank transPorters. Hmawbi is about 32
kilomeies north of Rangoon. Meiktila (another girrison town) is about 150
kilometres south of Mandalay.
Lintner, Arrage, p.131. See also Selth, Dealh of a Hero, p.18.
Personal observation, Rangoon and Taunggyi, April 1995.
The harsh treatment received by these poiters has been graphically described on
nurnerous occasions. See, for example, the interviews conducted by K9g-y

It had been thought by many that, by the late

Brewster and broadcast by Australia's Special Broadcasting Service (SBS)
television network in its programme 'Dateline' on 25 March 1995. See also The
Kayin State in tlv Llnion of

ilyinnur:

Allegatbns of l\I-treatnent and Unlawful Killings
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way of fighting a well-trained and armed enemy in a terrain ideally
suited for guerrilla warfare'.35

When the SLORC took power, the BA had been fighting
insurgent groups and independent armies for 40 years. The much
vaunted 'Four Cuts' (Pya lzy Pya) strategy introduced in the mid-1960s
had initially succeeded in cutting off many insurgent groups from
their sources of food, funds, intelligence and recruits.37 It had the
additional effect, however, of driving them further into the rugged
frontier areas of Burma where they were much harder to dislodge. The
forced resettlement of villagers and scorched earth policies associated
with the Four Cuts programme continued in these areas, but were
much less effective.3s After the mid-1970s, the army was strong
enough to dominate the fertile lowland areas of the country and put
down occasional protests in the urban centres. Yet it did not possess
the nunpower, firepower, mobility or infrastructural support
necessary to occupy all the disputed territory or achieve decisive
results against any of the major insurgent groups. As one observer has
noted, most military analysts calculate that to achieve victory against
well-established guerrillas, the government forces need to outnumber
them by at least ten to one. Yet before 1988 the BA was faced with a
combined insurgent opposition of at least 25,000 to 35,000 armed
regulars.39 The ratio was barely five to one.

As a consequence, the Rangoon government reverted to a
policy of isolation and attrition, hoping to cut off the insurgents'
supplies and wear away their strength until the army could either
defeat them on the battlefield or force them to negotiate. Hamstrung
by all its deficiencies, however, and by other problems like the annual
of Suspecteil Political Oppnenls anil Pmters Seiztil Since L8 Septmrber 1988 (Amnesty

35
37
3E

39

International, london, 1989); and Martin Smith, Ethnic Groups in Burma:
Deoelopment, Demuracy and Human Rrg/rts (Anti-Slavery International, London,
794).

Smith, Brrma: lnsurgency and the Politics of Ethnicity, pJffi.
ibid., pp.258 ff.
Indeed, by creating widespread antagonism against the army and attracting
international criticism they were quite counterproductive. See, for example,
Rodney Tasker and Bertil Lintner, 'Second Coming', Far Eastern Eanomic Reoiew,
15 July 1993, p.24.
Smith, Bnrmc: lnsurgency and the Politics ol Ethnicity, p.90, Useful summaries of
Burmese ethnic insurgent groups are given in Lintner, The Rise and Fall of the
Communist Party of Burma (CPB), pp.10!8; and Smith, Ethnic Group in Burma,
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monsoon, the army soon found that its own strength and staying
power was being tested. It was difficult for the BA to mount more than
otre or two mapr operations each year, or to sustain them for any
extended period. Also, lacking the numbers and logistical resources,
the army was forced to tackle insurgent groups individually, hoping
not to be faced with more than one major campaign in different parts
of the country at the same time. The regime did not have the airlift
capacity needed to move trooPs long distances quickly and, without
either an adequate road network or suitable cross-country vehicles,
found it difficult to bring its heavier equipment to bear on the
insurgents' well-defended bases. Insurgent groups were thus given
periodic respites from the fighting and opportunities to recover their
itrength. In the vicious skirmishes and assaults which came to
characterise counter-insurgent operations in Burma, the army was
frequently outgunned and out-manouvred by its opponents, who
often enjoyed better sources of supply, shorter lines of communication
and greiter support from the local population.o
As 1988 drew to a close, the prospect for the military regime
was one of continued bitter fighting with a similar lack of concrete
results. It was a situation which the sLoRC was determined to change.
The Burma Army after 1988

Within a year of the SLORC's takeover, the Burma Army had
from
about 170,000 to over 200,000 all ranks.4l 'Intelligence
grown
were
quoted in early 1992 to the effect that China had
Jources'
'promised to help equip an entire new Burmese division, and sell
equipment for more than 70 new infantry battalions to be raised over
th'e next five years'.42 Drawing on a 'comprehensive order of battle'
p.34.

k

also Bill

B"IIT, 'Burma's democrats fight on in the face of

Australian, 1 2 January I 993.

40 b-itn, Arr.oi

41

42

Insurgency and

tle

fear',

Politics of Ethnicity, p.100. Some insurgent Srou
SrouPs

t
w-ra
rhlo tn
equipment 0ike mobile radios) on the
weaPons and eouioment
modern weamns
to nrrnhe*
purchase .'i.rlowere able
black markel, drawing on funds generated by 'taxes' imPosed on crossborder
smuggling operations.-Other groups had access to much greater funds generated
fronittreiale of narcotics. A few, like the CPB, were supported to a Sreater or
lesser extent by foreign governments. See also Anderson , Cuenillas,pJ3'
The figure of iZO,md islrom Tfte Mititary Balanu 1988-1989, p.159. This included
155 infantrv battalions.
Bertil Lintner, 'Centrifugal forces', Far Eastem Economic Reoicw,27 February 1992,

P.16.
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obtained from Burmese sources, lane's Det'ence Weekly reported later
that year that the Burma Army had grown to 109 ganison baftalions
and 76 mobile battalions, with support elements.43 According to the
IISS, by mid-1995 the Burma Army's personnel strength stood at
265,0ffi officers and men, with the main combat element ionsisting of
245 infantry battalions.4 There were also four armoured battalions,
seven artillery battalions and 17 independent artillery companies. The
number of anti-aircraft artillery battalions had risen to two.45 Of the
infantry battalions,l45 were in garrison with the Regional Commands,
under 32 TOCs. The remainder were shared between the Light
Infantry Divisions. As noted above, it is always difficult to arrive at an
accurate Burmese order of battle but, by any estimate, it was a
remarkable expansion in a very short time.
The SLORC has also introduced a number of changes to the
army's command structure and the deployment of its forces. A
number of additional formations have been created, including two
new Light Infantry Divisions. The l1th LID was formed in December
1988, and the 101st LID in 7991'.45 Each have three TOCs. There are
now at least 23 independent engineer companies and 9 signal
companies.4T The number of military intelligence companies has llso
increased, from as few as 12 before 1988, to 77 in 1989 and then to 23
by mid-1992. These new intelligence units have been assigned not only
to potential centres of civil unrest like the major towns and cities, but
also to posts along the Chinese, Indian and Bangladeshi borders.4
Other army units have also been assigned to these border areas. As
lane's D efence W eekly reported in'.992:
Before 1988 ... Burma's borders with Bangladesh and India
were covered by five battalions of regular infantry. Today the
same zones are covered by more than 32 battalions. Shan State
in Burma's north+ast has also seen a build-up of government
43

44
45

Untner and Karniol, 'Unrest swells the Burmese ranks', p.I020.
Thc

Military Balance 1995196, p.167.

Lintner and Karniol, 'Unrest swells the Burmese ranks', p.1@0. In mid-1995,
however, the IISS listed only three armoured battalions ind one anti-aircraft

artillery battalion. *e The Military Balance 1995196, p.161,.
In 1993 Tin Maung Maung Than suggested thaf there were 11 LIDs, but this
additional formation cannot be identified. See 'Neither lnheritance nor Legacy',
47
48

p.60, note 125.
The Military Powers Encyclopdia, p.37.

Lintner and Karniol, 'Unrest swells the Burmese ranks', p.l020.
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strength,withabout20ofthenewlyformedbattalions
stationed there.49

In addition, the 20 or so infantry battalions which formerly carried

ethnic designations, such as the Chin Rifles and Kachin Rifles, have
been given-purely numeric titles. This is presumably to emphasise the
corrt try's need for unity, dcspite its diverse ethnic composition'
The rapid increase in the Burma Army's numbers after 1988
was initially ichieved through a vigorous recruitment campaign,
carried out mainly in impoverished rural villages where young men
had little chance of regulir employment. Many rccruits were attracted
by the promise of a caih payment on enlistment, and later access to the
tututirr"ty generous pay,-privileges and perquisites whigh are usually
enioyed-by memberl of the armed forces in Burma. Also, recruiting
standards-appear to have been lowered. Before 1988, about half of all
applicants t6loin the army_ were rejected as medically unfit, or in other
ways deemed unsuitable.S0 To all intents and purposes this practice
hai now been abandoned. For example, the official minimum age fol
ioining the army is 18 but some recruits accepted by- the SLORC
t.rrrr"iiy for two-year periods) have been as young as 15 years old'51
There irave also been reports of the BA enlisting orphans and other
homeless children, counling on their gratitude to ensure continuing
loyalty to the military regime. There have been claims that some
children have been tricked"into enlisting, or even kidnapped.s2 At the
same time, a major propaganda campaign was launched in the
government-controlled- .e*J media to try and attract_ additional
iecruits, by appealing to their sense of duty and national pride's3

These measures aPPear to have achieved some initial
successes, but the number of recruits later fell away and other
49

50

ibid.
T.D. Roberts et al., Area Handbook for Burma (American university, washington,
1%8), p.333.

51

Lintnei, 'Consolidating Power', p.23. See also 'Troops freed by- Karen army-fear
government reprisals',-Nitrbn, 1l January 1993; and 'Burmese Rebels Await a Foe's
tuckv Numbei'. NewyorkTitncs,22 Maich 1992. Most insurgent grouPs in Burma
have children in their ranks, often as soldiers in the 'front line''
Fredholm, Burma: Ethnicity anrl Insutgenry, P.83.See also Human Rights Y-yrfuok
7994: Burma (National Coalition Government of the Union of Burma Human
Rights Documentation Unit, Bangkok, 1995), p'73.
Sd, fot example, Maung Myo Thu, The Tatmadaw wants you', Working People's
Daily,24March 1993.
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measures had to be introduced. Since 1993, fot example, there have
been persistent reports that every district and village in Burma has
been required to provide at least one recruit for the army.il If it is still
unable to fill all the vacancies created by the arrny's rapid expansion
the regime could invoke Burma's 1959 People's Militia Act. This
permits the conscription of all male citizens between the ages of 18 and
46, and females between the ages of 18 and 36, for between six months'
and two years' military service.55 The national constitution drawn up
by the BSPP in 1974 also enshrines the principle that every Burmese
citizen has a duty to protect the country and safeguard its integrity.
The constitution states that citizens shall undergo military training and

undertake military service for Burma's defence.56 Yet the SLORC
appears reluctant to take such a drastic step. Given the strength of
feeling against the army since the 1988 massacres, the regime probably
fears having large numbers of resentful men and women in the ranks
who could disrupt important military operations. They could even
turn their training and weapons against the regime itself.

It is relevant in this regard that, since 1988, considerable
efforts have been made to expand the size and functions of the
paramilitary People's Police Force. Completely discredited in the eyes
of both the public and the military regime after 1988 (albeit for quite
different reasons), the PPF has been significantly expanded and
reorganised.ST By the beginning of t995 the PPF- numbered some
50,000 officers and men, compared with only 38,000 in 1988. Some
sources have suggested that the 1995 figure should be at least 58,400,
even before counting the anti-riot police known as the Lon Htein.* Ttre
54

)J
55

Smith,.Elrrnic
Qrgups i1 Burma, ppj78-19. See also'Burmese Army to conscript
youths', Asian Defence lounul,May 193,p.t36.
some skilled professionals, like doctors,ingineers and teacherq remain liable for

service until aged 56. See Lissat Military Roles in Moikrnizntbn,p.l16,
Constitution of the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma, Ariicles l7O and lZr.
See A.D. Moscotti, Burma's Constitution anil Elections o/ 1974 (lnstitute of Southeast
Asian Studies, Singapore, 7977), p.l'tZ.
The PPR and in particular the lpn Htein /.ot police, have been condemned for
their brutal treahnent of shrdents and other pro-democracv demonstrators in 19E8.
At the same time, the SLORC has bitterly criticised the pFF for surrendering their

arms to the demonstrators. See, for example, Lintner, Outregc, pp.4.7 and pp.597'l; and Address Delivered by Senior General Saw Maung C_oririnander-in-Chief
of the Defence Services, at the 45th Anniversary of the Armed Forces Dav
(Resistance Day), 27 March 1990.
The
Vilitary. .Balance 7988-1989, p.160; and TIu Military Balancz 1995196, p.162. See
also The Military Powers Encyclopdia, p.44.
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PPFs ranks and organisational structure have been more closely
aligned with those of the armed forces. The most senior PPF positions
have been filled with field grade army officers and 'unity of PurPose
and fraternal ties among all "armed units" have been repeatedly
stressed in both the army and the polics'.59 As the Union Military
Police used to be before 1,962, the paramilitary PPF is now in effect an
extension of the Tatmadaw, the main task of which is to help Prevent
or control civil unrest in the country's population centres, thus freeing
the army for operations elsewhere.

It was in part to equip

these much larger forces

that,

soon

after it took over government, the SLORC embarked on a massive
arms purchasing prograrrune. The munitions which were obtained in
late 1988 and early 1989 were soon supplemented by additional arms
and ammunition. Most came from China. They reportedly included
some 10,000 7.62mm Type 56 assault rifles, 40mm RPG-7 rocketpropelled grenade launchers, 82 mm and '122 mm mortars (probably
Type 67 and Type 55), as well as 57 mm and 75 mm recoilless guns
tf-UaUty including Type 52 and Type 56).50 Ammunition was
supplied for all these weapons, together with 62 mm and 55 mm
HEAT proiectiles.6l China also provided the army with night vision
deviceJand 800 military parachutes.62
In addition to their earlier shipments, Pakistan, Singapore and
Israel have supplied Burma with a range of infantry weapons and
equipment. Before its sales to the SLORC ceased in 1991, Pakistan
shipped mortars, rocket launchers, assault rifles and ammunition
valued at abut US$20 million' Until the practice was stoPPed by the
United States, many of these weapons were siphoned off foreign arms
Tin Maung Maung Than, 'Neither Inheritance nor Legacy', p.60,.note 1-26. Because
of the inclusion of the PPF and People's Militia in Burma's 'armed units', the
SLORC now prefers to use the (English-language) term 'defence services', rather
than 'armed forces'in all its formal titles.
The rifles and ammunition alone were reported to be worth us$290 million. see

Lintner, 'Rangoon's Rubicon', p.28. See also Bertil Lintner, 'Hardware for
hardliners', Fir Eastern Eanomii Reaiew, 'l December 1994' p-12; Bertil Lintner.
'Collective insecurity', Far Eastern Economic Reobw, 3 December '1992, p.22; and
Lintner, 'Myanmar'i Chinese connection', p.25. The Chinese Type-S2 recoilless
rifle is a c6py of the old US M20 'bazooka' (which the Burma Army already

6'l
62

possessed).

Personal observation, Rangoon,

April

1995.

Bertil Lintner, 'Arms for Eyes', Far Eastern Economic Rettbw, 15 December 1993,
P.26.
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shipments se-nt to Pakistan for use by the anti-Soviet mujahiileen in
Afghanistan.G Pakistan may have also provided Burma wiitr tO6 mm
M40 A2 recoilless rifles, which the BA now has mounted on some of its
i""ps.a More recently, Singaporean companies are thought to have
sold the SLORC M16A1 automatic rifles and 5.5d mm ammunition in

defiance of US export laws.6 Israel has contributed at least one
consignment of Uzi 9 mm submachine guns to the SLORC's weapons
holdings.6
The SLORC has also turned to other suppliers to arm and
equip its ground forces. In late '1992, for example, a Portuguese arrns
manufacturer was reported to have sold the regime some US$1.5

million worth of arms and ammunition, despite a

European

Community arms embargo against Burma. Included in the shipment
were 120 mm heavy mortars, 81 mm medium mortars, and possibly
some 60 mm light mortars. There were also said to be at least 20,000
mortar bombs and artillery shells in the order.57 In late 1990 North
Korea sold Burma 20 million rounds of 7.62mm rifle ammunition.6
63

&
65

67

58

Lintner, 'Hidden reserves', p.I2.
Personal observation, Rangoon, April 1995. These weapons are manufactured in
Pakistan and are still in scrvice with the Pakistan Armed Forces.
Lintner, 'Myanmar's Chinee connection', p.26. According to Trevor Watson,
Singapore has sold Burma 'tens of millions of dollars' worth of miltary equipment
and arms since 1988. See'Report from Asia', Aushalian Broadcasting Corporation
(ABC), FM ndto,77 July 1994.
These weapons only seem to have been distributed to specialist units. The
bodyguards of scnior SLORC identities, for example, cany Un submachine guns,
as do soldiers assigned to protect foreign visitors to Burma. (See, for example,
Angus McDonald, The Fiw Fmt Rud: In Search of a Vanislud Cftina (Angus and
Robertson, Sydney, 1995), p.lV.) It is possible that Uzis are also used by the
special antiterrorist unit formed in 1986 to protcct foreign embassies, and res'pond
to incidents like aircraft hijackings.
Bertil Lintner has written that the deal was arranged through a private Portuguese
company, dealing with Singaporean brokers who did not divulge the final
destination of the arms. The Portuguese company has been identified as either
Industrias Nacionias de Dcfensa EP, or Companhia de Polvoras e Municoes
Barcarena SA. See 'Portuguese Men-of-War', Far Eastern Eanomic Rmbw, 1,2
November 1992, p.8; a nd Lin tn er,'M yanma r's Chinese connectio n', p.26.
'Burma buys AK-47 rounds',lane's Defence Weekly,2 February 1991, p|l39.lt is not
clear why Burma did not purchase this ammunition from China, with which it
shares much closer relations, particularly in the arms procurement field. Martin
Smith has suggested that the ammunition was destined for the United Wa State
Army (UWSA), an insurgent group in Burma's far north which had signed a ceasefire agreement with the SLORC. Given the continuing involvement of the UWSA
in the opium trade, which China officially condemned, Smith feels that it would
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While specific orders have not been identified, the arrny's munitions
holdingi suggest that in recent years France may have _sold Burma
120 mm moitir bombs, while Bclgium, Czechoslovakia, South Africa
and south Korea have reportedly provided additional small arms and
ammunition.
Since 1988, the Burma Army has also obtained a wide range of
heavier equipment. Once again, most has come from China'69 To
modemise and strengthen its armoured warfare capabilities, for
example, the SLORC initially purchascd about 85 tanks. This order
probably consisted of 30 Norinco Type 69II main battle tanks and 55
fype OJ light tanks. (The latter is the Chinese version of the Soviet
ftlTO tigt t amphibious tank.) Rangoon also aPPears to have placed an
order with Norinco for more than 100 armoured personnel carriers,
probably Type 85 models.70 These early shipments of Chinese
irmoured vehicles were followed in late '1993 by a Burmese order for
an additional 50 T69 main battle tanks, 50 T63 light amphibious tanks
and 150 more Type 85 APCs.71 If all these rePorts are correct, then

Burma's armoured battalions will soon be able to boast about 80 new
main battle tanks, 105 light tanks and some 250 Chinese APCs, in
addition to the 50 or more APCs and light reconnaissance vehicles
already produced in Burma's own arms factories. Together, they
constitute a significant boost to the BA's order of battle.
The Chinese are also rePorted to have sold Burma more than
100 artillery pieces over the past seven years. These weaPons probably
include 122 mm Type 54 howitzers, a number of anti-tank guns and at
have been too embarassing for the SLORC to ask China for the ammunition. See
Smith, 'The Burmese way to rack and ruin', p.45'
The following putugtupi\t have been drawn largely from the reportin^g 9f- !e1it
Lintner, in pi*iculir Oiling the iron fist', p.28; 'Lock and load, p.28; 'Hidden
reserves', p.tZ; 'Sam* deaf signed by China and M.yanm-ar',-p.1; -'Rangoon's
Rubicon', p.28; ana 'Myanmais Chinese connection', p.2! See-also-Yindee
Lertcharoeirchok, 'Beijing, Rangoon ink $1.2 billion arms deal'; and David Lague,
'Evans seeks support forban on Burma', Financial Reoiew,27 May 7991. ,
Now known ai the type 85 family of armoured vehicles, these machines were
formerly designated ti* fyp" YW 531 H. Some sources have referred to the
purchase of infantry fighting vehides (lFVs), but this appears to.reflect confusion
iret*""n APCs and iFV-s of this type. See Lintner, 'Myanmar's Chinese connection',

pp.2l' ft'
ilertil Lininer, 'Chinese arms bolitcr Burmese fore', lane's Delence Weekly,27
November 7993, p.11. See also Lintner, 'Hardwear for hardliners', p.12; and
p.23; and Jane's Armour and Artillery L994-95,

bntner, 'Arms for Eyes', p.25.
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least 30 Norinco 107 mm Type 63 multiple rocket launchers.T2 The
latter is a l2-round MRL normally mounted on the Type 81 four-byfour truck. It is poslible that several 19-round 130 mm-Type 6,3 MI{L
were also supplied.re For ground-based air defence, the-SLORC has
purchased at least 24 Chinese 37 mm Type 74 twin-barrel towed antiaircraft guns, with their associated mobile generators, radars and
directors. It has been reported that the BA has also taken derivery of
some Norinco twin 57 mm Type 80 self-propelled anti-aircraft gun
systems. There is some evidence, however, to suggest that this may

not be correct, and that the latter order was in fact for about 12
Norinco single-barrel 57 mm towed anti-aircraft gun systems,

complete with generators, radars and directors. It is possible that both
systems have been supplied.Ta

Included among these arms deals with China was a large
quantity of Hongying HN-5 man-portable, shoulder-launched surfaceto-air missiles (SAMs). They were probably HN-5A versions.Ts This
weapon has a heat-seeking guidance system, like the Soviet SA-7
'Grail' SAM on which it is based. Also, according to the journal Asian
Aoiation,around 1991:
Myanmar acquired a surplus BAe Dynamics Bloodhound Mk
II surface-to-air missile system withdrawn from service by the
Rep. of Singapore AF. The package is understood to have also
included missiles and three Scorpion target illuminating
radars.76

A reporter for the Australian sBS television network later suggested
that more than one Bloodhound system was sold to Burma by

Singapore around this time.Z If any of these reports are true, then the
Bloodhound would be the first guided missile system to be inhoduced
into the Tatmadaw's arsenal. T\e Asian Aaintion and SBS reports,
however, have yet to be confirmed.
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Lintner, Arms for Eyes', p.25.
Lintnei,'Rangoon's Rubicon', p.28.

i_bid. See also

Rangoon, April 1995. See also lane,s Land
l:ITfl:br:ryation,
7994-95 (Jane's Information Group;Coulsdon,
1994),

i.299.

Based Air Defence

The Institute for Asian Democricy's figure of 55,fii0 HN-SA missile seems too
ftigh.See Towarils Democracy in Burma, p-.58.
'Air Forces Survey: Myanmar', p.35.
Kerry Brewster,'batc[inc', SBSTclevision, 25 March 1995.
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The Burma Army has acquired a wide range of new road
transport and heavy-duty vehicles. China alone has provided about
1000 vehicles since 1988, including 6.5-tonne Aeolus trucks, five-tonne
|iefang trucks, two-tonne Lan ]ian trucks, two-tonne Kungi trucks, and
about 300 other heavy-duty machines. The latter aPpear to have
included some tank recovery vehicles, armoured bridge layers and a
number of wheeled tank transporters.TS In addition, the SLORC has
purchased a number of Star 266 road cranes and Star 12.5-ton trucks
from Poland. Other purchases since 1988 include Nissan Container
Carriers, Nissan five-ton diesel trucks and Nissan Patrol four-wheeldrive general-purpose vehicles, all from Japan, and possibly a number
of e,R]st Zastivaiight ull-tertain vehicles (LRfVs) fiom Yugoslavia.Te
The Burma Army has also taken delivery of a large quantity of
military communications equipment, mostly from China. No details of
specific orders or unit tyPes are available, but it aPPears that the
military regime has bought a large number of command and field
radios, as well as smaller personal units (often described as 'walkie
talkies') for use during operations. There is a pressing need for better
ground-to-air communications, and this requirement too is apparently
being addressed.8o
Deliveries of the new Chinese equipment began almost as
soon as the first deal was signed, with the arrival in Rangoon in
August 1990 of a Chinese freighter carrying small ^arms and
ammunition, radar equipment and anti-aircraft weapons.ul For most
of the Chinese equipment, however, the SLORC was forced to wait
until the completion in October 7992 of a large new bridge over the
Shweli River, which runs along the Burma-China border between
Namkhan and Muse. An extensive programme of road and bridge
Personal observation, Rangoon, April 1995. There has been speculation that some
of this equipment, such as the (rePortedly Type 72) tank recovery vehicles.and
armoured biidge layers, are in fait of Eastern bloc origin and may have been
79
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provided by Yugoslavia or Poland.
Personal observltion, Rangoon, April 1995. See also lane's Militery Vehicles and
Logistiu, 1995-96 (ane's Information Group, Coulsdon, 1195), 9-770.
Inlerview, Rangoon, April 1995. Falla (Tnu l-otte and Bartholomew,- p354) has
reported a daim by Kaien insurgents that BA spies infilhated into Karen camps
had been caught carrying small. portable ground-to-air radios, for contact with
passing military
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Chinese connection', p.12. See also Bertil Lintner, 'The
Volatile Yunnan Fronticr', lane's lntelligence Reuiew, Vol.6. No.2, February 1994,

iintnei, 'Myanmar's
P.85.
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building on both sides of the border has also been undertaken, with a
view in part to expediting further arms deliveries.s2 By the end of 1993
arrns were said to be flowing into Burma 'at a faster pace than at any
time since the first deliveries [from China] took place in August
1gg0'.83

Attention has also been given to the Burma Army's increased
training requirements. Included in the SLORC's 1989 arms deal with
China, for example, was an agreement that some 40G500 Burmese
officers and men would undertake instruction in China. Most of this
training was to cover the operation and maintenance of the new
Chinese arms and equipment prior to its delivery.84 At least 180 iunior
grade field officers had completed this training by early 1993.8s There
have been several reports that, at one stage, up to 75 Chinese
instructors were working in Burma itself, including a number directly
advising troops in the field.86 There have also been unconfirmed
reports that in 1991 Pakistan sent a number of instructors to Burma to
help the BA become more familiar with those items of Chinese
equipment which were also operated by Pakistan. Pakistan A*y
instructors may have provided Burma with special forces training,
including airbome training, at the army's airbome school at
Hmawbi.87 The Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) have developed a very
close relationship with the Tatmadaw since 1988. They have provided
training (in Singapore) for a Burma A*y parachute display team and
there have even been reports that SAF units have been seen in Burma
itself.s It is also possible that Singaporean companies have provided
The infrastructure devclopment along the China-Burma border has also been
undertaken to facilitate cross-bordcr trade, now estimated to be about US$1.5
billion per year, and still increasing rapidly. See Lintner, 'Rangoon's Rubicon',
83
84
85
E6
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p.28; and Lintner, 'Arms for Eyes', p.26.
Lintner, 'Arms for Eyes', p.26.

Interview, Rangoon, April 1995.
Yindee Lertcharoenchok,'Beijing, Rangoon ink $1.2 billion arms deal'. See also
Fredholm, Burma: Ethnicity and I nsurgency, p.84.
Karen insurgents, for example, have claimed that they have seen Chinese officers
advising the Burmese at artillery bases near Manerplaw. Neil Kelly, 'Burmese
soldiers dose in on Karen rebels', Ilra Times,71 February 1992. See also'The China
Connection', Asiaueek,2l July '1993, p.23.
Fredholm, Burma: Ethnicity and Insurgency, p.89. See also'Air Forces Survey Myanmar', p.34.
Interview, Singapore, May 1995; and Lague, 'Evans seeks support for ban on
Burma'. No mention of Burma occurs in Defence of Singapore 7994-95 (Ministry of
Defence, Singapore, 194), but nor does this official publication mention the
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training packages with computer equipment which they are thought to
be instilling in the Burmese Defence Ministry.89 One French source
has stated that specialist military instructors from Vietnam have been
assisting the BA in southern Burma since 1987, and some Rohingya
insurgents have claimed that Israeli instructors have been seen in
Burma in recent years.m
There seerns little doubt that a large number

of

Burmese

officers and men have bccn sent to China for training on the BA's new
equipment. Chinese officials have opcnly admitted as much.9l The
presence of foreign military instructors in Burma, however, is much
more difficult to confirm. Whcn questioned about the matter,
spokesmen for both the SLORC and the other countries concerned
have invariably rejected the idca.92 Some reports, like the reference to
Vietnamese instructors, seem rather improbable. On being pressed, the
Karens could not substantiate their claims of Chinese instructors
assisting the BA in the field, and the Rohingya claims seem designed
simply to attract greater support from ttie Arab countries.93 The
Burmese government has always bcen fierccly independent, and the

intensely proud of its own military traditions and
It is unlikcly that the Rangoon regime would feel it
necessary or even dcsirable to seek foreign assistance in this way
except in unavoidable circumstances, for example where new or
specialised technology was being introduced into service. It is possible
that this may have required some additional instruction by foreign
military personnel in Burma itsclf but, if so, it is unlikely that they
would be permitted to stay in the country any longer than was

Tatmadaw

is

achievements.

necessary.94

89
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'navigational' flights regularly made to and from Rangoon by SAF aircraft,
including Lockheed C-130 Hercules and Fokker F-50 transports.
Interview, Singapore, May 1995.

Military Powers Encyclopeilia, p.# and p.46; and personal communication,
Bertil Linkrer to the author, 17 October 1995.
Interview, Rangoon, April 1995.
lnterviews, Rangoon, Kuala Lumpur and Singapore, April and May 1995.
Personal communication, Bertil Lintner to the author, 17 October 1995.
Chinese Prime Minister Li Peng may have been correct when, during a visit to
Burma in December 1994, he stated that China did not have any military
personnel in the country. Any Chinese instructors sent to Burma before then could
have completed their tasks and left. See 'Li denies China's plans on expansion',
Times ol lnilia,29 December 1994.
The
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its greatly increased numbers, new weapons, more
- - -With
plentiful
supplies of ammunition and greater mobility,'the Burma
in 1995 must be considered a formidable force. Arguments over
4r-y
the exact numbers aside, it is now one of the largest groirnd forces in
southeast Asia.95 It is also better equipped tha-n at-any time in its
history. Thanks to its 50 years of continuous active service, it has more
direct expe_rience of combat in the field than many comparable
countries. one foreign purnalist with the rare experience of seeing
Burmese soldiers in action against ethnic insurgenis was 'thoroughl!
impressed by their fighting skills, endurance and discipline'.% otte.
observers have described the BA as 'the toughest, most effective light
infantry jungle force now operating in Southeast Asia'.97 Even lhe
Thais, not known to praise the Burmese lightly, have recently
described the BA as 'skilled in the art of jungle-warfare'.98 Given its
development over the past seven years, and its equipment
_

acquisitions, the Burma A*y should also be able to perform a much
wider range of conventional defence roles.

At first sight, these assumptions would appear to be well
justified. During the 1991-92 dry season, for example, the SLORC was
able to conduct concurrent campaigns against elhnic and religious
minorities along the borders with rhailand, Bangladesh and lnaia.
From the scope and nature of these operations it was clear that the
Burma Army had benefited considerably from its expansion and
modemisation programme.99 Its new-found strength wis confirmed
during later campaigns, including the 7994-9s dry season offensive
against the Karen insurgent strongholds of Manerplaw and
to the IISS, Vietnam is the onty Southeast Asian country which
a larger stand.ing a1my. See fni Uititary klance 7995196,
Tt
{nZ. X.
also"Ld/.h*
Udai Bhanu Singh, 'Crowth of Military powei in South-east Aii^,, erion
According

96
97
98
99

strategic
(lnstih.rte for Defenci shrdies and Analysis, New Delhi,
_Reoiew 1994-95
1995), p.312 tf .
Ur-rtneJ,^^!-and of lade: A lourney Through lnsurgent Blrma (Kiscadale,
Ie.ltil
Edinburgh, 1990), p.viii.

'Terror on the border', Asiaweek,2l February lc)92,p.25.
Tluilanil 1994, p.75.
This has been.suggeste{by ieveral observers. See, for example, James Walsh, 'The
pogr of Vlar', Time, 17 February 1992, pp.l}-l,9; Teresa'pdlg 'Refugees flee
Burma
.to escape army offcnsivei, Inilepident, 28 January telZj Nict tuming_
Bruce, 'Burma.tatters separatist stronghold', Guaidian, fl Fub.,.r"ry 1g2; anld
The Delence of

Lintner,'Centrifugal forces',

p. I 5.
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Kawmura.l0 There were several reasons for the army's victories in
1995, when so rruny earlier campaigns against the Karens had failed,
and some were cl-early unrelated to improvements in the armed
forces.lol Yet this latter campaign still demonstrated that the BA was
now in a position to concentiate its strength more quickly, bring much
greater force to bear on its enemies, and sustain its operations longer,
than had been the case in the past. The size of the campaign, the rapid
reinforcement of the units deployed, and the sustained fire from
recoilless guns, mortars and artillery against the Karen camps, for
example, all suggested much better logistics structures, improved road
transport, more modern weaPons and increased ammunition
s1ssks.102

on paper at least, the army's conventional defence capabilities
have improved. Not only is the service now much larger,
also
should
mobile and has greatly improved armour, artillery and
is
more
it
but

air defence inventories. Its command, control, communications and

intelligence systems have been expanded and refined. Burma may still
have relatively modest weaPon systems compared to its larger
neighbours, but it is now in a much better Position to deter.external
aggression and to respond to such a threat should it ever arise. That

siid, however, doubts must still be held about the Burma Army's

ability fully to capitalise on its new structure and materiel acquisitions.
This applies as much to the conduct of counter-insurgent oPerations as
to the perforrnance of larger scale, conventional defence roles'

The rapid expansion of the army since 1988 has placed it
under considerable stiain. Many units seem to be well under strength
and training has suffered badly. There is a serious shortage of
qualified and experienced officers and non-commissioned officers
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The fall of Manerplaw is examined in Bertil Lintner, 'Loss and exile" Far Eastem
Eanomickoiat),i6February '1995,p.23; and'The Fall of Manerplaw', Asiaweek,.77
February 1995, pp.3l-2. See itso Pairick Lescot, 'Burma launches assaults on rebel
basr-', Australian, l0 February 1995'
of critical importance was'a major split in the Karen_insurgent for-ces, and the
defection to ihe SLORC of hundreds of Buddhist Karen guerrillas. See, for
example, William Ashton, 'Karen down but not ouf, Asia'Pacific Defence Reporter,
Vol.2i, No.8/9, MaylJune 7994, p.18. lt is also significant that by.this.time the
SLORC had reach6d cnase-fire igreements with most other major insurgert
groups, thus freeing army resources for redeployment from other areas of the
country.
Intervilws, Bangkok, April 1995. See also Yindee Lertcharoenchok, 'Kawmura falls
to Rangoon forces', Nalrbn,22 Fcbruary 1995.
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(NCOs), a problem compounded by the SLORC's clear preference for
the army's higher ranks to be filled by ethnic Burmans.lG T\e 1991-92,
7992-93 and 1994-95 dry season offensives against various ethnic

insurgent groups (notably the Kachins and Karens) may have

demonstrated some of the army's new material strengths, but they also
highlighted a number of major shortcomings in its doctrine, tactics and
leadership. There have been persistent reports, for example, of largescale assaults being launched with insufficient combat intelligence,
inadequate planning and poor coordination of all the units
involved.ru It is also clear that in the 199G91,1991-92and 1994-95 dry
season campaigns against the Karens, and the 1993-94 offensives
against the drug lord Khun Sa, 'human wave' tactics were used, with
Burmese officers forcing large numbers of young, inexperienced and

poorly trained soldiers to mount mass assaults against heavily
fortified defensive positions manned by tough and resourceful
guerrillas. Burmese cisualties from all thesb campaigns were reported
to be very high.los

In these circumstances, it is hardly surprising that there have
been persistent reports of low morale and a lack of commitment in the
army's ranks, particularly in the field. During operations against Karen
insurgents in the Irrawaddy River delta in 1991, for example, local
commanders were apparcntly ordercd to 'shoot deserters on the
spot'.106 A Burma Army opcrational ordcr reportedly captured by the
Korean National Union (KNU) in 7992 ordered officers not to lead
their men from the front, but to 'use stick to force them forward'.l@
1G
104

r05

1(b

Reoreo Correspondents, 'Masses in revolt against stifling authoritarian grip', Far
Eastern Economic Reoiew, 25 August 1988, p.12.
See, for example, 'Burmese Rcbels Await A Foe's Lucky Number'; andFalla, True
Looe and Bartholomew, p.219.

On all these matters see, for example, Peter Mitchell, 'Karens fight to survive',
Asia-Pacific Delence Reporter, Yol.77, No.4, October 1990, pp.l!19; Edith Mirante,
'Up Into Kachin Country' , Asiaweek,22 November 'l99'l, p.22; Peterson, 'Karen Kill
Znne', pp.26 ff; Williams, 'Gutsy Karens Continue to Bloody Burmese Butchers',
p.35; David Watts and Erskine McCullough, 'lJurmese troops bombard rebel HQ',
Australian,25 February 1992; and Kurt llanson, 'Calamity at Kawmura', hldier of
Fortune, Vol.2O No.9, September 7995, pp.3G7 and pp.7G3.
Bertil Lintner, 'Rcturn to the delta', Far Eastern Economic Rcobw, 1,4 November
791, p.26. See also Alan Clements, 'Dragon King's Fire', Ntwsweek, T Aprtr 1992,
p.72.
Karen National Union Department of Foreign Affairs Media Release, Manerplaw,
18 March 1992. See also 'Blood on the Ridge', Asiaweek, 13 March 7992, p.30; and

Bertil Lintner, 'Military guns silent', Far Eastern Eanomic Reoiap, 28 May
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Some young Burmese soldiers captured by Karens

during the 1991.-92
season offensive along the Thai border complained of poor
training, inadequate rations and low morale. It is also common for BA
prisoners and deserters to complain of brutal treatment from their

dry

by Western
have
claimed
that
given
they
were
whisky
by
their officers
irurnalists
because they were 'scared to go to the front', and Karen insurgents
have often claimed that Burmese soldicrs appear to be drugged before
officers.lm Some 1S-year-old recruits interviewed

being sent into battle.lD Evcn allowing for an inevitable amount of
exaggeration on the part of both captors and captives, these and other
reports all point to serious deficicncies in training, leadership and
morale.
Some of thcse problcms seem to have arisen because the
Burma Army has largely rejected its British (and British
Commonwealth) traditions and relics instead on the styles of
command and instruction which it learnt from the ]apanese during the
Second World War.l10 This approach emphasises cenhalised control,
rigid discipline and unquestioning obcdience to orders, rather than the
encouragement of innovation and initiative, or attention to matters of
personnel welfare. At times, concerns about the political reliability of
soldiers called upon to shoot unarmed demonstrators, or to destroy
rural villages, seem to take priority ovcr attcntion to purely military
108
109

110

Kerry Brewster, 'Datcline',

SBS Television, 25 March 1995. S€e also Clemenrs,
'Dragon King's Fire', p.72; and Human Rights Yearbook 1994: Burma, pp.734.
See'Burmese Rebels Await A Foe's Lucky Number'; Lindsay Murdoch, 'Rangoon
tightens the noose around dcfiant Karen guerrillas', Age,30 January 1995; and '40
die as Burmese hit KNU base', Bangkok Posl, 9 February 1995. It is hard to
determine the truth of some of these claims (which are also made by the SLORC
against the insurgents). Claims of BA soldiers being intoxicated in battle, for
example, may be based on the fact that the most common anti-malaria medicine
distributed to BA troops is quinine mixed with rum, which has often been found
in their water bottles. Personal communication, Bertil Lintner to the author, 17
October 1995.
After the Japanese invasion of Burma in Decembcr 1941, and the influx of ethnic
Burmans into the ranks, the Japanese tradition has always been strong in the
Burma Army. A Military Academy was established at Mingaladon, outside
Rangoon, in 1942. Japanese Army manuals were used and all instruction was in
the Japanese language. Until 1945 a number of Burmese academy graduates were
sent each year to Japan for further military training. After the military coup in
1!)52, most of the new Revolutionary Council (including General Ne Win himsel0
and many other senior Burma Army officers, were graduate of the Mingaladon
Military Academy during the Japanese occupation. See Lebra, lapnese-Trained
Armies in Southeast Asia, p.70; and Sclth, 'Race and Resistance in Burma, 1942-

1945'.
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skills. The very strict regime enforced within the ranks, however, is
matched by an extraordinary licence in the field. In another echo of
past Japanese military practice, there have been numerous reports of
Burma A*y officers permitting their men to loot, rape, torture and
even murder civilians, while on active dufy.llt This behaviour often

appears to be part of a deliberate strategy to terrorise the local
population and ensure its submission to Rangoon. Quite apart from
the obvious (and very scrious) human rights issues raised, to most
professional observers this kind of lcadership undermines the soldiers'
discipline and morale, and thus detracts from their military efficiency.

Nor can the Burma Army's new weapons and equipment be
counted upon to tip the scales entirely in the regime's favour. Despite
the overseas training provided, many in the army still seem to find
much of their new equipment unfamiliar and, in some cases, difficult
to handle. There have already been a number of complaints, for
example, particularly about those items provided by China:

The artillery pieces were clumsy and heavy and misfired
frequently. The armoured vehicles broke down often and were
in any case useless against the rebels who operate in
Myanmar's mountainous frontier areas. Chinese army trucks
were not nearly as good as the Japanese-supplied Hino and
Nissan vehicles which the Burmese army also uses.l12
There have also been problems with maintenance and the supply of
spare parts. Shortages still occur, even on operations. In fighting
against the drug warlord Khun Sa in mid-l993, for example, Burmese
troops were said to be outgunned by members of the insurgent Shan
State Army and Mong Tai Army.113 Despite the BA's massive arms
purchases in recent years, observers said that the Burmese soldiers
appeared to lack small arms and combat radios, and were 'being
111

See,

for example, Myanmar (Amnesty International, London, 790);
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Burma:

Entrenchment or Reform? Human Rights Deuelopments anil the Nezd for Coiinued
Pressure (Human Rights Watch/Asia, New York, 1995), pp.79-23; and Human
Rights anil Progress towards Democtacy in Burma, Report of the Joint Standing
Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, Parliament
the
Commonwealth
Australia (Australian Government Publishing Service,
Canberra, 1995).
Lintner, 'Myanmar's Chinese connection', p.26. See also 'Myanmar and China: But
will the flag follow trade?', pp.31-2.
See, for exa mple, The Kin g of the Shan', Asiaweek, 1 5 June 7994, p.26.
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attacked with the more sophisticated weapons of the guerrillzs'.ll4
Fighting was fierce, but Burmese troops could not make much
headway.
Some of the Burma Army's problems lie in the nature of
Burma itself - its large size, its varied physical geography and extreme

tropical climate. As was clearly demonstrated during the Second
World War, these features can pose formidable challenges to armies
far better equipped and supported than the current small Burmese
force.115 Also, Burma's international isolation since 1948, and the
manifest failure of Ne Win's 'Burmese Way to Socialism' between 1962
and 1988, deprived the governmcnt of the funds it needed to build a
comprehensive and strategically beneficial network of all-weather
roads, railways, bridges and airfields.116 16" steadfast refusal of the
military hierarchy in Rangoon to contemplate any meaningful political
seftlement with Burma's ethnic minorities, particularly after 1962,
helped to encourage separatist tendencies and exacerbatd longstanding internal security problems. Insurgent groups have also been
strengthened by the harsh treatment meted out to the minority peoples
by the armed forces during its annual counter-insurgency campaigns.
Some of these problems could be overcome, or at the least
made more manageable, during a protracted guerrilla war in which
the central government enjoyed certain military advantages, could
isolate its enemies both physically and politically) and felt it could
ignore international opinion. These circumstances may not apply,

however,

in a war against an external aggressor, where such

shortcomings could be very costly. The Burma Army lacks any real
experience in large-scale conventional operations. There were a
number of major campaigns against the KMT remnants during the
114

115

115

'Heavy toll in Burmese fighting', Sydney Morning Heralil,'17 luly 1993. See also
Bertil Lintner, 'Fighting Wcather', Far Eastern Economic Reoiew,30 Jrne 1994, p.24;

and 'Burma', lanc's Defence Weekly,30 July 1994, p.19.
The many difficulties faced by the Allies in Ilurma during the Second World War
are best described in William Slim, Defeat Into Victory (Cassell, London, 1955). See
also Louis Allen, Burma:The longest War 1941-45 (Dent, London, 1984).
There have been suggestions over the years that the failure to develop an
adequate communications network in Burma's border areas was part of a
deliberate strategy by the Ne Win regime to deter military incursions by
neighbouring countries. (Sce, for example, Smith, Burma: lnsurgency and tlc Politics
ol Ethnicity, p.257). While this is partly true, other factors have also contributed to
the lack of development along the frontier, such as Burma's economic problems
and Rangoon's inability to excrcise control ovcr the areas in question.
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1950s and early 1960s, and some later engagements against insurgent
groups also had the flavour of set-piece !6111s5.117 Yet, for many years
the army has been occupied with defeating tough, well-armed but
relatively small bands of gucrrillas concentrated in remote rural areas.
These operations have usually been carried out at battalion or even
company level. A command structure of two BSOs, 10 LIDs and 10

Regional Commands may be well suited to the conduct of such
counter-insurgency operations, but would be put under real shain if
ever called upon to manage a large-scale conventional conflict.
There are other deficiencies. Burmese soldiers apparently have
a commitment to remain in 'inactive reserve status' for a period after
the termination of their period of enlistment but, these veterans aside,
the army has no stratcgic reserve. Nor, it appears, does Burma have
any national mobilisation plan.llS Joint operations have always been

difficult, as demonstratcd by the lack of coordination between the
army and air force during successive dry season offensives against
ethnic insurgents.ll9 Even greater difficulties would be experienced in
the unlikely event that the Burma Army was obliged to conduct
combined operations with the armed forces of another country.
Indeed, there is only one case in which this is known to have occurred
since independence in 1948. It was in 1961, when about 5,000 BA
soldiers conducted a major attack against KMT remnants in northern
Burma, in conjunction with three divisions (about 20,000 men) of the
Chinese People's Liberation Army. Yet evcn in this case, the two forces
did not operate closcly togcthcr, simply coordinating their
deployments to trap the KMT forccs in what later became known as
'the Mekong Rivcr Opcralisn'.120

If Burma was evcr attackcd, the Burma Army would fight
hard and well with the limitcd resources it had. Defending a country
the size of Burma, however, against coordinated assaults by a wellprepared force armed with modern weapons, would be a completely
new experience for the BA which would test it severely. In these
777
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for examplg Lintner, Burma in Reoolt, pp.707 ff; and Tin Maung Maung Than,
'Burma's National Security and Defence Posture', pp4}4.
Ussak, Military Roles in Modemizatian, p.155; and Fredholm, Burma: Ethnicity and
Insurgency, p.82.
Interview, Rangoon, April 1995. See also 'Karens fight off massive Myanmar army
assault', Bangkok Post, 14 March 7992; and'Blood on the Ridge', p.30.
See,

Lintner, Burma in Remlt,p.165.
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circumstances, much would depend on the combat capabilities of the
other two services, particularly the air force.

CHAPTER 4

THE BURMA AIR FORCE
The army has always dominated the Burmese armed forces
and will continue to do so, but over the past few years the Burma Air
Force (BAF or Tatmadaw lci) has increasingly claimed a share of
international attention.l This has mainly been due to its acquisition of
several new kinds of aircraft, and thus the potential for significantly
increased operational capabilities. For long a mere adjunct to the
ground forces in their intemal security role, the BAF is now beginning
to emerge as a significant force in its own right.
The Bunna Air Force before 1988

The BAF was established in March 1949.2 Although an Air
Training unit had been created by the British colonial administration
in 194Q the real nucleus of the new service was the Burma volunteer
Air Force, which was founded in December 1947 with a number of
personnel who had served with the Royal Air Force (RAF) during the
Second World War. It also included a few Burmese who had been
trained by the Imperial japanese Army Air Service during Japan's
four-year occupation of Burma. In its early days, the BAF wal advised
!f
1te RAF crcmponent of the official British Military Mission which
had remained in Burma after independence under the Let ya-Freeman
agreement.3 The Military Mission was withdrawn at the request of the
puggse government in early 1954, but until the 1952 military coup
both BAF pilots and ground crew continued to receive theii main
training in places like the Unitect Kingdom and Australia.4

1

2

3
4

fo1:1a1tp-t ,_^W^ilfi"T Ashtory 'The Burmese Air Force', lane's Intelligence
Vol.Q No.lQ October 1994,pp.l,gt-5.
BA^F forygll/ traces its h-ot*y, however, to the United Kingdom's 1947
lhe
Burma Act, whidr set the stage for th'e colony's independmce.
hfi"g the- aisis_of 1949, merrbers of this unit evm helped the BAF manufacture
crude bom-bs
drgp o_n_lnsgrgent forces. Tinker, The lJiionof Burme,p.42.
!o
ibid., pp.32,t-5 and p332. See also Andrew Selth, 'Australian Defeire Contacts
with Burma, 1945-1987,Ivlodern Asiat Stuities, Vol.25, No3, July 7992,pp.45.l-6f..
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Reflectingitsorigins,theBAFsinitialorganisation,rank

structure and oftrational*procedures were closely patterned along
British lines, with designated training, combat (both air defence and
.orrr,t"r-i*.rrgency), Ainsport and fialson squadrons. Radar and other
cosignals units-were also organised into squadrons and.usually
In
some
airfields.
larger
the
at
crcw
air
a;d
staff
ifiatea with ground
howevEr, the formal structure existed only on Palgrgd many
""""r,
units'were badly under strength. The BAF was rlesPonsible for its own
administration and training,6ut for operations was closely inteFratd
its
with the army. Despite occisional reports that the Burma Navy had
BAF
own fleet air arm, no aircraft were operated by any other service.
Fokker F-27 aircraft were used foriong-range maritime and coastal
pat ors, and the BAFs srnaller helicopters were sometimes embarked
Ln Burma Navy vessels, but all military aircraft in Burma formally
rernained undei the command of the air force'S

The main BAF operational base was at Mingaladon' iust
outside Rangoon, which until recently was Burmals onlY international
;irtl ;i"pd6 Ii *as the site oi the BAFI princiryl.. suPPly:
(Air)
maintenance and repair facilities. A number of Military Police
second
The
there.
stationed
(Ai'r)
also
units were
trrt"ttigence
to the
"rd
largest air 6ase was at Meiktila, south of Mandalay and. closer

BA?s rnain areas of operation. It was also home to the BAFs specialist
training facilities, including its Administrative Training school,
fecnniLt Training Schml, E'iectronic Training fthool and.Advanced
pilot Training ftfiot. The main flight training_base was at Shante, near
Meiktila. Otf,o BAF units were based at Hmawbi near Rangoon,
Mvitkvina in the far north of the country and at Moulmein in the
roitf,Lrt.t Small air bases have also been identified at Kutkai, loi
Mwe and Bahtu, all in the Shan State'8 Depending on the kind of
aircraft operating, and the state of the facilities at each location, the
BAF ofteri used the various civil airfields scattered around the country'
in the
These included sealed strips at Tavoy, Mergui and, Magwe
Heho
and
Bhamo
Lishio,
Kentung,
soutb Mandalay in central b,tt^a;
t
6

7

See,

for exampl e, lorc's Fightiag

ShiVs

799L95'.p'79.'

pp3,L5.
8

t"l:1-f:t

Conskuction of a new iot"^i6o""t airport lias begun- at Mandalay to
increasedhaffic,includinSanewBurmeseint,ernationalairline.See,torexamPle,
G" $; For Air Mandal iy' , VnV" Anospce Rmiao 4,.1994' p'13'
Myanmar"
Bunge (ed), Burtu: e *"it y ti"ay,p.z6s. see also 'Air Forie Survey:

'tiwmn

Rights Y eobak 7994: Burme' p.7 6'
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(near-Taunggyi) in the north; and Akyab (Sittwe) and Sandoway in the
west.9
Since its inception, the BAFs primary mission was to provide
transport and dose combat support for the army in its counterinsurgency operations. Although pmrly equipped (with modified
Supermarine Spitfire fighters, de Flavilland DHC-1 Chipmunk trainers
and Airs@ Oxfords), the BAF played an important role in the years
immediately following independence, as the Tahnadaw fought to keep
the Union governrrent from being overrun by ethnic, communist and
other insurgent groups.lo The BAIIs unchallenged command of the air
repeatedly enabled Rangoon to break up insurgent concentrations and
resupply its own forces, which at one stage were confined to the
countr)r's main population centres.ll During the late 1950s and early
1960s the BAF was also called upon to defend Burmese airspace
against incunsions by foreign aircraft, as Communist and Nationalist
Chinese forces carried their struggle into northern Burna, and both
the United States and Taiwan provided the KMT with covert
support.l2 Iater, and with US assistance, the BAFs role expanded to
include the monitoring of opium poppy production in the Golden
Triangle, spraying poppy fields with chemical defoliants, and the
identification of heroin-refining centres.l3

Before 1988, Burma's strictly neutral foreign policy and severe
economic problems placed severe limits on the development of the
BAFs operational capabilities. Like the army, it benefited from British
assistance in the 1950s, and the United States provided some
There are 83 airfields in Burma. Only 24 have permanent-surface, all-weather
runways, however, and only 10 have nrnways over 1800 mehe. Of thee 10, only
three have mnways over 2,500 metres. DMS/FI File 589, June 1995; and The

t1
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Military Pouers Ency clopcdia, p.27.
The Spitfires were F Mk 18 models. The hrin-engined Oxford hainers (sometime
referred to by theh civil designation as Airspeed 4'5.65 Consuls) were mainly
used as light transport aircraft. Some sources state that a number of second-hand
de Havilland DH.98 Moequito FB Mk 5 fighter-bombers were also induded in the
original Bridsh aid package, but this appears to be incorrect. See, for example,
Victor Flintham, Air Wars anil Airueft: A Debilcd Reand $ Air bmbat,7945 to tln
P/eserl (Arms and Armour Press, London, 1989), p.218.
Tinker, Tlre Union ol Bunw, p324. For an idiosyncratic personal account of this
early period, see CE. Eath€r, W, Ficut in Bzrrna (Chingchic Publishers, Surfers
Paradise,1993).
See The Burmese Air Force', Milibry Technology, Vol.12, No.2, 1988, p.9; and
Smith, Brraa: Insurgancy or.ril tlu Politics of Ethnicity, p.188.
Smith, 'The Burmee way to rack and ruin', p.44.
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equiprnent and training during the 1960s and early 7970s. As military
aid was generally resisted by both the Nu and Ne Win governments,

however, the BAF was forced to rely on comParatively obsolete
equiprrrent, often purchased second-hand. The 20 Spitfire F Mk 9s
bought from Israel in 1954, for example, had earlier seen service with
the RAF. Some used Supermarine Seafires were added to the BAFs
inventory in 1953, and 40 Hunting Provost T-53 trainers were acquired
over the next five years.14 While strictly speaking unsuited to a ground
attack role, all three aircraft types were fifted with machine guns,
bomb racks and rocket pods for counter-insurgency oPerations. In
1954 and 1955, Burma obtained eight refurbished de Havilland FB-50
Vampire jets and six Vampire T-55 jet trainers from the RAB and in
'1,957 78 Hawker Sea Fury FBIIs were purchased from the Royal Navy
Fleet Air Arm to act as Burma's frontline fighters. This delivery was
followed a year later by three two-seater Sea Fury trainers.rs
After the 1952 coup, the Ne Win regime added a numhr of
new aircraft types to the BAF order of battle. Details of specific orders
and dates of delivery are very difficult to obtain, but in 1963 it seems
about 12 Lockheed T-33A Shooting Star pts were purchased to
upgrade the BAF s combat capabilities. Reports that the United States
sold Burma 12 North American F-86F Sabre fighters in 1968 appear to
be incorrect, but in 1971 Burma obtained a dozen U$built Cessna T37C Dragonfly basic iet trainers under the MAP, largely for counterinsurgency operations.l5 From 1975, most training and combat needs
were met by 12 or more SlAl-Marchetti SF-260M8/WB Warrior pistonengined aiicraft which the BAF purchased from Italy.l7 These were
augmented in the late 1970s and early 1980s with three Pilatus PC-6A

l4
15

17

The Spitfires wete taken out of operational service in 7957, and the Seafires
followed in 1958. The hovcts were still being used by the BAF as late as 1983.
The Vampires entered servie in 1953, and the last fell to insurgent grorrnd fire in
fune 1978. For details of the Sea Fury purchase, see Ron Mackap Hattleer Sea Fury
In Actbn (Squadron/Signal Publications, Carrolltoru 1991), p38.
Interview, Washington, October 1995; andThe Militery Belence 7970-7971 (lnstitute
for Strategic Studi*, London , 7970), p.61. The (rmamed) IISS removed the Sabres
from Burnra's air order of battle the following year. See dso Stockholm
lnternational Peace Researdr Instihrtg Arms Tnile Registas: Thc Arms Ttaile with
thc Thinl World (MIT Press, Cambridge 1975), p.4.
An additional nine SF-260s were ordered in mid-1!I79, but it is not known if any
were delivered. The last of the type ceased operational service with the BAF in
1989.
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Porters and five Pilatus rc-68 Turbo-Porters from Switzerland.lE In
1979 the BAF took delivery of eight Pilatus PC-7 Turbo-Trainers, with
at least another eight following by the mid-1980s. Burma was given an
option to buy additional PC-7 aircraft, but this does not appear to have
been taken up. Instead, the BAF ordered four of the more powerful
PC-9 version, the first country to do so. The first of these aircraft
anived in 1985, shortly after one of the PC-7s was shot down by
insurgent ground fire.lg It appears that a number of other PC-9s may
have followed.
These purchases of armed training and liaison aircraft by the
BAF were made in the face of repeated offers from the United
Kingdom and the United States of more specialised combat aircraft.
Burmese policy at the time seems to have been to reduce the costs of
both the initial purchase and subsequent operations by buying
smaller, cheaper aircraft which could be used for both faining and

(after modification) internal security roles.20 Thus, the designation of
Burmese aircraft as trainers or combat machines has always been a
rather academic one.21 For example, the T-33s were in fact iet trainers,
but were armed and used for ground strikes against insurgents. The
SF-260s were supplied

with hard points on their wings for the same

purpose. They were subsequently armed and used to supplement the
modified Pilatus PC-7 and PC-9 trainers in counter-insurgency
operations.z Both Pilatus q/pes were armed with French Matra rocket
packs, (fitting 58 mm Brandt rockets), bomb racks and podded
7.62mmmachine guns.23 It was apparently confusion over the combat
role of these aircraft which led an Australian company to export
18

't9

The declared value of this deal was US$13.5 million. Smith, 'The Burrree way to
rack and ruin', p.4{.
'Far East Air Arms: Southern Region - Burma (Myanmar)', Wulil AitTowr lounul
8, Spring 792, pp.74G2. The Institute for Asian Democracy is inorrect in stating
that these aircraft were purchased after 1988.
Towerils Dcmooecy in Burma,

k

P.58.

This practice was not without its dangens. In 1950 the BAF Commander-in-Chief,

Wing C-omnander Selwyn Khin, was killed while on a mission over the
State.
27

22

23

Shan

It is thought that he died as a result of problems associated with the bombs

iury-rigged under his aircraft.
This does not indude the gliders (mainly Slingsby Darts and Slingsby Swallows)
and de Havilland DH.82 Tigermoth trainers used by the BAF over the years for ab
inilio flight training.
'Air Forces Survey: Myanmar', p35.
ibid., p.35; and Far East Air Amrs: Southern Region - Burma (Myanmar)', p.742.
See also

Tlu Militorry Pn)ds Encyclopedb,p.39.
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repaired Pilatus engine parb to Burma in 1991, despite the Hawke
Labor goverrunent's ban on arn$ sales to the SLORC.2a

For many years Douglas C47D Dakotas, Beech C45
Expediters and Bristol 170 Freighters were the mainstay of the BAFs

transport arm. [n 1978, however, Burma acquired five second-hand
Fairchild-Hiller FH-227 (licencebuilt Fokker F-27 Friendship)
turboprop aircraft from Allegheny Airlines in the United States, for
surveillance and general transport duties. They were adapted to

military needs by the addition of a side cargodoor and replaced the
BAFs few remaining C47s.25 Another F-27 was bought for staff
transport. At one stage, the BAF had plans to acquire a number of
Iockheed C-130 Hercules hansport aircraft but they were abandoned
around 1982, probably due to the cost. The BAF also showed some
interest in the Australian GAF Nomad short take-off and landing
(STOL) aircraft before production lines closed down in 1984, but no
orders were ever lodged. In any case, in the late 1980s Union of Burma
Airways operated a fleet of five Fok&er F-27 and three Fokker F-28
Fellowship passenger planes which could be used to supplement
military airlift capabilities.26 There has never been any clear distinction
between civilian and military aircraft in Burma and, during major
counter-insurgency campaigns, all stateowned aircraft in the country
have been considered available for troop transport and medical
evacuatiory as required.

A range of light aircraft provided the BAF with liaison and
transport capabilities. Eight single-engined DHC-3 Otters were
purchased from C-anada in 1957. These reliable utility aircraft were not
phased out until 1985, but their role was gradually taken over by the
Pilatus PC{ Porterc and Turbo-Porters. From 1957 the BAF also
operated 10 U9made Cessna 180s (or possibly Cessna 185s) and a
small number of Beechcraft D-18S aircraft.2T In August 1982 the

25
26

Roy Ecclestron, 'Export to Burma approved despite Evans call for ban', Australian,
3-4 August l9l; and Roy Ecdeston, 'Row over sale of plane Parts to Burma',
Austtelien, 13 August 1991.
'Far East Air Arms: Southern Region - Burma (Myanmar)', p.1,12.
These were n7&, F2&1m and F28-40fi) variants. Asian Aoiatior, Vol.14, No.2,
February 7994,p.24. Union of Burma Airways also operated a Boeing 727which rn
utremis could be used to ferry troops between major airfields.
Instead of the Cessna 180, some sources cite the U-17. The latter aircraft is the
military variant of the Cessna 185 Skywagon. See, for example, T.N. Dupuy el al.,
The

Alnnac of World Pouer (fuesidiq

San Rafael, 1980), p.85.
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Burmese government purchased a Cessna 550 Citation II business
iet,
which was maintained and flown by the Burma Air Force. It was
mainly a VIP hansport but, together with a small number of
Beechcraft Queen Air planes, it was also used for aerial survey work.28
ln 1975 the United States donated five Ayres 92R Turbo Thrush crop
dusting aircraft to Burma under the International Narcotics Contrbl
Program (INCP), for spraying opium poppy fields with chemical
defoliants. It appears that these small aircraft have also been used for

low-level reconnaissance flights over insurgent camps.29
The BAF has long maintained a helicopter fleet for transport
and observation duties. Between 1956 and 1958, for example, fapan
provided Burma with 13 Kawasaki-Bell KB47G Sioux light trainer and
reconnaissance helicopters as part of |apanese war reparations.3O This
package may have also included two or three Kawasaki-Vertol KV-107
II twin-rotor transport helicopters. The KV 707 II helicopter is a
military variant of the more familiar Sea Knight. Despite reports that
the BAF still operates between two and ten of these aircraft, the
number actually acquired (and when) has never been clear.3l From
1958 until 1978 the BAF operated a small fleet of Vertol H-21 Shawnee
medium transport helicopters, assisted during the early 1960s by about
four Mil Mi-4 'Hound' utility helicopters purchased from the Soviet
Union. In 1961 the BAF took delivery of four Aerospatiale 5A-3168
Alouette IIIs from France. Nine more Alouettes were provided
between 1963 and 1965, but by 1988 a bare half dozen of them were
airworthy. One was usually embarked on the Burma Navy's

29

30

Personal observation, Rangoon, April 1995. Asian Aoiation magazine stated in June
1994 that the Burmese Citation may be grounded for lack of funds for its next
overhaul. See'Air Forces Survey: Myanmar', p.35.
Edith Mirante, Burmese
Glass: A Humm Rights Ailwnture anil A lungle
Rmolution (Grove Press, New York, 1993),p.217.
These aircraft had all been taken out of service by 1973. Jane's has suggested that
10 KB47G helicopters are still operational and are attached to the Burma Navy.
Unless Burma has purdrased additional 47-Gs in recent years, which is unlikely,
this is incorrect. lanc's Fighting Ships 1995-96 (Jane's Information Group, Coulsdon,
195), p.90.
The Military Balaacz listed 10 KV 1O7s
1975-7976, but only tuto rn 197&1979.
SIPRI listed only three (reportedly acquired in 1958) in Arms Tradc Rcgiskrs, p.4.
There have been no reported sightings of these aircraft in Burra for many years,
however, and it is possible that they have been confused with Burma's Vertoi H-21

lding

n

helicopters (which were often omitted from published BAF orders of
battle). See also The Burmee Air Force', Military Technology, p.9; and M.J.H.
Ty1!or, Eryyclopdia ol the Worlil's Air Forces (Patrick Stephens, Wellingborough,
-Shawnee

1988), p.29.
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hydrographic survey ship.321n7962 the United States provided-Burma
witf, tZ Kaman HH43B Huskie light transport helicopters, but by 1979
none were still flying.

The BAF received a mapr boost in 1975 when the United
states donated 18 B€ll 205A Iroquois and nine Bell 2068 let Ranger
helicopters to Burma under the INCP. Replacement Parts, training,
maintenance support and telecommunications equipment were all
included in the INCP pactage.s The Iroquois were intended for antinarcotics patrols, but by the early 1980s all had been fully integrated
into the BAF for military oPerations.s They were used for resuPPly,
casualty evacuation and liaison PurPoses. over the years, accidents
and ground fire reduced the number of these aircraft still serviceable
to ab6ut 12, and the number of airworthy |et Rangers to about six.35
Throughout this period, the same economic problems that
hindered the modernisation of the BAFs inventory also contributed to
serious maintenance and servicing problems. The lack of spare parts,
in particular, led to a high ratio of unserviceable aircraft. Like other
parts of the Tatrnadaw, however, the BAF became expert at
improvisation and adaption, as seen in the remarkably long life of its
airiraft and the transformation of its various trainers into reasonably
effective light ground attack planes. Still, the BAF suffered from a lack
of skilled manpower and, foreign exchange permitting, was sometimes
forced to hire foreign experts to maintain its aircraft. Between 1975 and
the mid-1980s, for example, Italian engineers were contracted to
service and repair the air force's SIAI Marchetti SF-260s in Burma.
There have been other problems. It has been suggested, for
example, that the shortage of aviation grade fuel (which Burma had to
import specially in drums) forced the sale in 1990 of the BAFs entire
fleet of SF-260s.s This problem had in fact prompted the BAF to
consider converting to turboproP Power as early as 1982 but, at the
32

33

v

'Air Forces Suwey: Myanmar', p35.
Mya Maung ThcBunru Rrul to Powrty,P.798.
W[en it gaie Burma these aircraft thd US government was doubtless aware of the
danger oT this problem arising if for no other reason than the close relationship

whiih has always existed between narcotics and insurgency in Burma.

35
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See

Lintner, Burma in Rmolt.
'Far East Air Arnrs: Southern Regron - Burma (Myanmar)"p.742.
ibid. S€e also 'World's Air Foices - Burma Myanma)',- Flight International, 27
November-3 December 19f.-1, p.38;'Air Forces Survey: Myanmar', p.35; and

DMS/FI File 589.
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time, any rnapr steps in that direction were prohibited by the cost.
Before 1988, this factor constantly hindered air force operations and
helped inhibit any planned modernisation or expansion of the BAFs
small fleet.
The Bunna Air Force after

198E

Since 1988 the published BAF establishment has remained
steady at about 9,000, only a little higher than the level of 2500 which
was standard in the mid-1980s.37 The BAFs size is expected to inctease
significantly over the next few years, however, in order to manage the

much larger number of aircraft, and aircraft qpes, which are being
introduced into service under the SLORC.
Once again, details of specific orders and actual deliveries are

difficult to obtain but, from the information publicly available, it
would appear that the BAF has benefited considerably from the
SLORC's arms-buying programme. For example, the BAF Chief of
Staff accompanied Lieutenant General Than Shwe to China in 1989,
and in December 1990 the BAFs Commander-in{hief, Lieutenant
General Tin Tun, also paid a visit there. As a result of these and other
contacts the BAF has received a maior iniection of chinese aircraft and
related equipment. In May 1991 Burma took delivery of 10 Chengdu F7M 'Airguard' fighters and two GAIC FT-7 twin-seat fainer aircraft,
under the rnassive arms deal negotiated between Rangoon and Beijing
in 1989. In May 1993 another squadron of 1.OF-7 and two FT-7 aircraft
was delivered. According to reliable reports, a third squadron of these
aircraft types was delivered later that year. The US$13G.160 million
price tag was reportedly paid for in part by shipments of Burmese rice

and hardwood to China.s As a derivative of the Mikoyan MiG-21
'Fishbed' interceptor, the F-7 is based on fighter designs but it can be
fitted with rocket pods and converted into a serviceable ground attack
aircraft. The FT-7 is the export version of the GAIC [-7, itself a copy of
the MiG-21'Mongol-B' trainer.
37
38

Tlu Military Balance 1*5195, p.162. See also TIz Military tuIancc 1987-7958, p.155.
air power bo6ted', lotc's Defcnce Wecl;iy, '1.'l-, Decenrber l9oF., p.13;
.Yy""gg':
'More F-7s for Myanmar AF, Veyu Aerospcc Rclicu,5,l994,p.74:and'Myanmir in
large_arurs barter deal with China', Asian Aviatbn, Vol.lI,-No.2, Febniary 1991,
!n.Ap-e.
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Eyes', p.26.
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China has also undertaken to provide Burma with 24 (two
squadrons of) second-hand NAMC A-SC close air supgort-and ground
attack aircraft. An upgraded, export version of the NAMC G5
'Fantan', the A-5C is a Cimple but rugged fighter-bomber well suited to
counter-insurgency operations. The first squadron was flown to
Burma by Chineie pllots in September 1994 and the second will
probablyirrive in late 1995 or eariy 1995.39
There were s€veral reports, in 1990 and since, that the SLORC
had also ordered at least one squadron of shenyang F-6 fighters, to be

delivered later that year or in 1991. No sightings of this aircraft (a
Chinese copy of the Mikoyan MiG-19 'Farmer'), however, have yet
been confirmed.40 While there are indications that a small number of
FT{ two-seat trainers rnay now be in service with the Burma Air
Force, it appears that the main F-6 order was abandoned, either in
favour of ad-ditional F-7s or perhaps even the A-5s. (The latter is also a
MiG-19 variant.) There havi also been rumours that the SLORC was
interested in the sAc F-8 II 'Finback' multi-role fighter. This is an
export version of the f-8 II twin-engined air superiority fighter with a
secondary capacity for ground attack. No firm orders aPPear to have
been placed with- the Chinese, probably because the F-8 II upgrade
progrimme was thrown into doubt after the Tienanmen Squalg
assistance.4l
-,"i""r", and the withdrawal of promised us technical
There is no pressing shategic imperative for an air superiority fighter,
but Burmese interest in purchasing such an aircraft still seems to be
high.

Although most reporb refer to the NAI\1!! A-5M, it-a-ppears that the A-5C version
.uy itif".t have'been supplied. See Myanmar: New Chinee arms Package',
Wola etpoa lownel,Autuhn 1995, p'll. S* 4T RJ. Francillon (&'),.The Naoal
Institutc iuidc io World MilitorV Aoiation,l995 (Naval Institute Press, Annapolis,
195), p.605; 'Mvanmar's air power boosted', p.13; and Linhrer, 'Arms for Eyes',
p.25. The

1gl,p.tz,

t"po.i'Ct ioo. Talieaway',

Far East-et'. Ea nomic P@icu' 22 September

seems to have been a little premature'
SlPRlias'stated that 12 F{s were drie to be delivere4 and had probably arrived,
in 1990. Stockholm lnternational Peace Research Institute, slPPf, Yurfuk L997:
Worlil Anraments anil Disnnamerl (Oxford University Press, Oxfor4 791),p'252'
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See also Yindee l-ertctraroenchok, 'Beijing Rangoon ink $1.2 billion arms deal';
and 'Myanmar in large arms barter deal with China', p.88.
In 1987 Grumman won a contract to design a new avionics suite for the F-8.
Although work began, it was halted n 1989. lane',s All the worlil's Airctaft, 7994-95
(ane's inforrratioriGroup, Coglsdon, 1994), pp.59-60. See also 'Air Forces Survey:
Myanmar', p.36.
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The Chinese have not forgotten the BAFs transport arm. In
late 1991 it was reported by the purnal Flight lntmutiotul that a senior
delegation led by the Burma Air Force Chief of Staff had again visited
Beiiing, this tinre to discuss the possible purchase of three new aircraft
types. These were the SAC Y-8 general-purpose medium-range
transport, the l7-seat Harbin Y-12 STOL utility aircraft and the

Changhe Z4 heavy lift helicopter.'l2 Two SAC Y-8D aeroplanes
(China's export version of the Soviet Antonov An-12 'Cub') were
delivered to Burma in September 7993, and two more had arived by
late 1994.4 No other firm orders for transport aircraft have yet been
revealed, although in fanuary 7993 a regional defence irurnal stated
that China may supply the SLORC with up to six Harbin Y-12s and the
same number of another turboprop aircraft, the Xian Y-74.M The same
ilurnal article also suggested that future Burmese orders may include
an unspecified number of NAMC/PAC K-8 Karakorum iet tsainers,
which are produced jointly by China and Pakistan. This particular
report was repeated by another regional defence journal in 1994, but
no firm orders appear to have eventuated.s
The Changhe Z{ helicopter referred to by Flight International
is the unauthorised Chinese version of the Aerospatiale SA-321 Super
Frelon. Since the appearance of the irurnal's 1991 report, the SLORC's
possible interest in this aircraft has not reappeared. There have been
rumours of other Burmese helicopter deals, however, and according to
lane's Defmce Weekly the arms package negotiated by the SLORC with
China in 1994 included some 20 helicopters.4s The specific type being
purchased has not been revealed, but they are unlikely to be heavy lift
42
43

fohn Bailey, 'Myanmar and China in Z-8 helicopter talks', Flight Intarutional,30
October-s Nov€mber 1991, p.18. See also'Air Fo,rces Suwey: Myanmar', p.36.
'Myanmar: New Chinese arurs package', p.ll. See also 'More F-7s For Myanmar
AF, p.14. The author observed three BAF Y-8s at Mingaladon air force base in

April195.

Edmond Dantes, 'An Indepth look at the Asia-Pacific Air Forces and Future
hocureurent', Asbn Dcfarcc lounal, January 7993, p,28, This latter aircraft type
cannot be idmtifie4 but the artide may be referring to the Xan Y-7 twin
turboprop short/mediun-range tsansport. See also'Air Force Survey: Myanmar',
p.35.

Continue for Asia-Pacific Air Forces'in
Asia-Prcific Military Mancz 7994195 (ADPR Consult, Kuala Lumpur, 19,4/95),

Prasrm Sengupta, 'Force Modernisation
P.89.

'$400nr deal sigred by China and Myanmar', p.1. In February 7991 the journal
Asian Aoietion alsorefered to the purchase of some Chinese helicoptets by Burma,
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models. A number of other reports have referred to them as 'assault'
helicopters, but it is not known what this description might mean in
the Chinese context.4T

While the SLORC has looked first to China to meet the BAFs
aircraft needs, it has not ignored other suppliers further afield. In
August 1990, for example, the SLORC ordered between 14 and 20
SOKO G-4 Super Galebs (Seagulls) from Yugoslavia, under a barter
deal involving the supply of Burmese timber.4 These aircraft were
designed to operate as both jet trainers and light ground attack
aircraft. They can carry a 23 mm cannon in a removeable ventral pod
and have four underwing stores points for rockets and bombs. Six
Galebs were delivered to Burma in early 1991 and soon saw action
against ethnic insurgents and narcotics traffickers along the BurmaThailand border. A second batch of six aircraft arrived in early 7992.49
It has been suggested that these deliveries were in violation of an
agreement between the United Kingdom and Yugoslavia covering the
reexport of the Galebs' Rolls Royce Viper turboiet engines, but the
status of the Burmese sale is unclear.s Given events in the former
Republic of Yugoslavia, the balance of the Burmese order may never
be filled. Despite nearby fighting, the SOKO factory at Mostar
continued production for the Yugoslav Air Force for a period, but was
abandoned in May 1992 with a number of airframes left unfinished.
Attempts have been made since to transfer production elsewhere, but

btrt no details were givm. See 'Myanmar in large arms barter deal with China',
P.88.

49

Lintner, 'Hardware for hardliners', p.12. See also 'Myanmar', Ah Internatiotul,
Vol.46, No.l, January 7995, p.4; and 'Burma (Myanmar)', laae's Defana Weekly, 7
fanuary 195,p.19.
'Super Galebs for Myanmar', lme's Defarce Wukly,29 lune 191, p.1172. Some
souroelr have stated that 20 or even 30 Super Galebs were ordered. See, for
example, 'Burma: Equipmmt updated', Worhl Aiwouta lownal 4, Winter 1990/91,
p.8; Smith, Myanmar's Armed Force - Retaining Power', p.388; and Lintner,
'Oiling the iron fist', pp29-30. ConEary to one report, the Super Galeb is not a
modified version of the lockheed T-33A hainer. 'Burmese Air Support', Far
Ftsta n Ecorcmb REoi.1D,25 Oc'tober 7990, p.9.
'Snper Galebs total 12', lou's Defarce WuHy,78 April 199, p.646. See also 'Air
Forces Survey: Myanmar', p35; and 'SOKO G4 Super Galeb', lNorkl Airpower
lounal 20,Spt'ng 1 995, p. 18.
Lintner, 'Oiling the iron fist', p3O. The Military Pouers Encydopedic (p.39) has
suggested that the AngleYugclavian agreement did not initially cover the reexport of the Rolls Royce mgines.
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it is unlikely that Burma's order wi[ be completed for quite some time,
if at all.51
Despite reports in the news media that President Lech Walesa
attempted to halt arms sales to Burma because of concerns over its
poor human rights record, the SLORC has also managed to obtain two
squadrons (or about 2$ PZL Swidnik Mil Mi-2 'Hoplite' helicopters
from Poland, at the qcst of about US$50 million.s2 While a relatively
old design, one version of this aircraft still makes an effective gunship.
The sale was finalised in 1990 and 12 of the aircraft arrived in Rangoon
in July 1992 with 100 tonnes of ammunition and other equipment. It
appears that the remainder of the order arrived later. There are reliable
reports that most, if not all, of the Burmese Mi-2s have been fitted with
a range of weapons to perform a ground attack role, or to act as armed
troop transports. A number armed with air-to-ground rockets, for
example, saw service against Karen and Kachin insurgents soon after
their arrival in 1992.s3 One year later, the BAF took delivery of at least
one squadron (or about 72) PZL Swidnik W-3 Sokol (Falcon) multipurpose helicopters.s Th"y are believed to have been part of a much
larger order cancelled by the former Soviet Air Force.55 In one
configuration, these helicopters can carry 12 passengens, but they too
can be armed and operated as highly effective gunships. It is believed
that the Burrnese Falcons are currently being used for transport, search
and rescue, and medical evacuation purposes.s

51

Tooling has reportedly been moved to the Utva factory at Pancevo, but lxoduction
has not been resumed. Should it do so, priority will mct likely be given to local
needs before those of Burma. See /ane's AIITIu Worlil's Airoaft 1994,95, p.658; and
'SOKO G4 Super Galeb', p.lE. The journal Fligh t Intmstiotnl is inorrect-in stating
that 20 G4s had been delivered to Burrra by luly 191. See World's Air Forces:
Burma Myanma)', p38.
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Charles Wallae, 'Burmese iunta buys arms for big push', Sydney Moning Hneld, 6
October 1992. See also'Air- Forces Survey: Myan-m:ar', p36; ani Myanirar: More
Polish helico,ptes', World Airpucr lournel 12,Sprng 1993, p.10.
Againsl the wind', Far Erctan Ecoronic Rcaieu,23 July 7992" p.5. See also Junta
takes delivery of Polish choppers', Asian Wfcnce lournal, S€ptflib€r 792, p.lB;
and Bedil Lintrer,'One More to C*', Fer Fnstrrn Eanoilc Rmiaa, 21 October 1993,
p32. OTePZL Swidnik W-3 Sokol heliopter may have been delivered at the same
time. 'Polish arurs for Burma', Fu Ftsta n Econorric Rcobu, 13 August 79f2, p.6.
'Against the Wind', p.6; and 'Polish arms for Burma', p.6.
DMS/FI FiIe 5E9, Iune 195.
Personal observation and interviews, Rangoon, April 1995. Also, 'Air Forces

Suwey: Myanmar', p35.
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Even before 1988, the Soviet Union had been tqnng to sell
militaqy aircraft to Burma, but without any sucress. Whel rt became
apparent that the sloRc was looking to upgrade its air force, the
Sirviet Union quickly took steps to tqy and cash in on this sales
bonanza. In mid-191, for example, the Soviet Embassy in Rangoon
approached the military regime with an offer to provide lorrg-term
to enable Burma to-u.ry a range of soviet airsaft.fl These
"redits
reportedly included Mil MI-8'Hip'and MI-77 'Yipff' helicopters. Both
the MI-8 and MI-17 are essentially medium-lift tranSport helicopters,
but they can also be used for medical evacuation and (fitted with
external stores) employed in an assault role. In additioru in M1l 7991a
from Aviaeksport apparently offered the
soviet delegation
"isiung
Burmese some Tupolev Tu-154 'C-areless' medium-range transports,
and during a latei approach the soviet embasryr offeled to sell the
SLORC several rear-loiding Antonov An-32'Cline'short- to mediumrange utility transports. Tlrese latter aircraft were portrayed-largely as
teplace-et e for Myanmar Airways' ageing fleet of Fokker F-27
Friendships.s
The SLORC also seems to have been offered a number of
Soviet combat aircraft. For example, in his testimony before a
subcommiftee of the us House of Representatives Armed services
Committee in March 1991, the Director of Naval Intelligence (DNI),
Rear Admiral Thomas Brooks, stated that a number of Sukhoi Sv-7 /77
'Fitter'aircraft had been exported to Burma the previous year.59 If the
US report is true, then this multi-role fighter-bomber would-give a
mairr-boost to the BAFs intercept and ground attack capabilities'
Uniortunately, no details of the sale were given to Congress. Nor have
there been any confirmed sightings of Fitters in Burma to date. One
regional newspaper has reported a Soviet offer of the Sukhoi Su-26,
Urit tnis seemi to be an error. If any such approach was made, it is
more likely that the offer was of the sukhoi su-25 'Frogfoot' ground
Straits Tinas, 3^August 191; Also
'Soviets may sell Myanmar jets, helicopters',
-Burnra',
fungkok Post, 3 August 1991; and
'soviets offer planes'and helicopters to
'Air Forces Survey: Myanmar', p35.
'Soviets may sell Myinmar pts, helicopters'; 'Soviets_offer plales.and helicopters
to Burma'; ind 'M<ircow pr6poees aircraft sales to Myanmar', Radio Rangoon (in

Englistr),2May 79D1.

Staiement of Rear Admiral Thomas A. Brooks USN, Director of Naval lntelligence,
before the seapower, strategic, and critical Materials subcommittee oI the House
Armed Servicis Committee on Intelligence Issues, T March 1991.
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aftack iet, which performed well against the mujahideat in
Afghanistan.0

While details ar€ not yet available, it seems that at least some
of the effort made by Russian arms salesmen over the years has borne
fruit. In late 1995 it was reported that Burma Army Chief of Staff
Lieutenant General Tin Oo had led a delegation to Moscow in late
October that year, to negotiate a mai)r arms deal with the Russians.
The following month, two Russian-made helicopter gunships were
delivered to Rangoon in a Russian transport plane.5l From the
descriptions given of these helicopters, and bearing in rnind the earlier
Russian offers made to the Burmese, the new acquisitions were
probably Mil Mi-17 versions.62 If two helicopters have already been
delivered to Burma, the chances are that more are on their way. Also,
since the collapse of the F-8 deal with China, it appears that the
purchase of a multi-role fighter from Russia has become a more
attractive option, and was discussed during Lizutenant General Tin
Oo's unpublicised visit to Moscow. One recent report has suggested
that the SLORC has expressed a strong interest in obtaining about one
squadron of MiG-29'Fulcrum'air superiority fighters, similar to those
being purchased by Malaysia and India.6 If this report is true, and
Fulcrums are eventually delivered to Burma, then the BAF will have
taken an ambitious leap forward in technology and potential
operational capability.
Given the wide range of Russian aircraft now on the global
arms market, and Russia's pressing need for hard currency, further
sales to Burma seem likely. There have been persistent reports, for
example, that Russia is cutting prices and offering special deals in
order to win sales in the region.a The SLORC has considered a wide
range of options and may feel that it makes good strategic sense to
60
67
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'Soviets offer planes and helicopters to Burma'; and DMS/FI File 589, fune 195.
'From Russia, With Choppers', Fu Etslerr- Ecoannic RminD,2l December 1995,
P.14.

'Myanmar military buys gunships from Russia', Asian Aoiatbn, Vol.16 No.l,

Dec€Erb€r 7995/lanrwy 196, p.5t. The Mi-34, an export version of the Mil Mi-24
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no firm sales have been reported.

Anatoly Ytukin, Malaysia to Receive New Batci of MiG29s', Itar-Tass (in
English), 3 January 195.
Midrael Fiidrardson, 'Russian arms sales higger Asian tensions', Asia-Pacific
Defna Rerytcr, Vol21, No.5/Z March/April 1995, p.48.
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diversify its sources of aircraft in the future. Indeed, this might already
be taking place. In addition to the Russian deal, there have been
unconfirmed reports that the SLORC ordered two or three CASA C212 Aviocar STOL utility turboprop transport aircraft from Spain in
mid-1990.65 To date, however, China has been the supplier most
favoured by the BAF. This accords with Burma's current foreign policy
stance, takes advantage of the very attractive sales arrangements hing
offered by the Chinese and ensures continuing technical support for
Chinese aircraft already in the BAF inventory.

In addition to new aircraft, the BAF has purchased a range of
airdelivered munitions. China alone has reportedly provided 1000
100 kg Type2 GP HE gravity bombs, and about 145 PL-2A short-range
air-to-air missiles (AAMs). The PL-2A AAM is a Chinese copy of the
Soviet 'Atoll' short-range infra-red-seeking air-to-air missile.6 At one
stage, the SLORC was also seeking 5000 forward-firing aircraft rockets
(FFARS). Given the BAFs counter-insurgency role, and the higher
FFAR useage rate since 1988, such an interest would not be unusual.5T
The BAFs arrnoury already included a wide range of airdelivered
munitions, both gravity bombs and air-to-ground rockets. The latter
ranged from 128 mm rockets supplied by Yugoslavia, through 58 mm
rockets from France and 57 mm rockets from Poland, to smaller 37 mm
weapons. A variety of U$manufactured bombs and rockets were also
held in Burmese stores, including different sized cluster bombs, 250Ib
and 500Ib opalm cannisters (an incendiary weapon akin to napalm), as

well as a variety of bombs and rockets for producing white

phosphorous smoke.6
Since 1988 the BAF has also taken delivery of a range of new
elecbonic equipment, both airborne and ground-based systems. The
three squadrons of F-7M aircraft purchased from China, for example,
carried a comprehensive avionics suite installed by GEC-Marconi. The

A-SCs have benefited mainly from Italian technology.
65
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67
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Militoy Powrc Encyclopdb,p39.
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purchases MiC-29s, an entirely new range of Russian avionics will be
acquired. In additiory it has been reported that the BAF ordered three

Fokker F-27 maritime surveillance aircraft in 1990, but could not
pursue the deal because of the arms embargo against Burma.@ If this
report is tme, and the BAF eventually acquires specialised aircraft like
theF-27 Maritime Enforcer, then they would probably carry a range of
sophisticated senaors like pulsecompression search radars, passive
and active acoustic systems, and electronic surveillance and
monitoring systems. While already familiar to other regional air forces,
these systems would be new to Burma's electronic order of battle. At
present, the ageing Fokker aircraft filling the maritime surveillance
role in Burrna reportedly only carry Bendix weather radars.

New ground-based systems reportedly provided by China
include ILP-40 tactical air defence and surveillance radars, and JLG-43
height-finding radars, which can operate together. The JLP-40 is
similar to the Russian 'Bar Lock' radar, from which it has probably
been derived. The JLG43 follows the pattern of the Russian 'Cake'
series radars.D fire US electronics firm-ITT may have also provided
some airdefence.related equipment to the SLORC since 1988.n If
these reports are true, then the installation of this equipment would
mark another mairr advance in the BAFs potential capabilities. Before
1988, Burma's radar equipnrent was obsolete and believed to be of
poor rcsolution. Much had been provided by the United States under
the MAP during the 1950s.2 The air force had operated a network of
early warning and ground control intercept radars for some time but,
even if coupled with the more modern civil equipment installed with
foreign assistance (mainly to improve the safety of international
airliners flyrng over Burma), the coverage was still very limited. Even
now, after the installation of the BAFs new equipment, the SLORC
admits to inadequate modern ground control for irint operations.re
69
70
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In addition to its radar facilities, it is believed that the BAF
operates a relatively cmde electronic waffarc (EW) capability, with
units dispersed mainly to locations around the country's northern and
eastern periphery. The Chinese appear to be assisting in this area too,
no doubt for their own strategic purposes. Information of this kind is
being very closely held, however, and no details are available.T4

The acquisition of several new aircraft types and more
advanced command, control, communications and intelligence (C3I)
equiprnent has necessitated the training of BAF personnel overseas.
Both pilots and ground staff were posted to China before the delivery
of the F-7s,for example, and another group was sent during 7992-93 to
train on the A-5s. In mid-19% about 30 Burmese engineers and
technicians were sent to Shaanxi for instruction in the maintenance
and repa.ir of the new Y-8 transports.Ts In early 7995 a number of
Burmese pilots were sent to China to undergo a conversion course on
the new type of helicopter being purchased, which will reportedly be
used to spearhead assaults against drug baron Khun Sa.76 In addition,
and in a mairr departure from past Burmese policy, several PLA air
force instructors appear to have been posted to Burma, to assist with
the introduction of the new Chinese machines.z These postings
probably included on-site training for Burmese technicians on the new
communications equipment.
China has not been alone in offering this kind of assistance. As
part of its Mi-2 and W-3 sales, Poland gave in{ountry training to
about 30 Burmese helicopter pilots and ground crew. Yugoslavia
provided a similar service to the BAF before the delivery of the Super
Galebs in 1991 and7992.78
As part of this massive expansion of the air force, the SLORC
has undertaken a mapr programme to expand and upgrade Burma's

aviation infrastructure. New BAF bases are reportedly being
nd Ebcttortrb Werfare Systens,799L96, p.11. See also Ashton, 'The
Burmese Air Force', p.t65; and William Ashton,'Chinese Bases in Burma - Fact or
Fiction?', /azt InElligart Rmictt,Yol.7,No.2, February 195, pp.W7.
'Air Forcrs Survey: Myanmar', p36.
'Burma (Myanmar)', lene's Defmce WeeHy, 7 lanuary 199 p.19. Given Khun Sa's
pcsession of man-portable, surfae-to'air missiles, however, this seems a little
laru's Railar
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Lintner, 'Hiddm reserves', p.13. See also Linhrer, 'Regional rivals leading Burma
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constructed at Toungm and Namsang, probably to take the Super
Galebs and some of the Chinese F-7s and A-5s. The airfield at

Moulmein is being substantially upgraded. When completed, these
projects will place the BAF much closer to insurgent areas of
operation, and be within an easy flight of Burma's eastern borderc'
Smaller airfields and helicopter landing pads have been established or
improved in areas like northern Arakan State, whet€ operations
against Rohingya refugees and insurgents in rcce_nt years have
increased the demand ior air support in the west.D The proiected
improvements to Burma's network of civil airfields will also benefit
the BAF. It is expected that most of these facilities will gradually be
upgraded to cater for the new iet aircraft, as Part of an extensive
progranrme to provide the BAF with greater range and flexibility.
The New Burma Air Force

Before the SLORC's takeover, the Burma Air Force was a
small, understrength counter-insurgency force flying obsolete fighters
and modified training aircraft. Despite some notable successes, such as
in the battle for Myawaddy in7974, when air Power proved decisive,
the air force was held in contempt by most insurgent groups.uu It was
also struggling to keep its machines in the air. [n early 1985, for
example, ilwai claimed that barely half the BAFs aircraft could fly.81
By mid-1995, however, it could boast three squadrons of F'7 fighters,
two squadrons of A-5 fighter/ground attack aircraft, a squadron of G4 ground attack planes and at least two new squadrons of Mi-2 armed
helicopters. The BAFs transport arm had been swollen by ope or two
squadrons of W-3 helicopters and four Y-8 transport aircraft. Other
aircraft were on order or being evaluated. The air force's new radars
could give a rudimentary air situation pichrre of the country for the
first time.It was a remarkable transformation in a very short period.82
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Sonre news reporb have stated that the BAFs new
acquisitions have taken Burma 'into the space age', but none of the
airiraft types ordered or received by the SLORC so far are stateof-theart.83 Noi do they oompare very favourably with the air forces of
Burma's larger neighbours. They have the benefit, however, of being
tested models with proven records, and are at a level of technical
sophistication appropriate to Burma's developing cap-acities for
operation, maintenance and repair. On PaPer 4 least, they
significantly enhance the BAF's combat capabilities. They are more
powerful, more versatile and able to operate more effectively and for
ionger periods than any aircraft in Burma's inventory before 1988.
Also, despite occasional tensions with Thailand, India and even
Bangladesh in recent years, there is little likelihood that the BAFs new
acquisitions will be challenged by aircraft from any foreign power.
There has been a significant reduction in insurgent activity since 1989,
but counter-insurgenry will remain the BAFs primary mission for the
foreseeable future. There are still some serious problems for the BAF
to overcome, however, and it remains to be seen how effectively its
new equipment will be absorbed and operated.

Despite the rather exaggerated claims made

by

some

observers, the purchase of these new and technically more advanced

weapon systems does not translate immediately into improved
miliiary capabilities.s4 There will be problems integrating the new
aircrafi and their associated equipment into existing inventories and
learning how to operate them together. New doctrines and operating
procedures will need to be developed. Even with Chinese help, these
difficulties will not be overcome quickly. In particular, much will
depend on greatly improved training, logistics and maintenance
Procdures.
The purchase of such a diverse range of aircraft from so many
different suppliers may offer certain political and strategic advantages,
but it is bound to cause real problems for the BAF. There will be a
continuing requirement, for example, for a wide range of training,
both for pilots and ground crew, in Burma and possibly overseas. The
BAF will have to maintain an extensive range of maintenance
E3
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for example, fetenry Wagstaff, 'Burma buys arms from China', Natbn' l1
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skills and spare parts. Given its very poor record to date, this will pose
a real challenge, even if the necessary foreign exchange can be found.
Already problems have been experienced in keeping the new Chinese
aircraft fully operational.Ss In addition, the SLORC will have to
contend with the continuing ban on arms sales to Burma from some
important suppliers, in protest over the SLORC's continued abuses of
human rights. For example, the SLORC has been able to keep its Super
Galebs flyt^g by purchasing engines and spare Parts on the open
market, but it is not likely to be able to remain unaffected by the
United Kingdom's arms embargo and the closure of the SOKO plant in
Yugoslavia.S6 Burma's pariah status will pose other problems. For
example, it may be more difficult to hire foreign expertise, as occurred
before 1988. Plans by an Australian comPany to establish Pilatus
aircraft engine overhaul facilities in Burma in 1991 seem to have
foundered on the problem of the international arms embargo.ST

This is quite apart from the need to develop gleater combat
skills. The Burma Air Force does not have a very good reputation for
its flying abilities or the accuracy of its bombing and air-to-ground
rocket attacks.Indeed, according to one thoughtful and well-informed
observer, its pilots 'had a spenaia reputation for incompetence'.s
During the 1989-90, 1992-93 and 194-95 dry season offensives against
ethnic insurgents, there were persistent reports of aircraft flying too
high for accurate bombing, and poorly executed strafing runs against
insurgent positions by both old Pilatus propellordriven aircraft and
new Chinese iets.s Several reasons have been offered for this
situation, induding poor training, inadequate intelligence, insufficient
liaison with the ground forces, and the timidity of the BAF pilots. All
are probably valid to a greater or lesser degree. SLORC spokesmen
have admitted to the difficulties still being experienced in providing
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adequate direction of BAF aircraft from the ground.s Other factors are
also important, such as the BAF s need to consene its scarce resources.
This was particularly the case before 1988, but even under the SLORC

BAF pilots must be acutely conscious of the high cost to Burma of
rcplacing any aircraft lost to insurgent ground fire.
Given the nature of the fighter aircraft purchased from China
to date, it is also relevant that, apart from a few isolated contacts with
US and Taiwanese aircraft over 25 years ago, the Burma Air Force has
had little direct experience of air-to-air combat. In 1950, for example, a
BAF aircraft was shot down by a Nationalist Chinese fighter. In 1961 a
PBAY-? Privateer from Taiwan, secretly delivering supplies to KMT
rcmnants in northern Burma, was shot down by a flight of Burmese
Hawker Sea Fury fighters.gl In recent years, however, the BAF has
faced no such problems. It is possible that the BAF s lack of expertise
in this area is being rectified by the Chinese during their training
courses (perhaps using the PL-24 air-to-air missilm they have sold to
Burma). Yet it cannot be expected that Burma's pilots will be able to
develop real confidence in aerial combat without a great deal more
training and experience. Given the difficulty of obtaining this
expertise, it is fortunate for the BAF that it is unlikely to be called upon
to protect Burma against an air threat in the foreseeable future.

Before 1988 the greatest threat to BAF aircraft was from
equipnrent failure (usually due to age or poor maintenance), or pilot
error. In rnd-1974, for example, five T-33 iets took off from Rangoon

and inexplicably flew into a mountairy effectively halving the air
force's combat capabilities at one stroke. The risk of pilot error
t€mains, and there have already been unconfirmed reports that some
of the BAFs new aircraft (both helicopters and iets) have been lost
through accidents.P Over the past few decades several BAF aircraft of
different types have been shot down by ground fire (usually from
Browning .50 calibre machine guns). If one insurgent claim is correct,

even the new Chinese fighter-bombers are not safe from such
90
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attacks.s Indeed, in recent years, this threat has grown significantly.
At least one mairr narcotics-based insurgent group has managed to
acquirc a number of man-portable surfaceto-air missiles. These
include SA-7 SAMs and possibly even Red Eye ard Stinger missiles.94
Given tlre sophistication of these weapons, the threat to the new BAF
aircraft from anti-government forces in Burma must now be
considered much greater. Helicopters and light aircraft are particularly
vulnerable. Ttre presence of these weapons probably helps account for
the circumspection of BAF pilots attacking insurgent strongholds, and
the SLORCs reluctance to use its new Chinese aircraft against Khun
Sa. It has also been suggested that the new airfield at Namsang in the
Shan State is not being used for fear of insurgent SAI{ attacks.gs
The BAF pr€sents the SLORC with certain other challenges.
Although the air force has played a relatively minor role in Burma's
internal political upheavals over the past 35 years, it has not escaped
public criticism. As a part of the TaEnadaw, it has been closely
associated with Ne Win's 1962 Revolutionary Council, the regime's
tame BSPP (which formally assumed power in 1974) and the more
recent SLORC. Also, BAF ground personnel have been used to support
the army and police during times of serious civil unrest (as in the case
of the 1974lJ Thant dishrrbances in Rangoon).% Although it has not
been directly involved in the periodic killings of protesters by the
security forces in Burma's main population centres, the BAFs role in
bombing rural settlenents and insurgent camps during the
Tatmada#s long-running counter-insurgency campaigns has drawn
bitter denunciations from combatants and non-corrrbatants alike. The
BAF has also borne the brunt of international criticism over the
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For exanrple, insurgent ground fire brought down a SIL260 in 1978, two
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spralnng of ethnic minority villages with the toxic defoliant 2,4-D (an
ingredient in Agent Orange) in the mid-1980s.e2
These criticisms are not new, but they can have real, practical
effects. The BAF has traditionally attracted rnany of the Tatmadaw's
better educated recmits. The technical complexity of both flying and
maintaining the BAFs aircraft have required skills which have always
been in very short supply in Burma. (For rnany years Burma Airways

Corporation was forced to employ expatriate pilots, a practice
reluctantly copied since 1992 by Air Mandalay.) After the prodemocrary demonstrations were crushed, however, there has been a
marked increase in the flow out of the country of its intelligentsia,
including many tertiary and technical students.9S Of those who
remain, few seem happy to contemplate a military career. Even with
the lure of an eventual transfer to Burma's civil airline, with its
attendant privileges and black-market opportunities, doubts must
remain whether or not the BAF can attract sufficient qualified recruits
to keep all its new aircraft fly,ng.
Over the past six years the SLORC has made a concerted effort

to upgrade the BAF from a small, poorly equipped and relatively
ineffectual service plagued by accidents and unserviceable aircraft,

into a much rnore powerful force. It already has a range of new fighter,

ground aftack and transport aircraft, and other types are being
considered. Burma's new and upgraded airfields should add flexibility
and reach to BAF operations. These developments, however, will not
translate into improved military capabilities unless the SLORC also
underpins its ambitious acquisition programme with a mapr effort to
improve the directiory operation and maintenance of its new aircraft.
A greater priority will also need to be given to recruitment, training
and the development of better ground facilities. Failure to do this will
mean that the BAFs impressive new assets will simply become
expensive new liabilities.
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THE BURMA NAVY
Of all the Burmese armed forces, the Burma Navy (BN or
Tatmadaw Yay) is the most often overlooked and the least understood.
Since 1948, the navy's role in the many counter-insurgency campaigns
waged by the central government has been much less conspicuous
than those of the other two services. Also, since the 1962 coup, the
navy has held only a token position in the military regime which,
under various guises, has run the country. Yet the navy has always
beery and remains, an important factor in Burma's internal security.l
The dramatic expansion of the navy since 1988 suggests that the
SLORC not only shares this view, but plans to increase the BN's role
and operations si gnificantly.
The Burma Navy before 1988
The Burma Navy had its beginnings in the Burma Royal Navy
Volunteer Reserve. This force was formed in 1940 and played an active

part in Allied operations against the fapanese during the Second
World War.2 ln 1947 the Union of Burma Navy was formed with 700
men. The fleet consisted of a River-class frigate (1450 tons standard)
and four gunboats transferred to Burma from the United Kingdom
under their founding mutual defence agreement. A number of
additional motor gunboats followed, some on loan or charter from the
Royal Nary. In 1950 and 1951 the US provided ten coastguard cutters
under the MDAP,'to deter insurgents from attacks against river craft
and towns in the Irrawaddy delta'.3 Together with a flotilla of small
motor launches and converted civilian craft, these vessels played an
important paft in Rangoon's fight against the ethnic and ideological
insurgent groups which threatened the fledgling Union government.
The navy performed both a defensive and an offensive role, protecting
convoys, carrying supplies, ferrying troops and giving much needed
1

2

3

William Ashton, 'The Burmese Navy', /ane's Inklligence
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fire support. While it was instrumental in relieving the port city of
Moulmein (captured by Karen rebels in 1948), the navy's effort was
directed almost entirely towards riverine operations. One armed
patrol boat defected to the Karens, but the navy was largely
unopposed and managed to maintain control over Burma's crucial
inland waterways throughout this early period.4

In the years that followed the navy acquired a number of
additional vessels, almost all from overseas and most under special
agreements. In 1955 and 1957, for example, the United Kingdom sold
Burma five Saunders-Roe convertible motor torpedo/motor gun boats,
and in 7957 it added an Algerine-class escort minesweeper (1040
tons).S In the early 1960s, the Dnited States sold Burma six nGU-type
coastal patrol craft. Burma's close relations with Yugoslavia during the
late 1950s and early 1960s were reflected in the acquisition of 10
Yugoslavian-built Y-3O1-class river gunboats, 25 smaller river patrol
launches and an ocean survey ship displacing 1059 tons. In the 1950s
the navy also took delivery of two corvettes from the United States
and two large Burmese-built river gunboats (later also designated
corvettes). Despite the presence of these larger ships in its fleet, and
the fact that the five torpedo boats gave the navy a potential offensive
capability against maior surface vessels, the BN at the time was little
more than an internal security and coastal protection force.6

By the early 1980s, the Burma Navy had lost its frigate (which
was decommissioned in 797il and its escoit minesweeper (which was
taken out of service in 1982). Thus, when the SLORC took power in
1988 the navy had n_o real blue-water capability. Its largest ships were
the four corvettes.T Two were former US Navy thips, an exAdmirable<lass vessel of 550 tons standard, and an ex-PCE 822-class
ship displacing 640 tons. Both were commissioned in the mid-1940s
and transferred to Burma in the mid-1960s. They were each armed
with one 3-inch gun, 40 mm Bofors guns, 20 mm Oerlikon cannons,
4
J
6

Tinker, 71re Unbn of Burma, p.325.
Burma paid
$9^c9st of reactivating this ship at a British shipyard before delivery
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anti-submarine mortars and depth charges. The other two corvettes
were both 400-ton vessels of the Nawarat class, built in Burma's own
Government Dockyard at Dawbon near Rangoon and commissioned
in 1l)60. In spite of their size, both Burmese corvettes were used
primarily for river patrols and rarely ventured out to sea. They were
each armed with one ex-arrny 2S-pounder field gun and a Bofors
40 mm gun purchased from Sweden.

The Burmese fleet inherited by the SLORC also included a
wide range of smaller vessels, ranging in displacement from 50 to 380
tons. There were nine coastal Patrol craft (ex-US PGM types or PGM
types made in Burma), 18 motor gunboats (mainly ex-Yugoslavian Y301 class and ex-US CGC types) and 36 river patrol craft of various
kinds. Most of the lattcr were acquired from Yugoslavia or from the
United States, but some had been made in Burma. There were a
number of other vesscls in the fleet, including the Yugoslavian-built
survey ship and 15 amphibious vessels. Four of the latter were
provided by fapan in the early '1970s, while ten others were ageing USbuilt landing craft (medium) acquired second-hand in the 1950s. The
Burma Navy also operated twelve more modern patrol boats which
were formally part of the People's Pearl and Fishery Corporation
(PPFC). These included three offshore patrol vessels of the Osprey
class, built in Denmark between 1980 and 1982, three Swift-type
coastal patrol boats purchased from Singapore in 1980, and six
carpentaria-class inshore patrol boats purchased from Australia in
7979 and 1980.8 The Osprey- and Swift-class vessels were armed with
Bofors 40 mm guns and Ocrlikon 20 mm cannons. The smaller
Carpentaria-class patrol boats carried Oerlikon 20 mm cannons only.
Jane's Fighting Ships has noted that 'the unique_characteristic of
this Navy is thai no sttip ever seems to be scrapped'.9 This overstates
the case - the Saunders Roe gunboats were decommissioned in 1975,

for example - but it is truc that considerable efforts were made to keep
vessels operational for as long as possible. Some of the hulls were very
old, but operating mainly in fresh water seems to have kept corrosion
to within containable limits. Also, a number of smaller craft, such as

8
9

larc's Fighting Ships 7994-95,1:p.76 ff
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the former US Coast Guard cutters provided in the early 1950s, were
given new hulls by Burmese dockyards to prolong their service life.l0

Apart from the navy's ageing corvettes, all the vessels
operated by the navy and PPFC at this time were relatively small,
thinly armoured and carried light armament. As their nature
suggested, the primary task of the Burma Navy was patrolling the
country's rivers and inshore waters in support of the army's counterinsurgency operations. Typically, about one-third of the fleet was
dedicated to this 'Naval Striking Force' at any time. The navy was used
for reconnaissance, to provide fire support, put soldiers ashore and to
help maintain static dcfences around strategic towns. Most major
population centres in the Irrawaddy River delta, for example, had at
least one armed landing craft assigned to each, with a dedicated force
of about 10 BA soldiers to man the 20 mm cannon, or .50 calibre
(12.7 mm) machine gun which was usually mounted on board.
The navy's secondary role was coastal surveillance and
fisheries protection. Burma's coastline is 1,930 kilometres long, it
claims a territorial sea of 12 nautical miles and an exclusive economic
zone of 200 nautical miles. As far as the navy's slim resources allowed,
it constantly patrolled the resulting 148,000 square kilometre territory
against fish poaching, smuggling, the movcment of insurgent groups
and pirate activity. Coastal operations in the southernmost Tenasserim
Division, for example, were particularly intensive, as all these different
groups tried to take advantage of the Mergui Archipelago's proximity
to Thailand and Malaysia, and the area's many islands and inlets, to
conduct their activitics.l 1
The Burma Navy also maintained a modest underwater repair
and combat capability. Both scuba and 'hard hat' surface-fed diving
apparatus was used.l2 The navy's main diving vessel was a 52G'ton
(standard) former torpedo tender obtained from Japan in 1967, which

a

combincd diving base and floating workshop.
Sometimes a smaller buoy tender operated by the Rangoon Port
Authority was also used.l3 The navy also kept a number of inflatable

was used as

l0

According to lane's Fighting Ships 1.995-96 (p.79), enly two of these veterans are
still operational.
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dinghies equipped with outboard motors. While few details are
available, it appears that the divers' primary role was underwater
clearance and ship repair, although it seems likely that some capability
existed for special operations.

The four corvettes in the navy fell under the control of the
Maior War Vessels Command, based in the War Office in Rangoon.
The remainder of the fleet was normally assigned by the Naval Vice
Chief of Staff through three regional naval commands. The largest was
Irrawaddy Command, with its headquarters at Monkey Point in
Rangoon. There were also sub-commands at Bassein (in the Irrawaddy
River delta) and on Great Coco Island in the Andaman Sea. Arakan
Command was based at Akyab (Sittwe). Tenasserim Command had its
headquarters at Moulmein and exercised responsibility for several
smaller naval facilities scattered arnong the islands of the Mergui
Archipelago. These could be found in places like Mali (Malei) Island
and Zadetkyi Island, but some u'ere probably little more than
sheltered anchorages.la The navy also had access to port facilities at
Tavoy and Mergui. Burma's main naval dockyard was located at
Rangoon, where facilities existed to handle most kinds of ship repair.
It was also where virtually all naval supplies were stored and issued'
The Naval Training Centre was at Syriam, across the Pegu River from
Rangoon.l5

While few details are available, it appears that the navy also
drew on the resources of the Burma Air Force for maritime
surveillance and other air support. The BAFs smaller helicopters, like
the KB-47Gs, Kaman Huskies and Aerospatiale Alouettes, for example,

have assisted the navy at different times and were occasionally
embarked on larger vesscls like the Osprey-class offshore patrol craft
and Burma's ocean survey ship.l5 These aircraft performed suPPort
Some of the older English names for these islands have now been replaced by
Burmese names. Mali Island, for example, is called Tavoy Island on UK Admiralty

l5

l6

drarts, while Zadetkyi Island (or Zadetkyi Kyun) is still named St. Matthen''s
Island. See also Bay of Bengal Pltol (Royal Navy Hydrographer, Taunton,'1978),
Vol.NP.2l, pp.l18 ff.
Bunge (ed.), Burma: a country stuily, p.255. See also ltne's Fighting Ship 7994-95,
P.76.

lane's Fighting Ships 1995-96 (p.80) states that the BN still uses 10 KB47G Sioux
helicopters for maritime work. The iownal Military Technology, on the other hand,
claims that l0 5A-3168 Allouette III helicopters are used in this role ((anuary
1995, p.292). As noted above, however, neither were used exdusively for naval
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duties and carried out short-range patrols, but none carried any
sensors. They were probably not armed but, if so, they would only
have had 7.62mmmachine guns. The BN also used land-based Fokker
F-27 aircraft to conduct patrols of Burma's long coastline and extensive
maritime claims. As noted above, a number of sources have stated that
three F-27M Maritime Enforcer surveillance aircraft were added to the
BAFs inventory in the early 1980s specifically to perform this role.
This claim cannot be confirmed, however, and clashes with other
reports that such aircraft are currently on order.lT Whatever type of F27 was used for these tasks before 1988, it appears that they were
unarmed, and only carricd weather radars and wingtip searchlights.l8

Generally speaking, the navy's role before 1988 was very
It was small, ill-equipped and starved of funds. It was also
crippled by its almost total dependence on foreign logistics.
Fortunately, Burma faced no serious maritime threat. The regime's
most pressing security problcms were land-based, from the CPB and
ethnic insurgents based around the country's northern and eastern
borders. Hence first priority was always given to the army and then to
the air force. Even if there was the political will to do so, there were
few resources left seriously to tackle the enormous problems of
smuggling and the poaching of Burma's marine resources. This
situation may have changed if large deposits of hydrocarbons had
been found offshore but, despite the efforts of several foreign
companies during the preceding 15 years, by 1988 that had not
occurred. Before the advent of the SLORC, it seemed that the navy
would be left forever to make do as best it could, ineffectually trying to
patrol Burma's long coastline and 12,800 kilometres of navigable rivers
in its vintage craft.
modest.

The Burma Navy after 1988

This situation has now changed dramatically. Since 1988 the
Burma Navy has been rcstructured and its capabilities significantly
upgraded. Manpower levcls have more than doubled, from about 7000
work. By 1988 all the KB-47Cs had bcen taken out of service and barely six
77
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Allouettes are still airworthy.
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to at least 15,000 (with one battalion of

800 Naval Infantry).le It
appears that the number of naval regional commands may have been
incrcased to five or six. Sources differ, but headquartels have been
identified at Akyab (Danyawady Naval Region), Hainggyi Island
(Panmawady), Rangoon (Irawaddy), Moulmein (Mawrawady) and
Mergui (Tenasserim).20 Abo, the scope of naval operations has been
greatly expanded.

Under the SLORC, the navy has acquired a large number of
new and more capable vessels. As part of the arms deal negotiated
with China in 1989, for example, Burma purchased 10 Hainan (Typ"
37)dass coastal patrol boats and a number of smaller craft. The 375ton (standard) Hainandass vessels are 59 metres long and capable of
30 knots. They have an effective range of 1300 miles at 15 knots.
Normally, this class is armed with twin 57mm and 25 mm guns both
fore and aft. They can also carry anti-submarine mortars and depth
charges. Six of these patrol boats were delivered to Burma in fanuary
1991 and another four arrived in mid-1993. All 10 were later variants
of the Hainan class, and had already seen service with the PLA Navy
between 1964 and l9fl7.2r There have since been reports that, in 1994,
an order was placed with the Chinese for an additional six Hainanclass craft. Two of the patrol boats included in this later order were
expected to be delivered to the Burma Navy by Late7994.2

In

December 1990 the SLORC purchased three PB 9Odass
coastal patrol boats from Yugoslavia. They were originally built by
Brodotechnika for an unnamed African country and were completed
in 1986 and 1987. When the African sale fell through they were laid up
until the SLORC purchased them at a much reduced price. They
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arrived in Burma in October 1990.23 It has been suggested by some
commentators that these three vessels are powered by Rolls Royce
Proteus gas hrrbine engines, and were originally armed with Swedish
40 mm Bofors guns. If this was indeed the case, the sale to Burma
would have broken agreements which Yugoslavia had signed with
both the United Kingdom and Sweden. These accusations, however,
appear to be based on the mistaken assumption that the PB 90 vessels
are the same as Koncar-class missile patrol boats, also made in
Yugoslavia.Z4 According to lane's Fighting Shrps, the 8Gton, 28 metre
PB 90 boats are powered by diesel engines. They have a maximum
speed of 32 knots and an effective range (at 25 knots) of 400 nautical
miles. Under Burmese command, they have been fitted with eight
20 mm M75 cannons, one quad mount on the forecastle and one aft.
They also carry two 128 mm launchers for illuminants.2s

At one stage, there was speculation that the Burma Navy
might also buy two or three Chinese fiangnan Type 65 frigates. These
vessels are 91.5 metres long and displace 1350 tons. They are armed
with three China 3.9-inch guns, one forward and two aft?6 lf such a
purchase was ever planned, however, it seems to have been overtaken
by orders for three second-hand guided missile frigates of the laqger
and more powerful fianghu class. No deliveries have yet taken place,
apparently because of 'technical' (probably financial) problems, but the
SLORC remains keen to proceed with the sale as soon as Possible.2T
The version of the class to be purchased, and the actual weapons fit,
are not yet known. Given the Burma Navy's modest capabilities and
limited resources, however, the most likely candidate is the smaller
fianghu I Type 53 guided missile frigate. These vessels displace about
1425 tons and are usually fitted with four HY-2 (C-201) surface-tosurface missiles (SSM) from twin launchers amidships.28 They also
23
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carry two or four China 3.9-inch guns. If the sale of these ships goes
ahead, and these weapons are fitted, the new frigates will give the
Burma Navy an anti-ship missile capability for the first time.
Burma has ordered one or two Chinese-built minesweepers, to
be delivered in 1995. No further details of this order, however, are
known.29 There have also been several reports that China has
undertaken to provide Burma with a number of smaller gunboats,
probably for coastal and offshore patrols.3o Depending on which class
(or classes) of vessel are supplied, these gunboats may also carry antiship cruise missiles.

Two other foreign additions to the navy since 1988 have been
a tanker and a transport auxiliary. Formerly registered in Singapore,
the 55 metre long tanker was arrested by the BN in Burmese territorial
waters in October 1991 and subsequently taken into the navy. With its
bunkers full it displaces 4000 tons and can travel at 15 knots. Although
the Burma Navy already had a small coastal oil tanker, this is the first
mairr replenishment vessel to be operated by the BN and gives a clear
illustration of the SLORC's determination to extend the scope and
duration of Burmese naval operations. The transport vessel was also
acquired in 1991, but details of the sale are unknown. One source has
descriH it as a former Norwegian coastal cargo ship of about 1,000
tons displacement, acquired by the BN for logistic support duties.
Another source has suggested that it may be used for survey work.3l
Not all the BN's new ships have been imported. Since 1988 the
navy has ordered or taken delivery of a number of vessels built in
Burma's own shipyards. They include at least two fast attack gunboats.
Construction was begun in 1991 at the Naval Engineering Depot in
Rangoon, with the completion date set for 7994. This may have slipped
to 1995. Descriptions of the vessels vary from one source to another,
but they appear to be about 45 metres long, have a full load
displacement of about 213 tons, and be powered by German Mercedes
diesel engines. They are armed with two Bofors 40 mm guns.32 Abo,
29
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the Myanma Shipyard has produced two PGM+ype coastal patrol
craft, which were delivered to the Customs Service in 1993. Both
vessels were armed, however, and may eventually be taken over by
the navy.s In addition, another four river patrol craft have been built
at the Naval Engineering Depot in Rangoon. With some modifications,
their design was taken from similar craft built in Burma for the navy in
the mid-1980s. These four new patrol craft were completed in 1990 and
1991. Each carry one Oerlikon 20 mm cannon and one or two .50
calibre (12.7 mm) machine guns.s

To make way for these new vessels, and perhaps yield
experienced crews, some of the older units in the Burma Navy are
being taken out of service. The two former US corvettes, for example,
were decommissioned in 1994. While still on the Reet List in 1995,
they are expected to be laid up when the new Chinese frigates appear.
The old Nawarat<lass corvettes are also being downgraded, and in
1989 lost some of their already modest armament.35 It is possible that
they too will be decommissioned in a few years time, or used only for
training purposes.
Prior to 1988, the Burma Navy had little need for (or capacity
operate) sophisticated electronic warfare systems. The ex-US
corvettes carried hull-mounted RCA QCU-2 sonars, but most BN
vessels were only fitted with Raytheon single-band navigation or
surface search radars.s Yet the Hainan-class patrol boats provided by
China since 1991 reportedly carry a number of more modern systems.
They include the BM/FJZ,8610, a highly sensitive and accurate
electronic warfare support measures (ESM) system which 'provides
direction finding and analysis of threat radar equipment'.37 Ttre
Hainan vessels also carry the'Pot Head' naval radar, the main function
of which is surface target detection, with supplementary air warning
facilities. They are fitted with 'High Pole' IFF radars, Raytheon

to
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Pathfinder navigational radars, and hull-mounted sonars.$ Together,
these systems constitute a major advance in the BN's electronic order
of battle. Should the purchase of three Jianghu frigates go ahead, then
it is likely that they will be fitted with additional shipborne electronic
warfare (EW) systems such as the Chinese RW-23-1 ('lug Pair') or
RWD8 radar warning receiver, NJ81-3 noise jammers and P]45 decoy
launchers. Similar systems have already been fitted to this class of
vessel before sales to other regional countries.
As occurred with the army and air force, many of the navy's
foreign acquisitions were accompanied by a programme of training
overseas. Members of the Burma Navy were reportedly sent to China
and Yugoslavia, each for up to one year, to train on the vessels
purchased from those countries. In addition, there have been reports
that up to 70 Chinese naval pcrsonnel were sent to Burma to assist the
Burmese in operating the new Chinese vessels, training local crews
and maintaining new electronic equipment.39

As well as increasing the size of its fleet and the technical
capabilities of individual units, the SLORC has embarked on a major
programme to upgrade Burma's naval infrastructure. This programme
appears to include the development of existing naval bases at Akyab
(Sittwe) near the Bangladesh border, and at Mergui near the southern
Thai border. A new facility is reportedly being constructed on
Hainggyi Island at the mouth of the Bassein River and activity has
been noted on Great Coco Island, in the Andaman Sea.40 A number of

other river and coastal ports also appear to be marked for
improvement, including Bassein (in the lrrawaddy River delta) and

Kyaukpyu, on Ramree Island off the Arakan coast south of Akyab.al
Some sources have pointed to recent construction work at the old
naval sub-station at Seikkyi at the mouth of the Irrawaddy River. One
opposition group has also identified the construction (or
improvement) of naval facilities at Kadan Island, Pyinzabu Island and
38
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Ietsutaw (Letsok-aw) Island, all in the Mergui Archipelago, and at
IGwthaung (Kawthoung) on the Kra Isthmus.42 All this activity has
been followed keenly by other regional countries, in particular India.
The latter is concerned not so much by the improvements to Burma's
modest naval facilities, but by the apparent involvement of China in
the Burmese construction programme.€
There have been numerous reports over the past few years
that Burma has permitted China to install (or at least upgrade) signals
intelligence (SIGINT) equipment at various sites around the Burmese
coast. Once operational, this equipment would provide China (and
presumably Burma as well) with a comprehensive electronic
surveillance coverage of the Andaman Sea and Bay of Bengal.4 One
well-informed Burma-watcher has stated that the Burmese have come
under pressure from the Chinese to permit the PRC intelligence
services access not only to Hainggyi and Great Coco islands (which are
the places most often mentioncd), but also to Ramree Island and
Zadetkyi Island. The latter is considered particularly sensitive as it is
located off Kawthaung, Burma's southernmost Point, and therefore
close to the strategicaily important Malacca Straits.4s Other possible
sites of interest to the Chinese include Kadan Island, off the Burmese
coast near Mergui, and Heinze Island north of Tavoy. It has been
suggested that China wishes to build new facilities or improve old
Burmese facilities on all these islands, with a view to conducting
SIGINT operations against other regional countries. Such bases could
also be used to resupply visiting Chincse warships.6

Hurnan Rights Yearbook 7994: Burma, p.76. Kadan Island was formerly known as
King Island, and Pyinzabu Island was named Bentinck Island. On some older
maps, letsutaw (or Letsok-aw) Island is called Letsutan Island. Kawthaung used
to be known as Victoria Point. See Bry of Bengal Pilot, Vol.NP.2l, pp.1l8 ff.
See, for example, Lintsrer, 'Enter the Dragon', p.23; Jitters over naval buildlP;
Asien Defmce lournal,January 1993, p|165; and Jayant Baranwal (ed.), SP's Milinry
Y eartuk 7 992 -93 (Guide Publica tions, New Delh i, 192), pp.3V -7.
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The Tatmadaw has long had a rudimentary signals intercept
capability, mainly to monitor insurgent radio traffic and possibly also

the military communications of its immediate neighbours.4T Since
1988, this basic capability appears to have been upgraded with
Chinese help, and the scope of Burma's SIGINT operations widened to
include monitoring of radio, radar and other electronic emissions
emanating from further afield. The SLORC has also begun iamming
foreign news broadcasts critical of the regime.4 This assistance is

doubtless part of a broader plan by China to upgrade its own SIGINT
capabilities in the region.49 Most public attention has focused on
China's apparent role in establishing or upgrading a signals intercept
station on Great Coco Island, just 20 nautical miles north of India's
Andaman Island group. Since 1992 this site has reportedly boasted a
50 metre high antenna and sensitive equipment capable of picking up
radio and radar transmissions from ships in the vicinity, and telemetry
from missile tests at the Indian Defence Research and Development
Laboratory in Hyderabad.s

The full extent of China's involvement

in

Burma's naval
infrastructure improvement programme, however, is very difficult to
determine. Even greater uncertainty surrounds China's efforts to
establish or use signals intelligence facilities around Burma's coastline
to spy on other regional countries. While some of the reports on this
subiect are quite convincing, others are less so, and most have yet to be
confirmed by independent sources. There would appear to be certain
benefits to Burma in permitting China at least some of the access it
desires, particularly if both countries share the product from SIGINT
operations conducted from Burmese territory. Yet some caution needs
to be exercised over the extcnt to which Burma can be seen as an agent
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of the Chinese in this field. Given Burma's fierce independence and
lingering suspicions of China's longer term shategic intentions, it is
unlikely that the SLORC would permit China all the access that it
wants. Nor can any Chinese presence be considered permanent,
whatever the_- apparent benefits of current intelligence-sharing
arrangements.5l

The New Burma Navy

Burma's new warships and upgraded maritime facilities
significantly increase its naval strength. with the expected arrival of
three fianghu-class frigates, Burma will have a true blue-water
capability for the first time since the retirement of its one Second
World War vintage frigate in7979. Add t6 Hainan-class coastal patrol
boats and its other more modern offshore patrol vessels, and Burma is
n9w in a better position than at any time in its history to patrol its
inland waterways, police its territorial waters and enforce its ixtensive
maritime claims.
Burma faces no threats from hostile maritime powers, but the
navy will still have a major role to play in the future. For example,
soon after taking over government, the sloRc authorised extensive
offshore oil and gas exploration by about a dozen foreign companies.
While initial results were disappointing, large natural gas dlposits
were found off southern Burma and plans are now well advanced to
sef_!lne gas to Thailand. While the most vulnerable part of the proiect
will be the overland pipeline, the navy will have an important iole in
protecting the offshore extraction facilities.52 In addition, since 19gg
the problems of ethnic insurgencies, smuggling, the poaching of
marine resources and overfishing by licenced foreign vessels have
attracted increased attention. For example, naval pitrols along the
Arakan coast and rivers have traditionally been of minor importance,
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but since 1991 they have significantly increased to support Burma
A*y operations against the local Muslim population. Rohingya
insurgent groups formed at that time are still active. The outbreak of
renewed Karen insurgent activity in the Irrawaddy River delta later
the same year caused the SLORC serious concern, and once again the
navy was called upon to support the army's counter-insurgency
operations. The SLORC is also anxious to assert its control over
Burma's rich fishing grounds, and to prevent poaching of its natural
resources by the fishing fleets of other countries, notably Thailand. To
do this, a larger, more capable navy is needed.53

For all its obvious benefits, however, the rapid expansion of
the Burmese navy has brought its own problems. There have been
mai:r difficulties in absorbing all the new vessels, and keeping them
operating at full capaciry.s The more sophisticated equipment
purchased since 1988 is often technically more demanding, and skilled
manpower is still in short supply. The range of spare parts required in
stock has greatly increased, and much of it needs to be imported. Also,
some of the new vessels have not lived up to expectations. The three
PB 90 coastal patrol craft purchased from Yugoslavia, for example,

have reportedly proved 'unsatisfactory in service'.55 Some of the
Chinese naval equipment is said to be sub-standard and, according to
thelnternational Det'enceRanicu, 'complaints have been voiced also over
the poor performance of the'Hainan' class patrol boats'.% The precise
nature of the problems being experienced with these vessels is not
known, but they are clearly causing the SLORC some concern. The
expected arrival of the |ianghu frigates will add considerably to the
navy's financial, manpower and maintenance burdens.
The navy also suffers from another problem. As noted above,
ever since the 1962 coup all political processes in Burma have been
dominated by Ne Win and the army. Ne Win's original 17-man
Revolutionary Council included only one naval officer. Members of
the service later held senior positions in the Burma Socialist
Programme Party, and in the token parliament QyitthuHluttawl which
was created in 7974. Their membership gave the navy a voice in
53
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national affairs and promoted the image of armed forces unity. There
is now one senior naval officer in the SLORC, a former Navy Chief of

Staff, who holds the position of Deputy Prime Minister. Another
senior naval officer acts as Burma's Health Minister. For all their
apparent seniority and influence, however, the political positions
granted to the navy have always been overshadowed by those held by
army officers. In practical terms, this means that the navy's interests
will never be considered before those of the army, nor will its needs be
met until those of the army have been satisfied.
Given the overwhelming size of the army, and the nature of
the country's perceivcd internal security problems, this situation is
perhaps not surprising. Yet the navy has always had to endure a
measure of distrust. Throughout the navy's early years, a large
proportion of its officers were trained overseas, in countries like the
United Kingdom, the United States, Sweden, Denmark, fapan or
Yugoslavia. Overseas training continued for the navy even after the
1962 coup, when most military links with the outside world were
abruptly severed. These included postings to the United Kingdom and
the United States. Most rccently, members of the navy have been
trained for lengthy periods in China and Yugoslavia. Also, like the
Burma Air Force, the navy has tended to recruit better educated men
from urban areas, rather than the lcss educated rural recruits who
have traditionally formcd the bulk of the army. Both this overseas
experience and the higher educational levels of naval personnel have
tended to give rise to suspicions on the part of the military regime that
these factors may have 'contaminated' the personnel concerned, and
made them politically unreliable. Such concerns were doubtless
compounded in 1988 when a number of naval officers and men joined
in the widespread pro-democracy demonstrations against the military
regime.57

Despite any misgivings the army hierarchy may have,
however, the SLORC clcarly sees an important role for the navy in the
future. In less than 10 years, the fleet has almost doubled and further
mapr additions are expectcd. This is a major investment by the regime
in an area which has long been neglected. It suggests that the SLORC
is determined that Burma will exercise much greater control over its
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territorial waters, than was p$sible in the past. It also signals a
rcadiness to act more aggressively to protect Burma from any
maritime threat thatmay emerge in the future.

CHAPTER

6

BURMA AND EXOTIC WEAPONS
For more than a decade now, Burma has stood publicly
of 'probably having' an offensive chemical weapons (CW)
capability. Despite repeated denials by the military regime in
Rangoon, accusations of CW use by the Tatmadaw against ethnic

accused

insurgents continue to appear.l More recently, there have been claims
that biological warfare (BW) agents have also been used against ethnic
insurgent groups and their supporters. None of these claims have ever
been verified by independent observers, but doubts remain. Since 1988
they have been given added focus by suggestions that the SLORC has
received specialist technical assistance from China, as a way of
assisting the regime to force the last few ethnic insurgent groups to
give up their struggle against the central government in Rangoon.

Bulura and Chemical Weapons

Over the past decade, Burmese officials have repeatedly
denied that Burma has a CW capability. In 1988, for example, the
Burmese representative to the United Nations Conference on
Disarmament (CD) stated categorically that Burma does not possess,
nor has developed, produced, stockpiled or used chemical weapons.2
Formal protests have been lodged by the Burmese government against
news organisations which have claimed otherwise.3 Yet, despite these
denials, Burma is still accused of having produced and used CW.
One of the first public references to this issue was in 1982,
when the lnternational Defence Rnisw reported that 'in recent years,
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chemical agents have been used in ... Burma'.4 The same author
published another article three years later in which he repeated this
claim, referring to the 'use of combined agents as well as of newly
developed CW agents in ... the Burma triangle'.s In 1984, newsPapers
in the United States and Australia, citing what was claimed to be a
leaked US Special National Intelligence Estimate (SNIE), stated that
Burma had been making efforts to acquire a domestic capability to
produce mustard gas since early 1981.6 The SNIE reportedly went on
to say that the Burmese were buying chemical production plant and
protective gear from West Cermany. Apart from sulphur, which the
Burmese were said to be importing from ltaly, the raw materials for
the production of the gas were obtained locally. According to these
news reports, the SNIE estimated that Burma would be self-sufficient
in the operation of the CW plant by the end of 1984. It identified local
insurgents as the most likely target for Burmese CW attacks.T
These claims were repeated by academic researchers and the

in 1985, and were made again by the
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) in 1987.8 That
year, the Institute reported in its annual Yurbook that Burma was 'said
to be producing mustard gas using plant and chemicals imported from
Italy and the Federal Republic of Germany'.9 More importantly, in
March the following year the US Director of Naval Intelligence (DNI),
Rear Admiral William Studeman, speaking in Washington before a
sub-committee of the House of Representatives Armed Services
Committee, stated categorically that Burma was one of a number of
international news media
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countries 'developing'a chemical warfare capability.lo This claim was
strengthened in 1991, when Rear Admiral Thomas Brooks, the new

DNI, told the Seapower, Strategic and Critical Materials SubCommittee of the House Armed Services Committee that Burma
'probably possessed' an offensive chemical weaPons capability.ll
Increasingly, Burma began to be listed in the academic and defence
literature as a probable CW proliferant.lz
Shortly after Rear Admiral Studeman's testimony to Congress,
the Christian Science Monitor published a story by one of its staff
writers suggesting that the German firm Fritz Werner GmbH, long
known for its close links with the Ne Win regime's military supply

programme, had 'played an important role in building Burtna's
chemical weapons capability'.l3 It was suggested that 'German
companies sold equipment, supplies, and. possibly know-how under
the guise of standlrd commercial sales'.l4 The article stated that the
United States had privately raised its concerns over this matter with
the West German government, but could not be certain that all sales to
Burma had stopped. More cautiously, but clearly conscious of
chemical weapons scandals involving German companies in places
like Libya and Iraq, some German parliamentarians-also expressed
their concerns over Fritz Wemer's activities in Burma.ls Suspicions of
Burma's interest in CW, and Germany's possible role, were
strengthened in September 1991. Under public pressure, the German
goverrunent revealed that, between7978 and 1989, a total of 15 Burma
Army officers had received 'ABC Protection' training training in
protective measures against atomic, bacteriological and chemical
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warfare) from the Bundswehr at Sonthofen Military Academy in West
Germany.l6

Soon after public reports about a possible Burmese CW
prograrffne began to appear, a number of claims were made that CW
was being used by the Burmese armed forces against their domestic
opponents. Karen insurgents based along the Thai-Burmese border,
for example, told news reporters in 1984 that the Burma Army had
used 'toxic gas', which had been fired into insurgent camps in artillery
shells and mortar bombs. This attack was so intense that the Karens
were forced to abandon their posts.lT In early 1992 the Karens claimed
that several of their soldiers. had suffered burns, rashes and partial
paralysis as a result of CW attacks by the Burma Air Force.l8
The Karens were not the only insurgents to make such claims.
In fuly 1992 a Thai newspaper cited Kachin Independence Army (KIA)

insurgents

in

Burma's far north, who claimed

to have in

their

possession an air-delivered 'gas weapon' which had been dropped on

them by the BAF. Through their political arm, the Kachin
Independence Organisation (KIO), the insurgents said that they had
also captured Burma Army soldiers who had told them of orders to
withdraw 300 metres from the front line before the air strikes were
made.l9 The inference drawn by the KIA from the order was that
precautions of this kind were necessitated by the use of a special
weapon. According to another news report of the incident, a Kachin
spokesman said that:

the SLORC had threatened to use weapons of

mass

destruction for some time, but this was the first documented
case
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fired
Later the same year, there were rePorts that the Burma Army had
Burma's
CW artillery rounds, in another operation against the KIA in
far north-east.2l
In a 1991 study sponsored by the Federation of American
Golden
scientists GAS) it was suggested that in the opium-producing
the
'contaminated
had
iriar,gte area of northerrilurma, the SLORC
mustard''
agent,-presulnably
a.tg-i^rrggling trails with a persistent

Nootherdetailsweregiven,buttheauthorsoftheFASstudygavethis
t"pott some weight. hideed, they stated-that this story was at the time
'the only specifil rePort that gives credence to the claim that Burma
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possessed even experimentaf amounts of lethal CW agents'.22
way'
in
this
Burmese
the
by
used
iurther rePorts of CW being
however, have ever been Published'
The latest claims of Burmese CW use were made by Karen
insurgents in early 1995. Members of the Karen National Liberation
*mf txNt-N toli news rePorters and human rights gtgtPt that the
Burmese armed forces had used chemical weaPons in their large-scale
dry season offensive against the Karen strongholds-at Manerp. law and
Kawmura. At Manerilaw the Burmese reportedly used -'chemical
shells fired by heavy artillery' which 'disperse smaller cluster-like
bombs filled with chemicals that explode about 20m abo-ve the ground
with the force sufficient to "shear a coconut treetrunk"'.23 At Kawmura
a month later the Karens spoke of 'chemical gas' being gTPloyud
Other
against them before they weie forced to retreat into Thailand.24
rockets'
irisurgents at Kawmura referred to 'a number of tear-gas like
whici caused chest pains, breathing difficulties, nausea and stinging
Later that year, there were reports of 'mysteriou-s -ailments' and
"y"*zu
'ugly seeping wounds', allegedly as I result of these CW attacks' One
t""p6rt in a fiai newspaper iuggested that the decision to use chemical
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Secretary (1) and DDSI chief Lieutenant General Khin Nyunt. Another
senior Burmese army officer was quoted as saying: 'We use it because

it is necessary to use it'.25 It was claimcd that a later artillery
bombardment of the Karen base at Kawmura bv the Burma Army was
designed to destroy all traces of CW use.
The difficulty with evaluating all these claims, however, and
judgements about Burma's past or current CW
status, is that no reports of CW attacks by the Burmese armed forces
have ever been verified by independcnt sources. Inevitably, this has
led to a certain amount of official scepticism. Questioned about the

in making any firm

issue in 1988, for example, the Staff Director of the Arms Control
Subcommittee of the US House of Representatives Committee on
Foreign Affairs stated that he doubted Admiral Studeman's report that
chemical weapons were being developed in Asia. In particular, he felt
that the DNI's case against Burma was only based on circumstantial
evidence.2T Certainly, in 1984 the Karens would have been aware of
news reports about a possible Burmese CW plant, and may have
seized the opportunity to publicise the ruthless nature of the Ne Win
regime's counter-insurgency campaigns. On close examination, a
photograph of the'CW' weapon retrieved by the KIA in 1992 revealed
it to be a high-explosive anti-tank (HEAT) rocket projectile, probably
fired from a BAF aircraft to destroy Kachin defensive positions. The
KIA may have genuinely been under the impression that they had
obtained proof of Burmese CW use but, at the same time, they would
have been quick to recognise the opportunity to use the international
news media for propaganda purposes.
There are a number of other possible explanations for the
it has been suggested that toxic
defoliants, white phosphorous (WP) rounds, cordite fumes from
artillery shells or even tear gas may have been mistaken for more
lethal chemical agents.
phenomena cited. Over the years,

Initially with US assistance, the Burmese armed forces have
been using dangerous herbicides like 2,4-D in Upper Burma for some
years, in an effort to destroy opium poppy crops taxed by insurgent
groups or marketed by local drug warlords. In 1985, for example, a
26
27

'Evidence of Slorc gas attack mounts', Nation, 1,2May 1995.
Michael Richardson, 'Australia Holding Chemical Arms Talks', Inkrnatiotul Heralil
Tribune, 13-14 August 1 988.
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Royal Thai Army team investigated the reported use of chemicals
being dropped by the BAF on insurgent areas along the ThailandBurma border. The team's conclusion was that the chemicals were
defoliants being used to destroy opium plantations.28 Insurgents and
refugees rying to escape the aerial spraying have claimed, however,
that the defoliant was being dropped purely as a counter-insurgency
weapon, without any regard for human life. As Stan Sesser has
written:
supporters of the minority grouPs charged that Rangoon was
unwilling to risk flying those [cropdustingl planes to the

mapr opium-growing areas and instead used the herbicides to
poison vegetable crops in the villages of the ethnic minorities
fighting the government.2e
Others have claimed that the US-supplied aircraft and herbicides were

used 'primarily as weapons

in an extensive war

against tribal
groups'.3o Whether or not this was the case, aerial sprayingof 2l-Dby
the BAF was so intense (and so indiscriminate) during the mid-1980s
that it provoked widespread criticism from the international
community. There were numerous claims that 2l-D was being
ingested by local villagers causing 'extensive human toxicity' and
occasionally even death.31

White phosphorous is commonly used by the armed forces of
many countries as a smoke screcn and for marking targets. It can be
fired in aircraft rockets, artillery rounds and mortar bombs, all of
which are in the Tatmadaw's armoury. It is not normally used as an
anti-personnel weapon but, if employed in this way, can inflict serious
used as a target marker, it is possible that People
burns. Even if only-explosive
impait will be burned.32 The burns can
near the point of
burns and in this regard are similar to
longer
heal
thermal
to
than
take
mustard gas. Also, if a sufficient amount of WP is absorbed through
28
29

30
31

'Military to probe Burmese chemicals', Bangkok Post,24 August 19q5.. . - Stan Se;s€r,-T&€ Lanils of Charm and Cruelty: Trauels in Southeast Asia (Alfred Knopf,
New York, 1993), p.200. See also Smith, 'The Burmese way to_rack and rui!"
W.H. Overholt, 'Dateline Drug Wars: Burma, The Wrong Enemy', Foreign Policy
77, tN inter 1989-90, pp.177 -8.
'Rebels in Burma Say Rangoon Uses Herbicide Against Them', Near YorkTimes,3O
November 1985. See also Smith, 'The Burmese way to rack and ruin', pp.(3-5; and
Mirante, Burmex La,king Glass, pp.1t+6 tt, pp.174 ff and pp.222 tf .
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Cambridge,'l97 5), pp.155- 60, pp.1 98-201 a nd pp.209-23.
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the skin or inhaled, it can cause serious internal damage and even be
fatal. While it is difficult to be certain without specialist advice, some
of the injuries and symptoms described by Burmese insurgents
claiming to be the victims of CW seem to be consistent with WP burns
or WP poisoning.s When questioned directly about the alleged use of
CW by the Tatmadaw, spokesmen for the military regime have denied
its use, but conceded that some of the insurgent claims could refer to
the effects of WP.s

In at least one case, the reported use of CW seems to have
sprung from the inevitable side-effects of intense and prolonged
barrages from artillery and recoilless guns. In early 7995, for example,
a Western observer in the Karen stronghold at Kawmura noted that:
The smoke was so thick that many soldiers began to vomit and
collapse, giving rise to the Karen claim that chemical weapons
were being used.35

One'informed Western diplomatic source' was later quoted as saying
that an investigation had been conducted into the Karen claims of CW
use, but the results had been inconclusive. The observer felt that the
Karens were more likely to have suffered the effects of cordite

poisoning and battle fatigue. This problem was apparently

exacerbated by the claustrophobic atmosphere and poor ventilation of
the bunkers in which the Karen insurgents sheltered from the
Tatmadaw's artillery bombardmen ts.35

Tear gas is less likely to be a factor. The military regime in
Rangoon appears to have consistently bypassed the use of such agents

in favour of more direct methods of crowd control, namely mass
arrests and shooting at people with live ammunition.3T Indeed, after
the 1988 massacres in Rangoon SLORC Chairman Senior General Saw
Maung told a group of news reporters that the army was forced to
open fire on the crowds of pro-democracy demonstrators because the
33

u
35

36
37

ibid.
Interviews, Rangoon, April 1995.
Hanson,'Calamity at Kawmura', p.72.
ibid. Also, personal communication, Bcrtil Lintner to the author, 17 October 1995.
Senior General Saw Maung stated in 1989 that before the arrny was ordered to
shoot at pro-democracy demonstrators in 1988, four rubber bullets were fired,
then 12 gnage shotguns wcre used.'Saw Maung: "l Saved Burma"', Asiaweek,2T
January 1989, p.24.
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regime did not possess any tear gas.38 In any case, tear gas fired at
insurgents in the Burmese iungle would probably be of limited utility,
and its use in this manner by the Burma Atmy has never been publicly
reported.
Another area of uncertainty is the possible location of Burma's
CW production plant and CW testing facilities. The site of the factory
has been the subject of speculation, both inside and outside Burma, for
many years. The exiled National Coalition Government of the Union
of Burma (NCGUB), for example, has made broad hints that 'Fritz
Werner has also built "fertiliser" and "bottling" factories in Burma for
the SLORC, all of which are highly secure locations'.39 One insurgent
group has alleged that chemical weapons have been produced at
Warzi (Wasi), at the country's mint, 'which has been run by German
technicians'.40 Another site often identified by local sources as Burma's
secret CW facility is a heavily guarded fertiliser plant across the
Irrawaddy River irom the ancient iapital of Pagan, in central Burma.4l
Other sites have also been mooted, but no evidence has ever been put
forward to confirm any of these claims. Nor have any Possible CW test
sites been publicly identified.

In

these circumstances, a number of important questions are

left unanswered. Assuming that the original news rePorts were
correct, and it was built in the first place, the fate of Burma's CW
production plant is unknown. Some well-informed observers susPect
that it was quietly closed down in the mid-1980s, after the US
government made'private' representations to the Ne Win regime and
the existence of a secret CW programme was revealed in the
intemational news media.42 Nor is it known what CW stocks might
have been produced during the plant's period of operation, and
whether or not they were weaponised. Whatever the answers to these
S€e also Sesser, The Lanrls of Charm and Cruelty,p.22l. Given earlier reports of
Burmese mustard gas production, the question arises whether the army also

ibid.
39
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lacked gas masks.

Human Rights Yearbmk 7994: Burma, p.244.
McPhedran,'Chemical weapons enter Burma civil war: rePort'. The Burmese mint
was initially equipped with the help of the East German government, but control
was transferred to West Cerman technicians in the early 1970s. The suggestion
that the mint facilities hide lJurma's scrret CW plant probably stems from the fact
that the West German firm now providing technical suPPort at Wasi is Fritz
Werner.
Smith, The Burmese way to rack and ruin', p.44.
Ashton, 'Burma's Chemical Wcapons Status', p.283.
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questions may be, since 1988 the SLORC seems

to have given the
development of CW a much lower priority than the acquisition of
more modern conventional weapons. These are less controversial and
better suited to the suppression of internal dissent, particularly in
urban centres. Economic factors would also be influential. The SLORC
needs to restore relations with - and thus the flow of aid and finance
from - fapan and the West, and could feel that the continued pursuit of
an indigenous CW programme was counter-productive at present.
Consideration also needs to be given to the original purpose behind
any earlier Burmese CW programme.
Most analyses of Burma's possible CW programme have
concluded that it was aimed at the country's many insurgent groups.43
Given the difficulties bcing experienced by the Burmese forces
operating in the mountains from the late 1970s onwards, it is possible
that the Ne Win regime saw chemical weapons as a means of attacking
insurgent concentrations, and heavily defended bases that could not
be taken by other means. Despite the rugged terrain, thick vegetation
and often humid climate of Burma's border regions, chemical weapons
could be highly effective against insurgent camps. Casualties were also
bound to occur among the local population, but this was not likely to

have concerned the Burmandominated militarv hierarchv in
Rangoon.

This explanation scems logical enough, but the insurgent
threat in the early 1980s, when the CW plant is believed to have been
built, was no worse than it had been for many years. Indeed, following
the defeat of ethnic and communist forces in central Burma in the mid1970s, it could be argued that the Ne Win regime was stronger than
ever. There was certainly no prospect that the central government
would fall as a result of insurgent action. Also, given the location of
the surviving insurgent camps close to Burma's borders, and the
support provided to some of the major groups by neighbouring
countries, any use of CW against these insurgents would pose the risk
of causing a major international incident. On balance, it is more likely
that the primary impetus behind any clandestine Burmese CW

43

Van Atta, 'The Chemical Club Grows'. See also Ember, 'Worldwide Spread of
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progranune in the early 1980s was strategic developments in the wider
Southeast Asian region.
Towards the end of the 1970s, when Burmese consideration of
a CW programme probably began, a number of important shifts had
occurred in the regional strategic balance. The communist victories in
Vietnam and Cambodia had dramatically raised Burmese fears about
the security of Laos and even Thailand. There was a strong feeling in
Rangoon at the time that, should Thailand become unstable or, worse
still, fall to the communists, then Burma would be gravely
threatened.4 This fear was heightened by the Vietnamese invasion of
Cambodia in 1979. While very expericnced in counter-insurgency

operations, Burma's small and poorly equipped armed forces,
consisting almost entirely of light infantry, would have found it very
difficult to resist a conventional attack from a more modern, better
equipped force. To the Burmese leadership, however, chemical
weapons probably appealed as a force multiplier which could quickly
and relatively cheaply redress the military imbalance.

It is perhaps also relevant that around this time there was
increased intemational attcntion being given to the proliferation of
chemical weapons. Since 1963, when five countries admitted to having
a CW capability, the numbcr known or suspected of such a capability
had grown to at least 13.45 During the 1979 conflict between China and
Vietnam, each side accuscd the other of using chemical weapons. Also,
in September 1981 the Reagan administration in the United States
dramatically drew attention to this problem by charging the Soviet
Union with the use of 'mycotoxins'- popularly known as'Yellow Rain'
- in Southeast Asia.46 Although thesc accusations were later proved to
be unfounded, the publicity given to the use of CW in Southeast Asia
seems to have had an impact on the thinking of a number of regional
governments, including thc military regime in Rangoon. If such broad
strategic factors led to the initiation of a Burmese CW programme in
the early 1980s, however, the question arises whether they might do so
again. It must also be askcd whether Burma's accession to the new
The author was living in Burma at the time, and can well remember the concerns
expressed to him by Burmese officials about the implications of the communist
45

45

victories in Indochina.
Oberdorfer,'Chemical Arms Curbs Are Sought'.
ibid. For a more detailed treatment of this issue, see Sterling Seagrave, Yellow Rain
(Abacus, London, 1 982).
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Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) is likely to have any influence
on Rangoon's thinking.

Upon regaining its independence in 1948, Burma becarne a
Party to the 1925 Geneva Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War
of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological
Methods of Warfare. This did not prohibit the possession or
development of CW, however, and the Burmese government retained
the right of retaliation in kind if ever attacked with CW.47 In
November 7992, the Burmese Foreign Minister, Ohn Gyaw,
announced to the United Nations General Assembly that Burma

planned to sign the new Chemical Weapons Convention. This
followed considerable efforts on the part of several countries to
persuade the sLoRC to join in regional consultations on the issue of
chemical weapons proliferation, and to become a party to the CWC.
Burma subsequently signed the Convention in Paris in January 1993.
There are still a number of formal requirements to be fulfilled
before the CWC becomes international law. Should the SLORC ratify
the Convention, and if these requirements are met, then Burma would
be obliged to observe a number of restrictions on its CW use. Except in
certain specified circumstances (such as legitimate research), Burma

would be forbidden to develop, produce or otherwise acquire,
stockpile or retain chemical weapons. It would have formally
undertaken not to use chemical weapons or engage in any military
preparations to use them. Also, within ten years, Burma would be
required to destroy any chemical weapons it owned, or that were
located in any place undcr its iurisdiction or control. In addition,
Burma would be obliged under the CWC to destroy any CW
production facilities it possessed, or which were located on its soil.
Despite the SLORC's apparent readiness to accede to these
requirements, doubts persist about Burma's CW status. Given its
extremely poor international record, particularly since the SLORC
formally took power in 1988, there is little confidence in the military
regime's continuing denials that Burma established a CW production

47
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facility in the early 1980s, or has used CW since then.s Also, ever since
General Ne Win's seizure of power in 7962, the leadership in Rangoon
has been extremely sensitive about Burma's sovereignty, and reluctant
to accept any foreign judgements about its security policies. Even if
Burma no longer has a CW programme, it is unlikely to accePt any
intrusive challenge inspections - a fundamental aspect of the CWC - to
confirm this. Such inspections would also be necessary to verify that
Burma no longer holds any stocks of chemical weapons which were
produced under a discontinued programme. In these circumstances, it
is not surprising that questions have been raised about Burma's
willingness to abide by all the undertakings contained in the
Convention.
Since 1993, questions have also been asked about Burma's
adherence to similar conveniions prohibiting the manufacture and use
of biological weapons.
Burma and Biological Weapons

In addition to the 1925 Geneva Protocol, which also bans BW,
Burma is a signatory to the 1972 Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxic
Weapons Convention.4g This instrument went further than the Geneva
Protocol, in that it banned the development, production, stockpiling
and acquisition of such weapons. The Convention entered into force in
1975.\t did not include any provision for verification or international
monitoring, although this issue is currently being addressed. Burma
acknowledges these international legal obligations, and even attended
meetings in Geneva in 1995 to discuss a strengthening of the BW
Convention - the only non-State Party to do so. Yet, at the same time,
Burma has been accused of possessing and even using BW against
minority peoples along its eastern frontier.
Reports of possible BW use by the Tatmadaw along the border
have varied. In early 1993, for example, there were references to BAF
for example, the SLORCs dismissal of Karen attemPb to interest 'spying
correspondents'in the KNU's claims of CW use. 'Whither KNU - 14', New Light of
Myantnar, 11 February 1995. See also Jayant Baranwal (ed.), SP's Military Yearbmk
7993-94 (Guide Publications, New Delhi, 1994), p.91.
Stockholm International Peace llesearch Institute, SIPN Yearbook 1994 (Oxford
University Press, Oxford, 1994), pp.765-7. See also Findlay (ed.), Chemical Weapons
See,

and Missile Proliferation..., p.83.
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aircraft spraying a yellow powder over rural villages. There have also
been reports of aircraft dropping small balloons filled with 'a foulsmelling "black-yellow-green" liquid'.50 Most often, however,

opposition groups have pointed to the mysterious and reportedly
lethal 'radiosondes', or 'white boxes' which have been found. In early
1994 the Karen Human Rights Group compilcd a comprehensive
report in which it stated that:
On August 72,1993 ... SLORC planes dropped dozens ... of
strange devices consisting of a 2-meter parachute with a
"white box" and one or two balloons hanging underneath. ...
Between 3 days and 2 wc'eks later, villagers in the drop area
and some areas downriver started getting sick with a disease
resembling cholera or shigella.sl

The symptoms of this disease were severe diarrhoea, in some cases
combined with vomiting. Death usually followed within a few days,
mainly from dehydration. The disease was highly contagious and
quickly spread to othcr villages in the Thaton and Papun districts,
north of Moulmein.
In late 1994 these claims were investigated by an international
human rights group led by Baroness Cox, the Deputy Speaker of the
UK House of Lords. The team added weight to the claims by stating
that it had 'very strong circumstantial evidence' that the SLORC had
used germ warfare against Karcn villages in eastern Burma. Baroness
Cox and other members of Christian Solidarity International (CSI)
reported that over 300 Karens had dicd from epidemics, which
appeared to have resulted from air drops of 'white boxes' by the BAF
as far back as April 1,993.s2 An Australian member of the CSI team also
claimed that Burmese military personnel had visited Germany in 1993
for training in'germ warfare'.53
According to the Bangkok Posf, scientists have examined some

of the 'white boxes' in question, which were recovered by Karen
villagers. They were subsequently identified as harmless 'radiosondes',
or pressure-measuring devices made in the United States and
50
51

52
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Human Rights Y earbmk 1994: Burma, pp.235.43.
Is tlu SLORC Using Bacteriological Warfare?.
"Strong evidence" over Burma's germ warfare', Bangkok Post,17 November 1994.
Human Rights Yearbok 1994: Burma, p.236.
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routinely used

in

meteorological work.54 There have also been

suggestions that they were in some way related to Thai rain-making
experiments. Yet these explanations have been rejected by members of
CSI. They have claimed that such pressure-measuring devices are

normally carried by large hydrogen balloons at great heights, not
scattered at lower altitudes from aircraft or suspended from small
parachutes. It has becn suggested by members of CSI that the white
boxes contained dangerous bacteria which could be released by a
controlled explosion ovcr villagcs sympathetic to insurgent grouPs.
Christian Solidarity Intcrnational has claimed that, immediately after
the boxes were dropped, Burmese troops stopped going into the
affected areas and evcn local traders were barrd from entering. This
imposition of an apparcnt 'quarantine area', and the fact that the
Tatmadaw had earlier sent officers to Germany for training in
biological warfare dcfencc, have also been cited as evidence of the
SLORC's complicity in the deliberate spread of disease.55
The public case against Burma was taken further in mid-1995
when the influential UK newspaper The Timn published a report
stating that:

is being uscd by the Burmese military
Govemment to eliminate the last remnants of resistance
among the Karen guerrillas fighting for autonomy, British
chemiial and biological warfare experts believe.s
Germ warfarc

The article referred to'more than 300 deaths' from cholera, dysentery
and other diseases aftcr 'mysterious objects' were dropped by
aeroplanes over insurgent-held areas. It also stated that tests had been
carried out by UK defcnce experts at Porton Down on such obiects,
which had been brought back from Burma by two British film-makers.
The results of these tcsts were dcscribed as 'inconclusive', but the
British experts were latcr quotcd as saying that the objects were
'consistent with the covcrt use of germ warfare'.57

The truth of all these claims is very hard to determine. The
facts that independent scientists in Thailand and Canada have
reportedly examined the'whitc boxes' dropped by the BAF and found
54
55
56
JI

"'Strong evidenc€" over Burma's gcrm warfare'.
ibid. See also /s lhe SLORC Using Bacteriological Warfare?.
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them to be harmless pressure-measuring devices, and that the UK tests
were inconclusive, suggest that other explanations may be necessary
for the outbreaks of disease in eastern Burma over the past few years.
It is possible, for example, that they have been caused by the spread to
Burma of a new strain of cholera, known as Vibio cholerae 0139 or
'Bengal' cholera. Scarcely known before 7992, it caused a major
epidemic in India that year, which later spread to Bangladesh.ss By
early 1993 there were reports of the disease occurring in Thailand.s9 A
particularly virulent strain of cholera, it has displaced other bacteria as
the main cause of diarrhoeal disease in South Asia. As no natural
immunity has been developed against it, and it is resistent to many of
the drugs normally used to combat cholera, the Bengal strain has
resulted in many deaths.@ It is possible that the outbreaks of choleralike diseases reported in eastem Burma in early and late 1993 simply
reflect the spread of this particular strain. In such circumstances, the
imposition of a quarantine zone around the affected areas by the
Burma Army would not be unusual. This explanation has apparently
been accepted by Canadian officials, among others.61
These and other questions remain unanswered, and a number

of others still need to be asked. For example, the possible motives of
the SLORC in developing or using BW at this time are not clear. The
regime is firmly in powcr and faces no real military threats. Indeed,
almost all the mapr insurgent groups in Burma have now reached
cease-fire agreements with the SLORC while others, like the Karens,
have been gravely weakened by recent offensives. From the evidence
available to date, there seems to have been little or no strategic gain
from the reported use of BW in eastern Burma. Most of the regime's
resources have been put into developing the armed forces'
conventional capabilities. Nor is it known why the SLORC might drop
M.J. Albert et al., 'Large outbreak of clinical cholera due to ofurb cholnae non-01 in
Bangladesh', Lancet,Yol.347, No.88,t5, 13 March 1993, p.7M. See also M.I. Albert at
al.,'Large epidemic of cholcralike disease in Bangladesh caused by Vfurio cholerae
0139 synonym Bengal', Iancet, Yo1.342, No.8858, 14 August 193, pp.387-90 and
59
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67
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Manas Chongsa-nguan el al., 'Vibrio cholcrae 0139 Bengal n Bang$ok',L-ancet,
Vo1.342, No.8868, 14 August '1993,pp.430-1.
F.C. Morri+ et aI.,'Yibrio cholerae non-01 - the eighth pandemic?', Lancet,Yol.342,
No.8858, 14 August 1993, pp.382-3; and Tapas Ray, 'Another pandemic', Frontline,
11 March 1994,pp.78-9.
Human Rights Yearbook 1994: Burma, p.236. See also pp.242-3 for a survey of other
possible explanations for thc outbreaks of discase in eastern Burma.
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The SLORC and Exotic WeaPons

Before 1988, claims of Burmese CW use seemed designed
largely to discredit the Ne Win regime and draw attention to the brutal
nature of its counter-insurgency iampaigns. The inference of some of
use
the more recent reports ab-out burmais possible development and
area
in
this
of exotic *eupot s, howevcr, is that Burma has benefited
from its close military rclationship with china. In 1990, for example,
the KNU claimed that the Chinese had sold tonnes of chemical
*""por,, to the SLORC for use against in-surgent grouPs, arnd,in 1995it
simiiar accusations were made aiter the fall of Kawmura.c Should
bediscoveredthatChinawasinanywayassistingtheSLoRCwithan
for
exotic weaPons Programme, there would be serious repurcussions
and
Burma's (ind Chin"a's) rclations with both regional countries
members of the wider international community'
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It is conceivable that China has taken Germany's place as the
prime source of Burma's military technology, and is secretly providing
Burma with the specialised equipment and expertise necessary to
manufacture chemical and biological weapons. China has long been
suspected of having active CW and BW development programmes of
its own, and in 1979 was even accused of using CW against Vietnam.&
China has also demonstrated a readiness to share some of its most
sensitive technology with its closest fricnds and allies, as seen in the
apparent transfer of ballistic missiles and nuclear weapons expertise to
Pakistan in recent years. Given the rapid development of its military
and other ties with China since 1988, it is possible that Burma is now
viewed in the same privileged category. Even if China was not actively
participating in a clandestine Burmese exotic weapons programme, it
is possible that it has provided training for Burmese scientists and
technicians. It could even be the case that the possible CW and BW
attacks reported in Burma since 1988 have been field tests of chinese
exotic weapons, conducted with active Burmese cooperation.
There is no evidcnce to confirm claims of such close
collaboration, however, and on balance it seems unlikely. The first
reports of Burma's indigenous CW programme appeared during the
early 1980s, almost six years before the SLORC's takeover of power
a-nd some seven years before its close relationship with China began to
develop. At that time the Chinese were still actively assisting th; CpB
in its military campaign against the Rangoon government. Burma's
strictly neutral foreign policy and historical suspicions of China aside,
bilateral relations were simply not close enough for the Chinese to be
invited to participate in such a programme. Nor would the Chinese be
likely to assist the Ne Win regime develop a weapon that could be
used against its own allies, or indeed against China itself. Even if
Rangoon sought to develop such ties with Beijing after 1989, perhaps
faced with West Germany's passing reluctance to be associated wiih
an international pariah like Burma, the chances of China wishing to be
associated with such a controversial and potentially counterproductive scheme seem remote. Rather, China has preferred to sell
the SLORC large quantities of conventional weapons, usually at a
lower level of technological sophistication and much less danger to
itself.

A

Se Protileration of Weapons of

Mass Destruction: Asxssing the Rr'sks, pp.8G2.
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The available evidence of Burma's possible development, or
use, of exotic weapons is still too thin to permit any firm iudgements'
Despite the many claims that have been made over the past 15 years,
no independent verification has been possible in any of the cases of
CW or BW use which have been reported. A number of alternative
explanations are possible for all the cases cited to date. The US SNIE
appears to provide firm evidence of Burma's intention at least to
manufacture CW in the early 1980s, and the case for West German
involvement in secret CW production elsewhere in the world is
overwhelming.5s Yet, as a leaked national intelligence document, the
SNIE cannot be properly verified and no independent confirmation of
CW in Burma has ever been produced. Evidence of BW production or
use in Burma is even more unreliable. No specific samples of harmful
bacteria dropped from aircraft have ever been isolated or identified.
On close reading, the support reportedly given by the Porton Down
laboratories in the United Kingdom, to claims of Burmese BW attacks
during 1993, does not spccifically confirm actual BW use, simply the
possibility that such kinds of attack are possible.6
None of this is to say that Burma would not be prepared to
or even use exotic weapons in the future. Despite
uncomfortable relations with Thailand and recent frictions with India
and Bangladesh, Burma faces no appreciable external threat at present.
Burma's relationship with China, its main traditional enemy, is now
closer than it has ever been. Yet over the years Ne Win, and since 1988
the SLORC, have shown a capacity for muddled thinking, if not
paranoia. There have becn some indications, for example, that the
dramatic expansion of the Burmese armed forces since 1988, and largescale arms purchases from China, have been prompted at least in part
by a fear that Burma might become the target of external Powers.
Under the impression that it was faced with such a threat, chemical or
biological weapons might start looking attractive to an isolated and
fearful regime in Rangoon.

develop

Also, should it bccome known that any of Burma's neighbours
were developing CW or BW capabilities of their own, Burma could be
See,

for example, K.R. Timmerman,
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prompted to follow suit. Indeed, the original US SNIE reportedly
stated that one reason behind Burma's initial CW programme was
because it had been 'sensitised by its neighbours' possession of
chemical weapons'.67 Given the close relatiJnship *hi.t currently
exists between Burma and China, the latter's CW and BW capabilities
are not likely to encourage a new Burmese programme. More
worrying would be the prospect of India developing a significant CW
arsenal, as insurance against a possible CW threat from pakistan.
Although bilateral relations with India are gradually improving after a
low point in the late 1980s, Burma would not like to feel vulnerable to
any Indian threat. Thailand has also been suspected of considering an
exotic weapons production programme at different times. In these
circumstances, there is a danger that CW might once again be seen by
lhe military regime in Rangoon as a cost-effective way of defending
itself. If Burma sought an exotic weapons capability, this could in turn
trigger the proliferation of CW or BW elsewhere in the region, with
untold consequences.
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Van Atta,'The Chemical Club Grows'.

CHAPTER 7

PLANS AND PERCEPTIONS
Since taking over the reins of goverrunent in 1988, the State
Law and Order Restoration Council has been reluctant to elaborate on
the reasons for its massive armed forces expansion programme.
Questioned about Burma's purchases of new weapons and equipment,
for example, spokesmen for the military regime have simply stated
that:
These anns are for our legitimate defence needs. There hasn't
been an excessive amount of buying, iust what's adequate for
our needs.l

Those needs have not been spelt out

in detail, but they have usually

been related in whole or in part to three broad goals which the SLORC
has raised to the level of guiding principles. These are:

o
o
o

the nondisintegration of national solidarity;
the nondisintegration of the Union;
the perpetuation of the sovereignty of the state?

These goals can be interpreted in a number of ways. Indeed, on closer

examinatiory they can be read as codes to disguise a number of
different policies, the logical consequence of which is the expansion
and modernisation of the countr5r's armed forces. Most of these
policies stem from domestic concerns, but some seem related to
external developments. In this regard, the Tatmadaw's rapid growth
under the SLORC shares certain characteristics with the military
development programmes of other Southeast Asian countries.3 More
often, however, changes in the Tatmadaw since 1988 stem from

1
zn
r^

g Aye Director-General of the Foreign Ministry, cited in Wallace, 'Burmese junta
buys arrrs for big push'. See also Lieutmant General Khin Nyunt, 'The Tabnadaw
ls Preserver of the Union', Bttsiness Tizrcs,4 August 195.
Inter-views, Rangoon, April 195. See also Adlress delivered by Senior General
S* Maung 27 March 1990.
For an examination of the reasons behind the anng procuremmt programmes of

the ASEAN counhies, see, for example, Bilveer Singh, A-SEAN's Arms
Proo:remmts: Challenge of the Security Dilemma in the Post Cold War Era',
Compnatiu. Strotegy, Vol.l2, No.2, April-fune 1993, pp.l9-223.
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regime's unique

perceptions of external threats.

The SLORC's Domestic Inperatives
The first and most important priority for the SLORC after the
grip on government. As a longer
term goal, it was determined to put into place all necessary means to
1988 massacres was to consolidate its

ensure that the Tatmadaw would remain the real arbiter of power in
Burma. To achieve these aims, the armed forces needed to be large
enough and strong enough to answer any future challenge to military
rule, whether it came from the civilian population in the cities and
towns, armed insurgents and dissident groups based around Burma's
borders, or even from forces outside the country. It also seerns to have
been the SLORC's view that, once these more immediate threats were
eliminated or effectively contained, it could relax its iron grip. It could

then contemplate general elections and the erection of a civilian
administrative structure which disguised its continued control of the
country's more important political processes.4
Before 1988, the Tatmadaw had the capacity to crush sporadic
outbreaks of civil unrest in the main population centres, but it lacked

sufficient reserves to respond in strength to a large number of
demonstrations held concurrently all around the country. Even
smaller and rrore confined protests, like the 7974 U Thant
disturbances in Rangoory had forced the regime to declare martial law
and call on troops deployed against ethnic insurgents in the border
areas.S The enormous and widespread demonstrations in 1988 thus
severely tested the capacity of the armed forces. Never before in
Burma's history had so many people taken to the streets in so many
places at the same time. The SLORC was not only faced with the
possibility of further demonstrations of this kind, but it even feared
that these essentially peaceful protests might evolve into an armed
uprising against the regime by the civil population. As a number of
observers have noted, the urbanled democracy movement is now the
for example, the statemmt issued by the SLORC Information Crmmittee at
the press conferme held at the Ministry of Defence, Rangoon, on 17 November
1989, and reprinted as 'Tatmadaw Will Yield Power to New Gov't', Diplomacy,

See,

Vol.15, No.12, December 1989, pp.19-21.
Selth, Duth of a Hero, p.23.
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SLORC's greatest conc€rn, and the highest priority has been given to
developing the means to contain and destroy it.5 This determination to
preserve what the SLORC has called 'national solidarity' has been a
mapr factor behind the expansion of the Tatmadaw and the People's

Police Force, and the increased emphasis on the regime's domestic
intelligence capabilities. It has also prompted drastic measures to
reduce the threat posd by ethnic and other insurgent groups./
Faced

with the possibility of further civil unrest in

Burma's

heartland, the SLORC was particularly anxious to reduce the potential
for insurgent groups and narcotics-based armies to absorb its
resources and wear down iS miliAry strength around the country's
periphery. There was also a concern after 1988 that some of the
insurgent groups in Burma rnay try to combine, or at least coordinate
their actions, with other anti-SLORC forces in order to bring down the
military regime.s To help overcorne this problem, the SLORC has
adopted a'carrot and stick'approach reminiscent of the Poliry which
saw. the creation of IG l(we Ye militia groups in 1953.9 Over the past
five years the regime has made a range of concessions to ethnic
insurgents in order to remove them as active opponents of the regime.
Cease-fire agreements have been reached with 16 grouPs to date,

including members of the Kachin, Shan, Kayah (Karenni), Pa-O,
Palaung, Akha and Wa pmples.In return for undertakings not to fight
the central goverrunent or disrupt cross-border trade, these groups

have been permitted to retain their weapons and exercise control over
their old territories. This has included the freedom to grow and market

opium.lo As an added inducement, the SLORC has undertaken to
5

10

Interests', Far Ftstern Economic Rmiew,
and Rangoon, April 195.
The C?B still,posed a threat when the SLORC took power, but collapsed from
internal differences in 1989, thus removing a problem which had dogged the
Rangoon government for tlO years.
This was never redly in prospect, despite efforts by the SLORC to link the prodemocrary movemeit with the Communist Party of Burma.Se Burma Communist
Party's ConsViracy to ttlc ow State Potxr.
Under this policy local leaders were permitted to keep their arms and police local
hade, as Iong as they gave no suPPort to seParatist guerrillas, notably the S'hans.
The schenre was abandoned in 1973 after international Protests were lodged over
the involvenrmt of these militia groups in the opium trade. See Smith, Bzrzar
Insurgancy enil the Pditics of Ethnbity, pp.6l6.
See, for example, Bertil Lintner, 'Divide and Rule', Far Eastcrn Ecorcmic Reoicw,27
January 194, p.20; and'Buying Off the Enemy', Asiaunck, 9 March 1993, p.27.
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develop the civil infrastructure in border regions inhabited by the
cooperating groups.ll

Few of the cease'fire arrangements negotiated to date are
likely to become permanent, and the potential remains for Burma's
internal security situation to deteriorate again very quickly. The latest
round of cease-fires, however, have removed many insurgent groups
as immediate security problems. They have permitted the SLORC to
concentrate its forcei igainst those 14 othei organisations (like the
Karen National Union) which have so far refused (in the SLORC's
parlance) to'return to the legal fold'.12 The concessions policy has thus
given the regime advantages it has not enpyed before and contributed
indirectly to a number of mapr military victories.l3 To end the
insurgent problem once and for all, however, it was felt that more
manpower and better .ums were needed to tip the scales firmly and
permanently in the Tatmadaw's favour.
One reason for the failure of the 'Four Cuts' strategy after the

of Burma's
far greater
into
ruggd
border
regions,
the
delas and lowland plains
military resources were required to contain and defeat them. Yet the
Tatmadaw was too small and ill-equipped continually to mount large
campaigns, sustain lengthy operations or maintain a strong military
presence in all the different areas of operation. Quite apart from the
capabilities of the insurgenb themselves, their knowledge of the
ground and the support they received from sympathetic local
populations, the army was defeated by its lack of size and materiqrl
itrengttr. Operations'were also hamperea by weak logistics and C3I
problems. After 198& however, the SLORC resolved that this situation
would change. It determined to crush completely any elements of
Burma's population which did not accept rule from Rangoon and, in
pursuit of this policy, has been prepared to put greatly increased
resources into the development of the armed forces.l4 It seems
inevitable that, in due course, even those insurgent groups which are
early 1970s was that, once the insurgents were driven out

l1

13

14

for example, Itleasurcs Taken for Borila Areas utl Nttiotul Reccs Dcoclopnuat,2
vols (Cmtral C-ommittee for Border Areas and National Races Development,
See,

Rangoon,1991?).
Interview, Canberra, June 1995. The SLORC currently lists 30 rebel groups which
have opposed the cenbal government since 1988, but several others have been
eliminated since 1948.
See, for example, Lintner,'Centrifugal forces', p.15.
Ron Corben, 'Beiing arms back Burma's ethnic purge', Australian,3 March 1992.
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currently enirying truces with the SLORC will corne under Pressure to
acknowledge the regime's authority. Those which resist can exPect to
feel the full weight of a very much larger and better equipped
Tatmadaw.

Most of Burma's insurgent SrouPs have been fighting for

separate ethnically based states, or at least greater independence from

Rangoon under loose federal arrangements' Like Ne Win's
Revolutionary Council and the BSPP government which followed it,
however, the SLORC has firmly reFcted these options. They are seen
as leading to a disastrous fragmentation of the country, with internal
unrest and increased vulnerability to external Pressures as natural
consequences. These fears appear to have been heightened by the
political and economic collapse of the former Republic of Yugoslavia
and the former Soviet Union. Both countries have been held uP by
SLORC spokesmen as examples of what would inevitably happen to
Burma, if the centrifugal forces of ethnic and political division were
not firmly resisted.lS Under the rubric of the'nondisintegration of the
LJnion', the SLORC has made renewed efforts to exert military control
over the country and turn it into a highly centralised, ethnically
Burmandominated state, commanded by the armed forces or its
servants. On this basis, any future distribution of power or allocation
of civic responsibilities to minority ethnic grouPs seems bound to be
an essentially token gesture. Real power will continue to reside in
Rangoon and be exercised through regional rnilitary commanders and

pliant civilian administrators.

To ensure that this system works effectively, and to guard
against any upsurge of irredentism, the SLORC envisages a permanent
military presence in almost every Part of the country. Burrna's lack of

financial and military nesources has long meant that large tracts of
territory were effectively beyor.d the government's control. Some were
ruled by insurgents and drug warlords, or wene inhabited only by a
few villagers who barely recognised Rangoon's authority. The central
government's writ ran when there was a military Presence, but the
army was spread very thinly. Some places were so remote and difficult
to reach that they rarely received more than occasional visits by BSPP
officials or army patrols. Foreign intelligence agents, insurgents, black
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marketeers, narcotics traffickers, foreign journalists and illegal
immigrants all crossed Burma's borders without let or hindrance.l5
Since 198& however, the SLORC has determined to establish a
permanent military presence throughout the country to prevent this
occurring. The implementation of such a poliry, however, demands
much greater manpower and resources.
A permanent military presence throughout Burma would give
the SLORC a number of direct benefits. It would permit the regime to
monitor political developments in the frontier districts more closely,
exercise greater adminishative control over those areas, better regulate
cross-border traffic and improve revenue collection. The armed forces
could also help develop the civil infrastructure of the border areas in
ways that were conducive to both economic growth and their own
strategic mobility. Proiects such as roads, bridges and hospitals could
also be profitably linked to ceasefire agreements made with local
ethnic groups. The Tatmadaw already performs these duties to a
certain extent, but this role is likely to increase, possibly along the lines
of the Indonesian dwi fungsi model, which has attracted considerable
SLORC interest.lT Most importantly, the permanent deployment of
soldiers all around the country will help the Tatmadaw avoid many of
the problems involved in constantly moving large bodies of troops and

their equipment from one distant trouble spot to another. SLORC
spokesmen have openly admitted that the plan is for any outbreaks of
civil unrest or ethnic insurgency to be met first with the forces in situ,
with reinforc€ments only being sent from other areas if necessary.18
Such a plan rnay make good military sense but, once again, it will
require a much larger number of soldiers and more equipment than
were available to the regime before 1988.
The expansion of the Tatmadaw is also linked to the SLORC's
economic ambitions. Without the means to crush any future political
unrest the regime cannot establish and maintain the kind of internal
stability which it believes is necessary to encourage foreign investment
76
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and economic growth. Also, without a much larger army, the regime
does not feel confident that it can protect the newly restored overland
trade routes through the troubled border regions to China Thailand
and India.l9 Nor can it plevent the large'scale smuggling of foodstuffs,
livestock, forest products and precious stones to neighbouring
countries, or the illegal import of weapons, machine parts and
consumer gmds. The navy is being expanded in large part to police
Burma's exclusive economic zone and to guard against the poaching of
Burma's rich marine res{rurces. The government has long wanted to
enforce its iurisdiction in the Andaman Sea and Bay of Bengal, but has
lacked the means to do so. With its new patrol boats and frigates the
BN can be in more places at once and act nnre vigorously against
poachers and smugglers.20 It will also be able to Patrol at greater
distances offshore and befter protect gas and oil exploration ventures
and extraction operations, on which the SLORC is banking to
underpin Burma's future economic growth.
Another reason sometimes offered for the SLORC's expansion

and modernisation of the Tahnadaw is to ensure the continuing
loyalty and cohesion of the armed forces. For unless the SLORC can
depend on its own trooPs then its survival would be gravely
threatened. A number of commentators have suggested that the
SLORC has undertaken its massive arms purchasing campaign in
order'to improve the morale of its officers 1nd men, by then all but
esbanged fiom the population at large'.2l The members of the
Tatmadaw have always been promoted as the guardians of the people
and protectors of the Union. After the 1988 massacres, however, the
Tatmadaw was faced with a resentful and alienated population which

19 In 1988 Burma officially

recognised tsade with China through a number of
northern border towns (like Muse/Ruili and Panghsai). A new bridge is being

built acres the Moei River at Myawaddy/Mae Sot to facilitate hade with
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Thailand. Burma is also opening two Customs Posts on the Indian border, at
Moreh/Tamu ana Champhai/Hti'. S*, for exampG, Bert'rl Lintner, 'Make Way For
Trade' Far F:rstcrtr Ecolontic Rmil4t43 November 1994, P.76; Lintner, 'The Volatile
Yrmnan ftontier', pp.*92; and fohn Zubrycki, 'Burma, India seal border hade
pad', Austmlien,2l April 195.
bne SLORC spokesdran has evm descriH the new fianghu-class frigates as
'poacher drasers'. Internienr, Rangoon, April 1995.
also Bertil Lintner, 'Burma Fredholm, Bunna: Ethnicity and Insurgancy, P.tts.
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M*y members

of the armed forcas appear to have sharcd the sentiments being

acy movement and some officers and
by the
men even Fi.ed in the demonstrations.Z To help counter the
confusion and low morale in the ranks, the Tatrnadaw is also being
encouraged to take greater pride in its historical achievements and its
expressed

new-found material strength. The opening of a large Defence Services
Museum in Rangoon to mark the occasion of the Tatmadaw's golden
iubilee in 195, and the publication of a multi-volume official history
of the armed forces, can also be seen as part of this same plan. Both
portray the armed forces in a manner designed to reassure its
members (and if possible the wider public) about the Tatmadaw's
military capabilities and its special place in Burmese society.a
Considerable efforts have also been made by the SLORC to
trade on the Tatmadaw's Burmese chauvinism and its traditional
suspicion of foreigners. The rationale seems to be that, faced with a
range of external threats to the Union, there will be less inclination for
members of the arrned forces to question domestic political
developments.
External Threat Perceptions

Ever since independence in 1948, Burma's government has
been preoccupied with intemal security problems of one kind or
another, but it has never lost sight of its vulnerability to external
threats. Burma occupies a critical geo-strategic position between the
regional granb of India and China, with which it shares long and
permeable borders populated by rebellious ethnic groups and
independent armies. Burma has always been acutely conscious of the
military and political pressures these countries can bring to bear. It
also fears the massive populations and economic potential of its larger
neighbours, which to many Burmese threaten eventually to engulf

In August and Septembet 1988 about 1fl)0 men and women from all three services

in the prodemocracy demonstrations. See, for example, Lintner,
'Backdown or bloodbath', p.14; Lintner, 'Oiling the iron fist', p.28; and Stewart,
Now a Coup', p.14.
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difficult colonial experience, developments during the
second world war and the KMT invasion in the 1950s have all served
to remind Burma's leaders of the dangers of becoming caught in
foreign power struggles. After independence, both the Nu and Ne Win
goveinments resisted attempts to draw Burrna into wider strategic
Iompetitions, such as those which existed between the united states
and ihe Soviet Union, on the Korean peninsula or in Indochina. Within
the ambit of the united Nations, Burma adopted a strictly neutral
foreign policy, seeking in scrrrpulous even-handedness and virtual
isolat-ion to ivoid inviting any foreign intervention.2s Such policies
also drew on the historical traditions of a country which (with some
notable exceptions) has always tended to look inward, rather than
them.24 Burma's

towards the outside wodd.25

When it took Power, the SLORC virtually abandoned the
BSPP's autarkic sociatsl economic policies and Burma's neutrality in
international affairs. Albeit within certain limits, the military regime
opened Burma's economy to the outside world and welcomed
increased foreign contacb- It did not lose its deep suspicions of other
countries, however, and was soon reminded Of the Pressures that they
could bring to bear. After 1988 the SLORC suffered widespread

condemnatibn for its violent suppression of the prodemocracy
demonstrations and other violations of human rights. Almost all
bilateral aid donors susPendd development assistance and withdrew
support for Burmese loans in international financial institutions. Even
multilateral aid agencies like the United Nations Developmertt
Programme (LINDF) took steps to deny direct assistance to the
military regime.27 There were calls for an economic boycott of Burma
It is said for examplg that Ne Win's strong oppcition to birth control stems from

his fear that Burma may eventually be swallowed up-by
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neighbours. See David Sleinterg 'Myanmar_ aq N_exus: Sinolndian Rivalries on
the-Frontier', Stuitics in C-otrfict and Tciwisz, Vol.l6 No.I, 1993, pp.1-8. - For exarrple, Burzra was'a founding member of the N-on-Align{ lvlovement
NAM) but withdrew in 199 when, under pressure from Cuba, the NAM became

more clcely aligned with the soviet Union. Burma feared that to remain a
member unier tf,ce circumstances would offmd China and the United States.
See also Tin Maung Maung Than, 'Burura's National Security and Defence
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Posture', pp.t(13.
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sixteenth and nineteenth centuries.
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and an unofficial arms embargo was imposed by a number of Burma's
traditional suppliers. There was also strong criticism of the SLORC in

the United Nations and other international forums, like the European
Parliament. This criticism was renewed after the arrest of charismatic
opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi in fuly 1989, and the SLORC's
repudiation of the May 1990 general elections, which resulted in a
landslide victory for the opposition National League for Democrary

NLD).
These political and economic measures against the regime
were bitterly denounc"d by the SLORC as 'foreign interference in
Burma's internal affairs', and firmly reiected as the basis for any
significant policy changes. Senior SLORC spokesmen repeatedly
accused the Western democracies of a plot to cripple Burma's economy
and tum the country into a colony once again.28 Internafional radio
broadcasts describing the terrible events in Burma during the 1988
prodemocrary demonstrations, and various measures taken after the
SLORC's assumption of power, were vigorously refuted. More
recently, efforts have been made to iam the offending broadcasts.29
International criticism of the SLORC seemed only to harden the
regime's resolve to pursue its own policies in its own time, regardless
of the consequences. There is some evidence, however, to suggest that
as late as 1992 the SLORC was concerned about the strong
intemational response to the 1988 massacres, and even feared that it
might extend to military action.

During the August and September 1988 demonstrations, there
were repeated calls to the international community by pro-democracy
activists for help in ending military rule in Burma.In themselves, these
calls were not unusual. They had been made on numerous other
occasions, such as in \974, when students and monks appealed to the

United Nations to help them honour the memory of former UN
should be de-committed. The funds released bv this action were to be used instead

for protcts likely to have a greater impact at the 'grass roots' level. Minority

groups and the poor in Bur:ma were singled out for special attmtion.
for example, Thc C-otrsViracy of Treanrcus Minbns Within thc Myanmar Naingngan and Traitorons Cdails ADrmd (Ministry of Inforuration, Rangoon, 1989); and
West acorsed of plot', South AiM iliorrring Post,l7 August 1991.
The moot elaborate effort in this regard was the publication by the SLORC of a
See,

book entitled

SWI q

Disint'onnation (News

Lbs: BBC, VOA: Thcir Bruilcasts enil Rcbuttals

to

and Periodicals Enterprise, Rangoon, 1990). As the book
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Secretary€eneral, U Thant, and to restore democratic rule.s In 1988,
however, the anti-government demonstrations were much larger,

received

far greater publicity and prompted a higher level

of

international interest. News reports that the United States was sending
naval vessels to evacuate American nationals from Burma apparently
sparked fears anrong the armed forces leadership that a US invasion
fleet was being sent to Burma, to assist in efforts to topple the military
regime. These fears grew after the fleet was suddenly detected in
Burmese waters.31 There were even stories in circulation at the time
that US ground troops had landed in Burma.32 Despite official US
denials of any hostile intent, these rumours aPPear to have had a
mapr impact on the regime. SLORC Chairman Senior General Saw
Maung, for example, was later quoted as saying that 'a suPerPower
countr5l' had sent an aircraft carrier into Burnrese waters at the height
of Burma's crisis 'causing fears in Rangoon that the city would be
attacked'.s These fears appear to have been felt most strongly by the
members of the SLORC, and help account for the fact that the regime's
earliest arms imports included radars and air defence weapons.g
Neither were relevant to Burma's internal security problems.

These fears may now aPPear ridiculous, but they were
genuinely held at the time and remained for a number of years. In
1988, the SLORC remembered the pressure brought to bear against
India in 1971 when a US task force was sent into the region during
Bangladesh's war of independence.3s In 1991, the Tatmadaw was
reportedly placed on alert against an invasion when the United States
landed troops in Bangladesh to assist in flood relief. The regime also

30
31

reproduced all the disputed foreig;n broadcasts, the benefit to the SLORC was
questionable. See also'BBC Burma Jammed'.
Selth, Duth of a Hno, p.72.
There is a story circulating in Burmese exPatriate cirdes ttrat the presence of the
US fleet in Burmese waters was not detected until a local ship happened to Pass

through the area and subsequently reported the sigtrtilS

32
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u
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to the

Burmese

authorities. Quite apart from helping to exPlain the SLORCs panic, it suSSests
that Burma's maritime surveill,ance capabilities at that time were very limited.
Interview, Washington, October 195.
'Washington denies interfering in Burmese Affairs', AFP, 13 September
-p98t
Yindee l-ertcharoendrok,'Burmese leader calls Thailand a "tsue friend"', Nation'
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April
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Lintner, Myanmar's Chinese connection', p.12.
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took careful note of the multilateral military operation against Iraq in
1990-9"1., and even placed anti-aircraft guns around Rangoon in case a
similar effort was made against Burma.36In this regard, the SLORC.s
fears were doubtless heightened in April 1992 by iemarks made by
Prince Khaled Bin Sultan Bin Abdul Aziz, the commander of the Saudi
Arabian forces during the Gulf War. During a visit to Bangladesh at
the height of the Rohingya refugee crisis, the prince called on the
United Nations to do for the Muslim Rohingyas 'just what it did to
liberate Kuwait'.37 Most observers interpretea tnis to be a call for
another 'Operation Desert Storm' against the military regime in
Rangoon. Once again, following the UN-sponsorcd landings of US
troops in Flaiti, there were rumours in Rangoon that an attempt might
be made by the United Nations or a coalition of UN members to force
the regime s hand, and make it accept the results of the 1990 general
elections.38 Reports that the Chinese had pledged support for-Burma
in the event of any intemational intervention seem a little unlikely but,
for all its defiant rhetoric, the SLORC clearly
' felt insecure and

vulnerable.3g

There also appears to have been a concern felt in the SLORC
around this time that Burma could becorne a target for Islamic
countries angered by the regime's harsh treatment of the country's
Muslim minority. After the 1988 massacres Pakistan was quick to
support the SLORC (profiting from India's shong stand in favour of
the prodemocracy movement). Islamic countries elsewhere in the
region, like Malaysia and Indonesia, did not appear to be particularly
troubled by internal developments in Burma, even after the SLORC's
poor human rights record became public knowledge. This situation
changed in 1991, however, when there was a very strong international
reaction to the Burma Army's operations against the Rohingya
community in Arakan State, and the consequent flight of over 250,000

Ocean

to show its support for

Bangladesh).

Pakistan

in the war over East Bengal 0ater

%

Jerry McCarthy, 'Paranoia time for Burma's generals', Ctnbana Times, 4 April
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Jghn Br.1y, 'Ethnic minorities and the future
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Interview, Rangoon, April 1995.
Philip_Smyth, 'Bumra grabs tiger's tail of democracy', Australian,2g September
1 994. See also'Buddy to a Pariah', Asiauxek, 3
luly'19V2, p.37.

799',t.

of Burma', Tlu World Today,
August,/Septembr 19F2, p.147. See also Bertil Lintner, 'The secret mover', Far
Eastern Economic Rmiatr,T May 192,p.27.
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Muslim refugees to Bangladesh.40 In New York, lobbying began for
UN intervention.4i Among the most outspoken ctitics of Burma at that
time were the Islamic countries, including a number in Southeast Asia.
Iater, there was a number of reports that Rohingya insurgent SrouPs
were being provided with funds from the Middle East to buy arms
from the -dmbodia-Thailand and Afghanistan-Pakistan borders.42
There were also rumours that Burmese Muslims had declared a iihail
or'holy war' against the SLORC and were being assisted by Islamic
fundamentalists from abroad, some of whom had been trained by the
United States for service against the Soviet Union in Afghanistan.€
These developments prompted a rare Policy reversal by the SLORC,
which curbed its military operations in the west and reluctantly
accepted the return of the Rohingya refugees to Burrna under UN
supervision.

All

these events took place against

a

background of
considerable strategic uncertainty and change in the wider Asia-Pacific
region. In many parts of the world the collapse of the Soviet Union and
the end of the Cold War did not usher in the expected 'new world
order' of peace and stability. Rather, it heralded a return to the
disorder and tribal rivalries of the old world. Asia and the Pacific did
not face this problem as much as areas like the Balkans, but the
possible withdrawal of US forces from the region aroused fears among
many countries that the relative stability which they had enioyed for
so long would be diminished.s China's rise to the status of an
economic superpower, in particular, coupled with its military
modernisation progranune and claims to the entire South China Sea,
increased nervousness in the region about what the future might

40

See, for example, Amnety International, Human ilghts oblatbns against Muslims
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Rniew,2E January 7993, p.23; and 'Anti-Rangoon forces eyeing Afghan arms',
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Interview, Rangoon, April 195. See also 'Muslims in Myannrar Plan 'Jihad"',
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Fighters', Asian Defarcc lutnul, May 193, p.85.
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hold.as These concenui had, in part, already prompted military
modernisation prograrrunes in regional countries like Thailand,
Malaysia and Singapore. Faced with Burma's increasing diplomatic
isolation and apparent vulnerability to external pressures, the SLORC
also viewed these strategic developments with unease. In his 1995
Armed Forces Day speech, for example, Senior General Than Shwe
referred to 'the changing situation in the international arena today'
which made it necessary'to build up the Tatmadaw to be modern and
shong'.6

Nor had the SLORC lost sight of the potential for security
problems with Burma's neighbours. Since 1988 relations with China
were better than ever before, but suspicions of China's long-term
strategic intentions remained. Many in the Burrnese armed forces
could remember China's assistance to the CPB before 1989, and knew
how close Burma had come to war with China in the 1950s. Relations
with India had been difficult ever since Ne Win's coup, and the
subsequent expulsion of 200,000 South Asians from Burma, but after
1988 relations cooled even further. India was initially highly critical of
the SLORC, both in official statenrents and over All India Radio (AIR).
The Indian governnrent gave sanctuary to exiled Burmese dissidents
and even provided clandestine assistance to anti-SLORC insurgent
groups.47 For its part, Thailand was the first country to recognise the
SLORC and was quick to take advantage of the commercial
opportunities offered by the regime in its desperate bid for foreign
exchange. Yet, relations between Rangoon and Bangkok remained
difficult. The Burmese never lost their conc€rns over Thailand's
apparent support for ethnic insurgents and drug warlords along their
conunon border. Even Bangladesh raised its level of military alert
against Burma after a Burmese army patrol fired on a Bangladesh
border post in 7992.48

See,
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Other Factors
The third of the SLORC's main goals, that of 'perpetuating
state sovereignty', is also important. The Burmese have always been
fiercely independent and highly sensitive to perceived infringements
of their national rights. Sucressive goverrunents in Rangoon had long
been unhappy at their inability adequately to safeguard Burma's
borders, protect its airspace and police its territorial waters.ae Since its
expansion, the army has become more confident that it can reclaim
any disputed territory, and guard its borders against unwanted
intruders, illegal immigrants (as the SLORC calls the Rohingya
communities) and insurgents from other countries seeking refuge in
Burma (such as Naga and Mizo separatists from India). Before 1988
the unauthorised incursion of foreign aircraft was a common
occurrence and the poaching of Burma's marine resources was
widespread, yet the Tatmadaw lacked the resources adequately to
respond. A larger, more powerful air force and navy, however, now
permits Rangoon to be far more active in preventing these sorts of
provocations and in taking action should they occur.w

Another factor that appears

to have contributed to

the

SLORC's decision to expand and modernise the Tatmadaw was the
greater availability of funds for the defence sector after 1988. Not only
was the SLORC prepared to give a higher priority to defence in the
national budget (the ambiguity of the official figures aside), but as the
Burmese economy benefited from increased foreign investrnent it was

to draw on greater reserves of foreign exchange. More
importantly, the SLORC was also able to take advantage of a wide
range of special 'friendship' deals, soft loans and barter arrangements
which were being offered by countries like China, Singapore,
Yugoslavia and Poland. Thus, the Tatmadaw was able to purchase a
wide range of anns and equipments in a spending sPree
able

unprecedented in Burma's post-1948 history.

In making its purchases, the SLORC consciously chose not to
take full advantage of the new technology available on the global arms
In 1991, for example, the BA occupied a hill on Burma's eastern border which it
claimed had beenillegally incorporated into Thailand. The crisis was only defused
after the intervention of'the Thai king. See, for example, Rodney Tasker, 'Royal
peacemaker', Far EestcrnEa nottric Reoian, t7 December 1992,p,13.
Interviews, Rangoon, April 195.
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market. It recognised that the most modern systems were beyond the
capabilities of the Tatmadaw to operate and maintain at its present
stage of development. They were also far too expensive. less capable
weapon systems, however, still represented an upgrading of current

capabilities and were closer to the Tatrnadaw's level of technical
sophistication. Being cheaper, it was also possible to buy a great many
more of them. Indeed, according to one SLORC spokesman, the
regime quickly recognised that it did not need, nor could it afford, a
small, highly mobile, quick reaction force armed with the most
sophisticated weapon systems. Burma was richer in rnanpower than
hard currency, and as a ocnsequence opted for a much larger defence
force armed with less sophisticated equipment. The regime made a
deliberate decision to put quantity before quality.sl
There are also a number of less tangible factors which appear

to have played a part in prompting the Tatmadaw's

expansion
programme. The nrembers of the SLORC, for example, have not been
immune to genuine feelings of pride in the armed forces and a desire
for the Tatmadaw to be seen at least as capable as the armed forces of
Burrna's smaller neighbours. By the late 1980s China was modernising
its vast defence forces, India had its own ballistic missiles, Thailand

was contemplating the purchase of an aircraft carrier, and even
poverty-stricken Bangladesh had more modem airctaft and naval
vessels than the Burmese. There was also a strong feeling in the
SLORC that the acquisition of new arms and equipment for the
Tatmadaw was long overdue, and simply reflected the normal
maturation and development of a professional defence force.S2 The
military hierarchy in Rangmn was sensitive to comments that, after 50
years, the Tatrnadaw was still barely able to hold its own against small
groups of guerrillas who were often better armed and supplied than
the government troops.

It is likely too that the expansion and modernisation of the
armed forces was welcomed by the SLORC and other senior military
figures in Burma for the personal opportunities that it would bring.
For example, despite efforts prior to 1988 to resist an inflation of the
Tatmadaw's rank structure, the senior echelons of the armed forces
51
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Interview, Rangoon, April 1995.
Interview, Rangoon, April 1995.
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have since been promoted twice.s Their increased power has brought

many rewards. It is unlikely that personal comrption has played as
great a part in Burma's force structure decisions as seems to be the case
in some other regional countries, but the armed forces hierarchy
would still be in an excellent position to benefit from any inducements
offered by potential supplieri of arms and military equipment.il This
is in addition to the many opportunities enFyed by senior members of
the armed forces to profit from Burma's mot€ open and expanding
economy. Most mapr foreign businesses in Burma, for example, are
ioint ventures with stateowned corporations. The latter remain under
direct military control, thus opening the way to benefits of various
kinds. Even in the case of smaller, more independent enterprises, the
patronage of senior military figures is necessary for various clearances
to be obtained, for operations to proceed smoothly and for profits to be
repatriated successfully.

All of these developrnents helped to give greater weight to the
SLORC's conviction after 1988 that it needed to expand and modernise
Burma's armed forces. The regime recognised that, even if it was much
larger and better equipped, the Tatsnadaw still could not resist a fullscale invasion by a modern armed force like that of the United States
or the multinational coalition against lraq. It could, however, act as a
much greater deterrent to external aggression than the relatively small
and poorly armed counter-insurgency force which existed before 1988.
A larger and stronger Tatmadaw would also give the SLORC greater
confidence to resist international diplomatic Pressure and to deal with
its neighbours over difficult bilateral issues.55 The SLORC was
determined not to be forced by the international community into
making any concessions to the democracy movement. It also saw a
more powerful military base as lending significant weight to its efforts
to forge new ties with other regional countries.

In considering all these issues, different factors were doubtless
given greater weight by different members of the regime at different
times but, in seeking a solution to the challenges they faced, it appears
that they were unanimous. The obvious personal benefits aside, there
appears to have been a strong conviction among the SLORC
53
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membership that the Tatmadaw was the only institution in the country
with the vision, cohesion and strength to hold the Union together in
the face of diverse internal challenges, create the conditions necessary
for economic growth and protect it from external pressures. To achieve
these goals, however, the Tatmadaw needed to be transformed from a
relatively small, poorly equipped counter-insurgency force, into a true
defence force able to boast a more extensive and balanced inventory of
modern arms and equipment. Thus the foundations were laid not only
for larger and more capable armed forces, but for the perpetuation of
militarv rule in Burma.

CHAPTER 8
THE TATMADAW TODAY
The Tatmadaw is now the largest and best equipped military
force that Burma has ever mustered. It is already the second-largest in
Southeast Asia and, given Vietnam's plans for future troop reductions,
seerns destined to become the largest by the turn of the century. Over
the past seven years the SLORC has more than doubled the number of

men and women in uniform, and greatly increased the number of
armoured vehicles, artillery systems, combat aircraft and naval vessels
in Burma's order of baftle. Its CrI capabilities have been significantly
enhanced. According to most estimates, defence spending has at least
doubled and orders for new arms and military equipment continue to
be placed with external suppliers.l Burma's own arms industries also
appear to be expanding in size and scope, with technical and material
assistance being provided by a number of foreign countries.

The rapid expansion of the Tatmadaw since 1988, and its
associated arms procurement programme, have prompted widespread

criticism, both from within Burma and among nrembers of the
intemational community. These criticisms have tended to focus on
three main issues: the military regime's continued abuses of human
rights since the 1988 massacres; the allocation of scarce resources to the
defence sector, when so many other areas of Burmese society are
clearly desperate for government support; and the refusal of the
armcd forces to hand over political authority to an elected civilian
Bovernmcnt. There has also been concern expressed by a number of

regional countries over Burma's close strategic relationship with
China, and the apparent dependence on China which is expected to
result from Burma's large'scale purchases of Chinese arms and
equipment.

These are all important issues which deserve close attention.
The military regime's long record of human rights violations, both
before and after 1988, has been the subiect of numerous reports by

I

Sornu estimates put the increase in Burma's defence spending since 1988 as high as
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multilateral bodies like the UN Human Rights Commission,
government agencies like the US State Department and independent
organisations like Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch
Asia.2 The Tatmadaw in particular has been the target of-strong and
persistent criticism for its role in suppressing peaceful protests in the
cities, and for the rrunner in which it has conducted counterinsurgency operations in the countryside. Despite Burma's vast natural
resources, the regime's doctrinaire socialist policie and
mismanagement of the economy before 1988 brought it close to
national bankruptcy. In 1987 Burma was even declared by the United
Nations to be one of the world's least developed countries (LDC).3 The
armed forces have always claimed a maior share of the national
budget, yet this share has increased dramatically under the SLORC
while essential social services have further declined. At the general
elections held in May 7990, the opposition National Lcague for
Democracy won 50 per cent of the popular vote, and 80 per cent of the
485 seats contested. Despite its earlier promises to honour the results
of the poll, and hand over power to a civilian government, the SLORC
still has not done so.4 The accusation that Burma has become a
'satellite' or 'client state' of China misrepresents the complex
relationship that has developed between the two countries in recent
years. Yet, China's political, economic and military ties with Burma are
Indi-a_s

Securitf, Thz lolrryyl of tlu llniteil Seroia Institution of lrutia,

No.521, July-September
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now so strong that the SLORC's explanations have failed to settle the
fears of sorne regional countries.S
International concem over all these issues

will continue

to

place considerable diplomatic pressure on the SLORC and restrict its

economic development plans. It will also affect the Tatmadaw's
professional standing,limit its options for future arms purchases, and
influence its strategic outlook. The growth of the Burmese armed
forces since 1988 is significant in the terms cited by the SLORC's critics,
but it is important also to examine these issues from a more technical,
defence.related standpoint. Not only can this contribute to a more
comprehensive and balanced understanding of evenb since 1988, but
such an examination can also assist in the consideration of several
other critical questions. These include the Tatmadaw's fuhrre role in
Burma, the possibility of a split \^/ithin its ranks and the attitude of the
armed forces towards an eventual transition to a democratically
elected civilian government.
The Tatmadaw Transf ormed

Despite

all the criticisms which the Tatrnadaw's

massive

expansion programme has attracted, some improvement of Burma's
military capabilities after 1988 was not entirely without iustification.
fudged against certain obptive criteria, and compared with recent
military developments in other regional countries, a number of the
measures taken by the SLORC do not seem unusual. Indeed, it could
even be argued that some were long overdue.

In considering the Tatmadaw's expansion since 1988, and the
modemisation of its equipment inventory, it first needs to be borne in
mind that both started from a very low base. The cenhal govemment
in Rangoon has always been forced to rely on rnnPower rather than
machinery to fight its wars. Yet, given the size of Burrna's population,

and the range of security problems which

it

has faced

since

independence, the arrned forces have been relatively small. This was
case in 1988, when the proportion of nren and women in
uniform in Burma was at least comparable to that in Thailand, which

still the
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faced fewer security problems.5 This sih,ration has now changed, but in

terms of soldiers per head of population, Burma still ranks behind
Singapore, Brunei, Cambodia and Vietnam.T Abo, there is evidence to
suggest that, in some respects, the Tatrnadaw's rapid expansion since
1988 has occurred more on paper than in reality. While the number of
combat units has undoubtedly increased, the actual fighting strength
of the armed forces rnay not be as great as first appearances suggest.
Few army battalions appear to be up to full strength, there is a severe
shortage of pilots in the BAF and the navy is finding it difficult to crew
all its new ships. Also, the increased demands of government and
administration seems to have absorbed a greater proportion of the

Tatmadaw's resourc€s than originally anticipated. This burden will
increase in the event that Burma adopts a comprehensive sociopolitical system based on the armed forces, similar to the Indonesian
dwifungsi model.

ln addition, the Burmese armed forces have always operated
very frugally. Before the SLORC took over government, for example,
Burma's public expenditures per soldier were estimated by one
rcsearcher to be the lowest of any country in the Asia-Pacific region.S
Military pay and privileges tended to be better than those enioyed by
most other sectors of Burmese society, but for many personnel in the
lower ranks conditions were still difficult. Those benefits they did
receive were balanced by the high risk of death or injury while on
operations against the country's numerous insurgent groups and
independent armies. While some other arnred forces might envy
Burma's high'tooth to tail'ratio, the average Burmese soldier usually
went into battle on foot, armed with weapons that were often inferior
to those of his opponents. He could have no confidence in the
availability of ammunition resupply, regular rations or medical
evacuation if wounded. Heavy weapons support was frequently
With 1E5,(m in the armed forces and a total population in 1988 of 39395,ffi0,
Burma had a rado of 1 serviceman/woman to ev€ry 212 people. (The IISS has
calculated that in 19EE there were 529{,0fl) mm between the ages of 18 and 32 in
Burma, and 5,2E2,fitr women). With its population standing at 53,931,00 and its
active armed forces numbering256,O00, the equivalent Thai ratio was 1:210. The
Australian ratio was 1'236- f,e Milittry klaae 7988-7989, pp.l5940. See also Khin
Nyunt, The Tatrradaw as Preserver of the Union'; and interview, Rangoon, April,
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absent and air cover was unreliable.9 Given the examples provided by
recent dry season offensives, and anecdotal evidence from captured
BA personnel, this situation has not significantly altered in recent
years, despite all the changes made under the SLORC. As noted above,
since 1988 there have also been problems with inadequate training,
low morale, Froor leadership and outmoded doctrine. All have been
aggravated by the rapid expansion of the armed forces and seem likely
to remain unresolved for some time.

It is possible that some of these problems could be reduced by
an increased exposure to th*e military experiences and strategic
thinking of other countries. Before 7962 there was a regular
prograrrune of overseas training for officers of all three services. Most
were sent to the United Kingdom (or UK bases in Malaya and Hong
Kong), but many attended courses in Australia, New Zealand,India,
Pakistan, Israel and Yugoslavia.l0 Burma also sent a small staff
detatchment to the UN Operation in the Congo (ONUO in 1960 (its
only known overseas deployment).ll After Ne Win's coup such
postings became much less frequent, although selected officers still
attended courses in countries like the United Kingdom, the United
States and the two Germanys.l2 Since 1988 a few Burmese officers
have been posted to staff colleges in regional countries, such as
Malaysia and India, but most overseas training has been technical in
nature and directly related to the acquisition of new arms and
equipment.l3 Even these sorts of contacts, however, have been

for example, Williem Dowell, 'Allies but not Friends', Time,29 May 795, p'32.
The 'tooth to tail' ratio is the proportion of men and women in front-line combat
units compared with thce in rear-echelon support roles. It is thus one measure of
the fighting efficimcy of a country's amted force.
Tinker, 71re Llnbn of Bunu,p3/7; and Fredholm, Bunna: Ethnieity anil Insurgency,
p.n.Se also Selth,'Australia's Defence Contacts with Burma, 1945-1987, pp.451See,

10

58.
11

72

pcting probably owed a great deal to U Thant's pcition as Chairman of the
UN's Congo Concilietion C-ommission.
For example, each year between 1980 and 1988 the United States provided 20 or
more Burmese officers with counter-insurgency and counter-narcotics training.
Valued at US$1,52,(I)0, this training was provided under the Internahonal
Military Education and Training (IMET) scheme. Se Foreign Militry fu/r;s, Foreign
Military Constructimr fula oil Military Assistance Facts, pp.9L5 and pp.l@-3; and
The Military Poturs Encycloplia, p.45.
The Malaysian Armed Forces Staff College paid a visit to Burma in 1994 but no
reciprocal visit has yet been arranged.
This
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by Ne Win and his prot6g6s in the military regime. A
greater awareness of Burma's international isolation, a better
understanding of how other armed forces operate and more
independent views on such matters as the organisation of the army
suspected

and the conduct of operationg, have always been seen as dangerous at times even subversive - by the military hierarchy in Rangoon.
Personnel management was not the only area where the
Tatmadaw was deficient. Before 1988 its inventories of weapons and
military equipment simply did not stand comparison with those of
most other regional countries. Butma's policies of strict neutrality in
foreign affairs and economic self-sufficiency were given a higher
priority than the benefits of military assistance of the kind provided often quite lavishly - to some of its neighbours. While the Tatmadaw
has always taken a large share of central goverrunent expenditures,

Burma's perennial economic problems meant that arms imports
remained very low. Most of the weapons and weaPons platforms
acquired before 1988 were second-hand, and many had to be modified
in-countrSr to meet specific operational requirements. The difficulty of
obtaining spare parts from abroad also meant that, at any one time, a
large proportion of Burmese military vehicles, combat aircraft and
naval vessels was unserviceable. During the 1970s and 1980s, the Ne
Win regime could only look on with envy as countries like Thailand,
Malaysia and Singapore, drawing on their superior economic
resources, began to upgrade their armed forcres with better arms and
equipment.la Not only could they afford rrrcre sophisticated weaPon
systems but, to an increasing extent, they could support them with a
more developed industrial base. In this sense, it could be claimed that
the development of more capable and balanced armed forces in Burma
after 1988 was long overdue.lS
Burma may not have faced any real external threats since 1988,
but there was also sonre basis for the SLORC's claim to have a strong
strategic rationale for its efforts to improve the Tatmadaw's
capabilities. In the afterrnath of the Cold War, the regional strategic
14

example, Cheesertan and Leaver, Trmik in Arms Speniling arul
ttu Asie-Pacific Regim; Singh, 'ASEAN's Arms
Procuremmts'; and Ron Huisken, Arms Limitation in fuuth-east Asia: A Proposal,
Sbategic and Defmce Studies Centre, C-anberra Paper on Strategy and Defence
See,

for

&nuntiotlr,l Arms Trulc in

15

No.15 (Australian National University, Canbena, 19V).
Tin Maung Maung Than, Neither Inheritance nor Legacy', p.60, note 127,
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environment was changing. Most regional countries were concerned
about the uncertain outlook, and many were quietly taking military
precautions against possible future threats.l5 In considering these
issues, Burma was acutely conscious of iS delicate position between
China and India. Burma was also the largest state in mainland
Southeast Asia, sharing long and Porous borders with five different
countries. In the 40 years since Burma regained its independence, all
five had a record of difficult relations with Burma and in recent years
at least three had in different ways assisted armed forces hostile to the
central government in Rangoon.lT Burma also had a long and broken
coastline, surrounded by extensive maritime claims, and its airspace
covered several malor east-west air routes' Yet Burma had never been
in a position to defend its territory from external attack, guard its
natural resources against unauthorised exploitation, or prevent
intruders from crossing its borders. In these circumstances, some
measures to improve the capability of the Burmese armed forces was
perhaps only to be expected, regardless of who exercised power in
Rangoon.

When questioned about Burma's .rnns

Procurement
programme, spokesmen for both the SLORC and some of the arms
iuppliers have been quick to point out that the new weaPons were for
defensive purposes ody.lE In one sense, this is correct. For all its
acquisitions (or orders) of armoured vehicles, field artillery,
interceptor aircraft and blue'water naval vessels, Burma still does not
possess any real Power-Proiection capability. Nor is one in prospect.
Accusations of exotic weapons development and use, and therefore
the potential for a proliferation of these weaPons in the region, are still
unproven. Although some reservations have been expressed by
Burma's neighbours, notably Thailand and India, the growth and
modernisation of the Tatrnadaw does not in itself significantly change
the regional strategic balance, or pose a serious threat to any other
Andrew Selth, The Changing Strategic Environnent: A Global and Regional
Overview', Cutat Affairs Bulletin,Yol.70, No.9, March l'994, pp.77-/7; and Singh,
'ASEAN's Arms Procurernmts'.
China had provided considerable material and diplomatic suPPort to the- CPB.
India had sirpported anti-regime ethnic groupe in Burma's north-west and after
1988 provided funds and refuge to predemocracy activists. Thailand had long
given at least passive support to ethnic insurgent 8rouft6, bl,ack marketeers and
narcotics traffidcers based along its border with Burma.

See
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country.lg Indeed, the development of the Tatmadaw since 1988 has
hardly matched that of most other regional armed forces. Few of the
arms and equipments purchased by the SLORC to date can be
considered state-of-the art. While a marked improvement on Burma's
older inventory, they still cannot match the best weapons systems of
its larger neighbours, or of more advanced countries like Singapore.
Indeed, given the complaints heard about the vehicles, artillery and
aircraft purchased from China, and the naval patrol boats obtained
from China and Yugoslavia, questions can be raised about the
effectiveness of even the SLORC's most recent purchases.
Even if these and other problems were overcome, additions to
an order of battle do not automatically translate into improvements in

military capabilities. The acquisition of new arrns and equipment
needs to be based on a balanced and coherent strategic plan,
something for which the Burmese leadership has not been noted in the
will also take some time before all the new weapon systems can
be fully absorbed into the Tatmadaw's existing order of battle. Most of
the new additions will depend for their full operational effectiveness
on further improvements to Burma's command, control,
communications and intelligence resources. There will be a greatly
increased requirement for training, and the development of new
doctrines and operating procedures. Also, major new weapon systems
require new facilities for storage, transport, maintenance and repair.
Unlike some other Southeast Asian countries, Burma's indigenous
industrial base is not sufficiently developed to support more
sophisticated weapons platforms and military equipment, meaning a
greater dependence on foreign expertise and spare parts. Given all
these factors, it is likely to be some time before the Tatmadaw's real
operational capabilities match its new material strength.
past. It

Despite all the arguments in support of a larger, better
equipped Tatmadaw, it is still difficult to escape the conclusion that
the SLORC has devoted so much of Burma's resources to the armed

19

The Royal Thai Navy's recent claim that improvements in the Burma Navy
warrant the acquisition of a Thai submarine capability is clearly a case of special
pleading but more serious concerns have been expressed from time to time. See,
for example, M.G. Rolls, "Thailand's Post Cold-War Security Policy and Defence
Programme', Contcmprary Security Pdicy, Yol.ll, No.2, August 1994, pp.101-3.
India's concerns seem to relate more to Chinese influence over the Bumree armed
forces, rather than any improvements in the Tatmadaw itself. See Selth, 'The
China-Burma-India'"Triangle"'.
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forces for purely domestic political reasons. All the regirne's rhetoric
aside, the rapid expansion and modernisation of the armed forces after
1988 seems to have been based primarily on the fear that it might lose

its

monopoly

of

political power. The Tatmadaw's recmitrnent

campaign and arms procurement programme seem aimed above all
else at preventing, or if necessary quelling, renewed civil unrest in the
population centres. Efforts to defeat ethnic insurgent grouPs in the

countryside have also been part of the regime's continuing
determination to impose its own peculiar vision of the modern
Burmese state upon the entire country.20 Yet, by relying on armed
force to guarantee the country's unity and stability, the regime has
mortgaged Burma's vast and diverse political, economic and social
resources to continued dependence on military strength. The future
stability and prosperity of the country will depend not so much on the
capacity of the armed forces to crush dissent and physically eliminate
its opponents, but rather on its willingness to contemplate a future for
the country in which the Tatmadaw does not have first call on its
resources and is not the sole source of political power.
The Future

It is difficult to predict how the Tatmadaw will fare in

the

years ahead. Since 1988 the SLORC has steadily entrenched itself in
power and the tikelihood of another serious challenge to the military

regime from urban dissidents seems

to

have receded.

In

the

countryside, more than half the ethnic insurgent grouPs have entered
into cease-fire arrangements with the SLORC, while most others
(including the once-powerful Karens) have been gravely weakened by
military offensives. Exiled Burmese and other prodemocracy activists
abroad are still deeply committed to political change, but seem to be

increasingly marginalised in the determination of Burma's future
direction.2l The plans of some radical student grouPs to mount
terrorist campaigns in Burmese cities, for example, seem doomed to
failure.22 Over the past seven years the regime has managed to win

2l

For an earlier discussion of this issue, see R.H. Taylor, Tlu State ia Burnre (Hurst
and Co., London,1987).
See, for example, Bertil Linter, Arrested Developrrent', Far Eastcrn Economic

22

Interviews, Bangkok, April 1995. See also Anderson, Guerrillas,pp.li9-62,

20

Rtoizw, 2 March'1995,

pp.2e9.
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back much of the diplomatic ground that it lost in 1988 and, before the

end of the century, Burma is likely to be invited to join important
regional institutions like the Association of South-East Asian Nations
(ASEAN and the ASEAN Regional Forum. Burma has already signed
the Bali Treaty and been invited to three ASEAN summits as an
observer. Its strategic and economic influence (at least in the AsiaPacific region) seems likely to grow further in the near future.23
In addition to cmshing all domestic challenges to military rule

it believes
necessary for economic growth, the SLORC's short-term goal seems to
be the endorsement of a new constitution. This will lead in turn to the
election of a 'civilian' government more acceptable to the international
from Rangoon, and establishing the kind of stability

community. Such a govemrrcnt may exercise administrative and
ceremonial functions but it will still be effectively controlled by the
armed forces, which is guaranteed a mairr role in its functions. As
described by |osef Silverstein, under the SLORC's plan:

of the seats in each house of the future legislature must be
reserved for the armed forces; the future president must have
long military experience as a maior qualification for office; the
Minister for Defence must be a member of the military and in
times of emergency the head of the armed forces will have
power to declare a state emergency and take power; the
25Vo

military budget will not be subject to approval by

the

elected /appointed legislature.24

In addition to these measures, the Tatmadaw's powers will be
extended through a much wider distribution of military units around
the countryside, and a more direct role in local political, economic and
social affairs.
There are a number of developments, however, which could
disrupt the SLORC's steady progress towards such an outcome. One
would be a resumption of open anti-regime activity by charismatic
opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi, who was released from house
23

See,
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Defuce Reponcr, Y ol.2l, No.6 /7, December 1994 / lanuary 1995, pp.41-3.
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International Relations,
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arrest in |uly 1995 after six years' detention without trial. Her
intemational standing and popular following in Burma is such that she
could quickly reawaken public demands for a return to democratic
ru1e.25 Already, she has begun to draw attention to popular grievances
and to question the validity of the national constitutional convention
process.25 If the SLORC was concerned about its ability to manage a
resurgence of popular protest, however, it is hardly likely to have
authorised Aung San Suu Kyi's release. If it was felt necessary, there is
little doubt that the army would once again be called in to restore what
the SLORC calls 'law and order', iust as it did in 1988. A much more
worrying prospect for the SLORC would be the possibility of a major
split in the armed forces, its sole power base.
The question of a possible split in the Tabnadaw is a highly
sensitive issue in Burma. Perhaps more than anything else, it arouses
deep concerns on the part of former President Ne Win and the armed
forces hierarchy. Since the 1948 mutinies, but more so since the 1952
coup, considerable efforts have been taken to prevent such a problem

and pervasive weapon in the regime's
arsenal is the Directorate of Defence Services Intelligence (DDSI).
Through its Military Intelligence Service and an extensive network of
uniformed officers and paid informers, the DDSI has kept a close
watch not only on the civilian population but also on the members of
the Tabnadaw iself.28 Under the SLORC this capacity has been greatly
increased. AIso, senior officers are posted frequently, to prevent them
from building up personal followings, or individual power bases in
particular geographical areas. Some officers are kept away from power
centres, for example through diplomatic postings overseas, while
arising.2T The most potent

See,
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for example, Bertil Linhrer, Aung fun Suu Kyi and Bunm's
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Renaissnce (Peaock Press, Bangkok, 1990); and Josef Silverstein, 'Aung San Suu
Kyi: Is She Burrra's Woman of Destiny?', Asian Surty, Vol.3O, No.lO October
1990. Aung San Suu Kyfs own philosophy is found tn Frccilnn Frcm Fur and otlur
writings, ed. Midrael Aris (Pmguin, Iondon, 1991).
'Suu Kyi pledges to fight', C-aibcne Thncs, 4 December 195; and Myanmar: No
Talking Her.e', Asbuxek, S Decenrber 1995, p.40.
See, for example, Bertil Linher, 'Purges and spie make army Ne Win's hardest
asset', Far Eastcrn Eanonic RmiL4D,22 Septembet 1988, p.16. See also 'Masses in
revolt against stifling authoritarian grip', pp.12-13,
While the formal shuchre of Burma's intelligence apparahrs has changed over the

years, its basic componmts and functions have remained mudr the same. See

Bertil Linbner, 'Myanmar's military intelligmce', Intanatbrul Defenu

REaieu,

Vol.24 No.1, January 1991, p39; Bunge (ed.), Bunna: e @unry study,pp.258-9; and
Fredholm, Burmt: Ethnicity anil Inargency, pp.92-3,
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others are co-opted into the regirne's political structure where they can
be more easily controlled.29 There is also a wide range of rewards
which can be bestowed on 'loyal' officers, in the way of promotions,
comfortable postings, special privileges, business opportunities and
other perquisites. It is also relevant that many in the armed forces
leadership are connected by family, financial and other personal ties.
Severe punishments, however, are meted out to any officers who are
considered 'disloyal' to the regime or who overstep the bounds of
'permissable' behaviour.

Despite all these measures, there have long been rumours of
dissatisfaction and even active dissent within the armed forces. In
Burma's closed society accurate details are very difficult to obtain, but
a number of broad themes keep recurring.
Ever since the 1952 coup, differences appear to have arisen in
the Tatmadaw over the place of the armed forces in Burmese society,
and the degree to which they should exercise a political role.s Under
Ne Win, purges of malcontents were frequent, with numerous senior
officers posted abroad or forced into early retirement. Such measures
were not always successful. In 1976, for example, the regime

uncovered a plot by a number of disillusioned young officers to
overthrow President Ne Win and take the army back to the barracks.
In 1988 about 1000 servicemen from all three services actually irined
the pro.democrary demonstrations in Rangoon, calling for a return to
civilian rule. At the time, one former senior Tatmadaw officer told the
BBC that the prodemocracy movement had the support of 60 per cent
of the army.3l There was also considerable disquiet reported on the
part of many soldiers who were later ordered to shoot down young
demonstrators.32 Two years later, the NLD's landslide victory in the
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Since 1988, for example, the number of Tatmadaw officers appointed to the most
senior governmmt pcitions has expanded frorn 21 to 64.

For a useful disctrssion of the growth of professionalism in the Tatmadaw, see
l.jssak, Military Roles in lvbilcraiutioa, pp.155 ff .
Admittedly, this was Ceneral Tin U, by that time a senior figure in the opposition
NLD. Se€ Lintner, 'Backdown or bloodbath', p.14; Stervart, 'Now a C-oup', p.14;
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Bertil Lintner, 'Dissent in the Ranks', Fn Fastern Ecorcmic Reoicw, 17 August 1989,
P.22.
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general elections was a severe shock to the rcgrne, not least because
the overwhelming vote for the opposition forces (including in some
military cantonment districb) suggested a considerable sympathy for
Aung San Suu Kyi among the armed forces, and thus the potential for

a serious difference of view over the Tatn,adaw's future role in
Burma.33

In this regard, Aung San Suu Kyi poses a particular problem

for the SLORC. Her father, Aung San, was Burma's much-revered
independence leader who was assassinated in 7947. He was also the
founder of the Burmese armed forces who, significantly, resigned his
military position in order to pursue a political career. In the Burmese
fashion, his daughter is now accorded considerable respect by many in
the Tatmadaw, and she speaks about Aung San with some authority.
Ne Win has consistently ried to share Aung San's mantle as a 'cofather' of the armed forces. Yet he was in a different faction of the
nationalist movement and was never nominated as Aung San's
military successor. In fuly 1989 Aung San Suu Kyi referred publicly to
serious differences between Ne Win and her father, a forbidden
subject since the 1962 coup. She also declared that Ne Win had taken
the Tatmadaw down a different path from that mapped out by her
father. Aung San Suu Kyr appealed over the heads of the SLORC to
more moderate elements in the armed forces, asking them to honour
her father's memory and support her demand for a return to
democratic civilian government. This implicit call for members of the
Tatmadaw to question their own leaders seems to have been the
trigger which prompted her immediate arrest. Another senior NLD
figure imprisoned at the same time was Tin U, a former army Chief of
Staff and Defence Minister who retained a considerable following in
the armed forces.& The SLORC was determined to prevent any faction
developing in the Tatmadaw which might heed the call from these two
respected figures, to eschew politics and return to the barracks.
Since 1988 there has been considerable speculation over the
internal dynamics of the SLORC itself. Various members have been
characterised as either 'rnoderates' or'hard-liners', and have been held
33

v

'Statemmt on votes gained by candidates who represmt parties, seats won by the
respective parties and peraentages', Working Peopb's Daily,2luly 1990.
Bertil Lintner, 'Sowing the wind', Far EesFn Ecotomic Rnicu),3 August 1989,
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accountable for perceived shifts in the regime's policies. Since early
7992, for example, there have been strong rumours of disagreements in
the SLORC over the approach to be taken towards Aung San Suu Kyi,
and how to respond to the pressures being applied against the regime

by the

international community.35 The so-called 'moderates',
reportedly led by DDSI chief Khin Nyunt, were initially believed to
have lost out to the'hard-liners' in their wish to soften Burma's image
abroad, but after Aung San Suu Kyi's unexpected release were felt to
be in the ascendant. The apparent manouvering of these factions has
also been connected with the postings of particular senior officers to
positions of influence or obscurity. Such rumours abound in Burma's
closed society, however, and are very difficult to confirm. Policy and
personal differences no doubt exist in the SLORC, but it is unlikely
that any mapr decision would be taken, or taken in such a manner,
which might seriously threaten armed forces unity.
Serious tensions appear to have arisen in the armed forces
over the degree of Chinese influence which has been allowed to
develop in the country. It is likely that the SLORC's decision to turn to
China for diplomatic, military and economic support after 1988 was
unanimous. Indeed, given the widespread international condemnation
of the regime, the arms embargoes and the withdrawal of aid and
intemational finance, it was probably felt that there were few other
options. As one leading SLORC figure put it:

What miliary supplies that are necessary must be provided.
When you need them, you have to buy at the right price.
Previously we bought from all over the world but now some
Western countries don't want to sell to us, so we have to go to
those who will...s

It was also an arrangement that China welcomed and facilitated. Yet
there are reportedly strong differences within the armed forces over
the degree to which Burrna has come to rely on China for its arms,
their indifferent quality, and the access that China has been given to
Burmese military facilities. These concerns have been exacerbated by
the social impact of China's increased presence in Burma under the
regime's 'open dooy' economic policies. While disagreements on this
issue within the SLORC appear to have been contained, there have
35
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Other issues have arisen over the years with the potential to
cause internal problems for the Tatmadaw. Most common have been

stories of resentment and antagonism between the (often younger)
officers on active service in the field and those officers assigned to
more comfortable administrative or political duties in rear areas.
While this may not be unusual in itself, the much greater hardships
experienced by the front-line hoops in Burma, and the increased
opportunities for personal profits in the rear, have given this issue
added significance.3S There have also been persistent reports of
suspicion and rivalry between the graduates of Burma's prestigious
Defence Services Academy (DSA) at Maymyo and the Officer Training
fthool (OTS) at Hmawbi.39 These differences were made worse by the
7976 plot against Ne Win, which was felt to have sprung from
members of a particular DEA class. This led for a long time to a
reluctance by the Tatnadaw leadership to aPPoint DSA graduates to
senior positions. As Bertil Lintner has pointed out, this discrimination
was something which in itself led to further tensions within the Burma
Army officer corps.o Since 1988 there have reportedly been attempts
by particular figures in the SLORC to strengthen their personal Power
bases by appointing DSA or OTS classmates to positions of influence.
tensions aPPear to have arisen between those
who
officers
appear to owe their promotions primarily to their ties

In addition,
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with former President Ne Win, and those who have followed a more
professional career path. To a large extent, control over the
goverrunent and armed forces is no longer exercised by the ageing Ne
Win, and his standing among the younger generation in the Tatmadaw
is not as great as it may once have been.4l As an historical figure
prominent in Burma's early struggles against ethnic and ideological
insurgents, however, and later chief of the country's armed forces, the
'Old Man' still commands a degree of respect and loyalty in military
circles. More importantly, he has for many years seeded the army with
like-minded proteg6s. Ma.y now hold powerful government
positions,like Lieutenant General Khin Nyunt, the Director of Defence
Services Intelligence. It has been suggested that many senior arrny

officers, including some in the SLORC itself, resent the power
currently held by Lieutenant General Khin Nyunt, because of his
political connections and lack of combat experience.42 Ne Win is now
old and infirm, and his power is on the wane. Until his death,
however, he will continue to exercise influence over the SLORC's
policies and act to protect his favourites.
There are also antagonisms between the army and the two
other services. Much of this ill-feeling stems from their different
historical traditions. During the early diys of the nationalist struggle,
the navy and air force were seen to be on the wrong side. The two
'technical' services tended to rely on the Anglo-Burman community
and ethnic minorities (notably the Karens) for their recmits. During
the Second World War rnost Burmese members of the air force and
navy supported the Allies, in direct contrast to the army which was
dominated by Burma's anti-colonial, and for a period even profapanese, nationalist movement.4 Despite the efforts of the Burma Air
Force and Burma Navy to support the new Union government after
1948, they retained many British characteristics and were viewed with
suspicion by Ne Win and the other japanese-trained army officers
around him. It is relevant too that the navy and air force tended to
recruit better educated men from urban areas, and send them overseas
for training, whereas the army has relied on poorly educated rural
41
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youths trained entirely in Burrna. The fact that the army has always
been accorded priority in the distribution of resources has also caused
misunderstandings and rcsentment. Since 1988 a token effort has been
made to redress some of these problems, but the differences which
remain go well beyond the inter-service rivalries which are traditional
in the armed forces of other countries.

If all these reports of tensions in the Tatmadaw are true, then
they constitute a potentially explosive problem in a country where the
unity of the armed forces is deemed essential for political power and
continued conhol over all the disparate elements of the Union. Even at
their now expanded levels, the air force and navy could do little on
their own to shake the foundations of the state, but a major split in the
ranks of the army would lead to serious problems for the military
regime. There are a number of compelling reasons, however, why a
mapr split of this kind is unlikely to occur.&
As noted above, there are many in the armed forces, at all
levels, who appear sincerely to believe the regime's oft-repeated claim

that the Tatmadaw alone has been responsible for maintaining
Burma's independence and unity since 1948. The danger of a
breakaway by some of the ethnic minorities, for example, is held up as
the main reason for the military overthrow of Nu's democratically
elected goverrunent in 1962.45 In the minds of many officers and their
men, the loss of control caused by a serious split in the armed forces
would be disastrous for Burma. The possible consequences range from
a resurgence of popular unrest in the main population centres to
increased ethnic insurgent activity in the countryside. In extreme
circumstances, a mutiny by a large part of the army (as occurred in
1948) could lead to another civil war, or even the fragmentation of the
country. This message has been reinforced by the SLORC since 1988,

with appeals to nationalist sentiment and military tradition. The
regime has also claimed that the NLD, supported as it is by ethnic
parties and purportedly left-wing groups, would squander the
countqr's hard-won independence and be unable to control its diverse
political forces. Acceptance of these claims may not in itself prevent
M
45

William Ashton, 'Fearfirl arury blocks transfer of power', Asb-Pacific Defence
Reportcr, Y o1.77, No.6 /7, December 7990 / lannry 199'1, pp524.
Maung Maung Bunu enil bteml Ne Win (Asia Publishing House, Bombay, 1969),
p.291.
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differences from arising within the Tatmadaw, but it would be a
strong factor militating against a mai)r breakdown in discipline.
There also seems to be a concern that, under a democratically
elected civilian governrnent in Rangoon, the armed forces would lose
the large share of the national budget which they have always enjoyed.
For example, during the 1989-90 election campaign there were a

number of indications given that, under a NLD government, the
armed forces would be drastically reduced in size. Much greater
emphasis would be placed on peaceful negotiations with ethnic
insurgent groups and the possible development of a federal style of
political system which gave the ethnic minorities greater autonomy. It
was suggested that, by abandoning the military regime's policy of
crushing the ethnic insurgencies and imposing a highly centralised
political system on the country, the then 200,00Gstrong armed forces
could be reduced to a border protection force as small as 20,00G30,000
men.ff In addition, the long-overdue economic rehabilitation of the
country and improved social services demanded by the civilian
population would be enormously expensive. Developrnent proiects
starved of funds by the SLORC and its predecessors would be bound

to get a higher priority by a democratic government. This would
inevitably be at the expense of arms, military equipment and defence
facilities.
Also, many members of the armed forces appear to be afraid
that, should they lose control of their own fate, they will be forced to
face the consequenc€s of their harsh rule over the past 33 years.47 Since
General Ne Win seized power in 1962, the military regime has been
repeatedly condemned for its gross violations of human rights, with
many observers describing it as one of the most brutal in the region.
According to the 19% US State Department report on human rights,
for example:
The Covernment reinforces its rule via a pervasive security
apparatus led by military intelligence...Control is buthessed
by selective restrictions on contact with foreigners,
surveillance of government employees and private citizens,
M
47

Rodney Tasker and Bertil Lintner,'The plot thickens', Far Eashra Eatnmic Reoiew,

2l June 7990,pp.21-2.
See,

for example, Alan Boy4 'Burma junta fears probe of massacre', Australian,30

May 190.
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harassrnent

of political activists, intimidation,

arrest,

detention, and physical abuse.s

During the 1988 demonstrations and since there have been repeated
demands by Burmese dissidents and others for members of the
military reginre to be brought before tribunals of the kind convened to
judge German and fapanese war criminals after the Second World
War. More recently, there have been calls for members of the SLORC
to be tried by the international community in absentia, as has occurred
with respect to crimes against humanity in the former Republic of
Yugoslavia. Given the inevitable outcome of such trials, there is little
likelihood that any members of the current armed forces hierarchy in
Rangoon would willingly permit anything to occur which might put
them in such a vulnerable position.

It is relevant too that many members of the Burmese armed
forces (in particular its most senior officers) have long enioyed
considerable social and economic privileges, as the regirne has tried to
retain their loyalty and protect them from the results of its own
economic mismanagement. Pay scale have been less of an incentive,
although in August 1988, in an obvious attempt to purchase the
support of the rank and file of the armed forces in the face of rising
popular unrest, President Sein Lwin awarded the Tatmadaw a 45 per
cent pay rise.49 In addition, over the years a large number of officers
appear to have profited from official comrption and the booming
black market (including narcotics deals). The property holdings of
many senior military figures, for example, are out of all proportion to
their official incomes. More recently, many officers appear to have
acquired strong financial interests in the commercial ventures which
the SLORC has negotiated with companies from Thailand, Singapore,
South Korea and elsewhet€, under the regime's new 'open door'
economic policies.s Any transfer of power to an elected civilian
goverrunent would not only risk the loss of many customary privileges
48
49

Country Feports on Huttun Rights Pmctices for 7994, p.54o.
Daniel Benjamin et e1.,'Out...ln 17 Days', Timc,22 August 1988, p.21. Sein Lwin
(known as 'the Butcher of Rangoon') is reputed to have been responsible for the
shooting of studmb and othet demonshators in 7962, 7974 and again in early
1988.

See,

for example, fohn Badgley, 'The Burmese Way to Capitalism' in hutheast

Asian Affairs 1990 (Institute for Southeast Asian
39.

Studie, Singapore,

7990), pp.229-
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and benefits, but in many cases would occasion considerable financial
costs as well.

Personal rivalries may exist, policy differences within the
leadership may become highly charged, and Ne Win's death could
even lead to a spill of positions, but for all these reasons it is unlikely
that a mapr split in the armed forces will occur in the foreseeable
future. The potential consequences would be well known to the
regime and would help inhibit any moves which might cause such a
development. Barring unforseen developments, the future seems to be

one of increasing military shength and a tighter,

if

more subtle,

exercise of political power.

For all their criticisms of the SLORC and the role of the armed
forces in the past, Aung San Suu Kyi and many other senior prodemocracy leaders realised at an early stage of their campaign that
they needed to overcome the Tatmadaw's fears if they were ever to
loosen its grip on power and form a viable civilian govemment.sl

Hence Aung San Suu Kyi's appeal

to the more moderate and

professional elements of the armed forces in 1989. Since her release
from house anest in july 1995, she has continued to seek a dialogue
with the military regime, recognising that under current circumstances
a peaceful transition to democratic rule can only occur with its

concurrence, if not active support.s2 Although her position has
gradually hardened as the SLORC has continued to ignore her, Aung
San Suu Kyr has emphasised that it is not the NLD's intention to split
the Tatmadaw, as 'dissension within the army means trouble for the
countr5r'.s3 To make progress, other assurances may need to be given,
as has already occurred for example in places like South Korea, South
Africa and Chile. An accommodation with the armed forces, possibly
including an amnesty for its past actions, rruly not be popular with
some of the more radical elements in the democracy movement.

51

52

louise Williams, 'Revenge is not our priority, says Opposition', Sydney Morning
Hereld,4July l9r0.
See, for example, A Careful Hero', Asbueck,4 August 1995, pp,16l7; and Gordon
Fairdough, 'Winds of Chan ge' , Far Ftsten Eonomic Reobu, 31 August 7995, pp.2L
6.

Aung San Suu Kyi, speaking at a NLD press conference in Rangoon on 29
November 1995. S€e also Bertil Lintner, 'A Turn for the Worse', Far Eastern
Eanomic Raieu, 23 November 195, p.38; and '[.ost illusions', Emrcmist, 2
December 195,p.24.
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Without it, however,little Progress can be made towards the kind of
society that the rnaprity of the Burmese population so clearly wants.
Such a compromise would not only be to the manifest benefit
Burmese
people, but it would also be in the long-term interests
of the
forces
the
armed
themselves. For unless they are preparcd to retreat
of
from their current hard-line position, and allow a Sreater measure of
popular participation in government, they will always be weakened

Ly their llienaiion from the civil population and face the potential
threat of armed opposition. Since the 1988 massactes of prodemocracy demonstrators, the armed forces have lost even those last
shreds of respect which dated from the early days of independence,
and which had survived both the 1962 coup and Ne Win's subsequent
abuse of power. The Tatmadaw's historical reputation as the guardian
of the Burmese people and protector of the Union has now been
irreparably damaged. No longer can it attract the kind of recmits that
it will increasingly need to serve in a more complex and technically

demanding stritbgic environment. Also, the Tatnadaw's rigid
centralist policies and the predominance of ethnic Burmans in the its
higher ranks will further encourage the country's minority peoples to
see the armed forces simply as an instrument of 'big race' domination

and oppression. The Tatrnadaw may continue to increase in size and
acquire more modern weapons systems but, as long as these critical
issues are left unresolved, its real military capabilities will remain
limited and its professionalism suspect.

APPENDIX
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STATE LAW AND ORDER RESTORATION

COUNCIL
The following list was current on 20 December 1995. Only four

of those named below publicly acknowledge special responsibilities
within the SLORC. (The members of the SLORC's Securitv and
Management Committee, for example, are rarely named). The iest of
the SLORC are simply listed as'Member'. While all hold military rank,
not all have formal military positions, nor have all been given
Ministerial portfolios. Most SLORC Members are in the 33-member
Cabinet, but others are not. It is also understood that some of those
listed below are SLORC Members in name only. MAJGEN Nyan Lin,
for example, is apparently very ill and unable to participate fully in
SLORC proceedings.

Rank/IVame
SENGEN General Than Shwe

Positions Held
SLORC Chairman
Prime Minister

Minister of Defence
Commander-in{hief, Defence
Services

GEN Maung Aye

SLORC Vice Chairman

Deputy Commander-in{hief,
Defence Services

Commander-in-Chief,
LTGEN Khin Nyunt

A*y

SLORC Secretary (1)

Head, Office of Strategic
Studies
Director, Directorate of Defence
Services Intelligence
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LTGENTinOo

SLORC Secretary (2)

Chief of Staff, Army
Commander, Bureau of Special
Operations One

VADM Maung Maung Khin

SLORC Member
Deputy Prime Minister

LTGEN (Air) Tin Tun

SLORC Member
Depr$ Prime Minister

LTGEN Aung Ye Kyaw

SLORC Member
Member, SLORC Security and
Management Committee

LTGEN Phone Myint

SLORC Member
Chairman, SLORC Security
and Management Committee

LTGEN Sein Aung

SLORC Member

Minister of Industry No.l

LTGENChitSwe

SLORC Member

Minister of Forestry
LTGEN Kyaw Ba

SLORC Member

Minister of Hotels and Tourism
LTGEN Maung Thint

SLORC Member
Minister for Progress of Border
Areas and National Races and

Development Affairs

MAIGENNyanLin

SLORC Member

LTGEN Myint Aung

SLORC Member

Minister of Agriculture
LTGEN Mya Thin

SLORC Member

Minister of Home Affairs
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LTGEN Tun Kyr

SLORC Member
Minister of Trade

LTGEN Aye Thaung

SLORC Member
Minister of Labor

LTGEN Myo Nyunt

SLORC Member

Minister of Religious Affairs
LTGEN Maung Hla

SLORC Member

Minister of Immigration and
Population
LTGEN Kyaw Min

SLORC Member
Minister of Mines

MAJGEN Soe Myint

SLORC Member
Minister of Social Welfare,
Relief and Resettlement

APPENDIX 2

BURMA'S'WAR OFFICE'
The organisation listed below draws mainly on the researches

of Bertil Lintner, Tin Maung Maung Than, the All Burma Students'
Democratic Front and The Military Enryclopeilia. The names of current
incumbents have not been given as appointments change regularly.
Occupants of particular positions are rarely in one place for more than
a few years. Also, many positions have at times been filled by officers

of more senior or more iunior rank, depending on the availability of
staff and the priority accorded to different positions at different times.
In that sense, it should be considered a notional structure only.

Position

Rank

Commander-in-Chief,
Defence

Services

Senior General

Vice Commander-in{hief,
Defence Services and

Commander-in{hief,

Army

Commander-in-Chief, Air

Commander-in{hief,

Force

Navy

General

Lieutenant General (Air)
Vice Admiral

Commander, No.l Bureau of Special

Operations

Lieutenant General

Commander, No.2 Bureau of Special

Operations

Lieutenant General

Director, Defence Services Intelligence Lieutenant General

Adiutant

General

Quartermaster

General

Lieutenant General
Lieutenant General
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Military Appointrnents General

Lieutenant General

Chief of Staff, Army

Maior General

Chief of Staff, Air Force

Mairr General (Air)

Chief of Staff, Navy

Rear

Inspector General

Brigadier

fudge Advocate General

Brigadier

Director, Procurement

Brigadier

Drector, Public Relations and
Psychological Warfare

Brigadier

Director, Medical Services

Brigadier

Director, Artillery and Armour

Brigadier

Director, Supply and Transport

Brigadier

Director, Ordnance

Brigadier

Director, Training

Brigadier

Drector, Electrical and
Mechanical Engineering

Brigadier

Director, Army Engineers

Brigadier

Drector, Military Police

Brigadier

Director, Signals

Brigadier

Deputy Director, Defence Services
Intelligence

Colonel

Admiral
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Director, Defence Services

Museum

Drector, Defence Industries
Director,

Resettlement

Director, Defence Services
Director, Staff

College

Academy

Colonel
Colonel
Colonel
Colonel
Colonel
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BURMA'S ORDER OF BATTLE
The following order of baftle is based largely on the entries for
'Myanmar (Burma)' in The Military Balance 1995196 (International
Institute for Strategic Studies, Londorl 7995), The Military Powers
Enryclopediu Southenst /sra (Soci6td IrC, Paris, 1991), and lane's
Fighting Ships 1995-95 (]ane's Information Group, Coulsdon, 1995).

Where these sources disagree, a iudgement has been made on the best
entry. The table has also been adjusted to take into account additional
material drawn from other sources mentioned in the text, including
personal observations made in Burma during a field trip in April 1995.

Every effort has been made to ensure that the table is as
accurate and comprehensive as possible. Given the difficulty of
confirming much of this information, however, it must still be
considered indicative only. It is not always clear, for example, whether
some of the older weapons platforms and items of equipment are still
in use, have been put into storage, or taken out of service entirely.
Also, it is difficult to account for all losses of mairr equipments,
whether on operations, through accidents or simply a lack of spare
Parts.

Figures given in brackets are estimates or are based on
unconfirmed reports. Question marks indicate uncertainty about
certain aspects of the entry, or even the entry itself. The notation 'NA'
means that no estimates are available.

TOTAL ARMED FORCES: c.300,000 (mid-1995)
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BURMA ARMY
PERSONNELz 275,M all ranks

Regional Commands:10
Rangoon Command (Rangoon Division)
Southern Command (Pegu and Magwe Divisions)
Southeastern Command (Mon and Karen States,
Tenasserim Dvision)
Southwestern Command (Irrawaddy Dvision)

Central Command (Mandalay Division)
Western Command (Arakan and Chin States)
Eastern Command (southern Shan State)

Northeastern Command (northern Shan State)
Northwestern Command (Sagaing Division)
Northern Command (Kachin State)
Eight Regional Commands have 3 Tactical Operations Commands
(TOCs), two have 4 TOCs. These 32 TOCs control 145 garrison infantry
battalions.

Light Infantry Divisions: 10
LID (est. 1966, HQ at Pegu)
LID (1967,Magwe)
LID (1958, Meiktila)
LID (mid-1970s, Prome)
LID (late 1970s, Aungban)
4dLID (late 1970s, Thaton)
33 LID (mid-1980s, Sagaing)
22LlD (1987, Pa-an)
11 LID (1988, Hlegu)
101 LID (7997, Pakokku)
77
88
99
66
55

Each has 3 TOCs.

AWailix 3
Sunmary of combat units:
245 infantry battalions
4 armoured battalions
7 artillery battalions
2 anti-aircraft artillery battalions

ARMOI.JRED VEHICLES:
Tanks:

(80)
(2O
(10t

T-691I main battle tanks (PRC)
Comet medium tanks (UK)
Type63light tanks (PRC)

Other Tracked Armoured Vehicles:

(80)

Universal T-16 Bren gun carriers (UK?)

Wheeled Arrroured Vehicles:

(250)

(45)
(40)
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Type 85 APCs (PRC)
Daimler Ferret Scout Cars (UK)

Humber APC GIK)
BAAC-83 Light Recce Vehicles (Burma)
BAAC-84 Light Recce Vehicles (Burma)
BAAC-85 APCs (Burma)
BAAC-86 (Burma)
BAAC-87 (Burma) ?

ARTILLERY:
Towed Artillery:

76.2rnm: (1m)
mm:
mm:
mm:
mm:

88
105
122
140

(50)
(90
NA
NA

M-1948 Bl mountain guns

(Yugoslavia)
2S-pounder gun/howitzers (UK)
M-101 howitzers ruSA)
Type 54 howitzers (PRC)
5.5-inch medium guns (UK)

175
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Multiple Rocket Launchers:
107mm: (30)
122 mm: NA
130 mm: NA

Type 63 (PRC)
BM-21 (USSR/Vietnam)
Type 53 GRC) ?

?

Air Defence Weapons:

mm: NA
37mm: (24)
40 mm: (10)
57mm: (12)
20

NA

mm: NA
SAMs: (1)
94

NA

M38 (Yugoslavia)
Type74 (PRC)
Bofors L/60 Mk 1 (UK/US?)
Type 80 (PRC) ?
(PRC) ?
3.7-inch Mk 3.A' (UK)
BAe Dynamics Bloodhound Mk II SAM

(uK/Singz*r";
HN-sA (PRC)

Anti-Tank Artillery:
57

NA

(PRC)

NA
NA

Gpounder (UK)
M43 Ql*D (USSR/Israel)
17-pounder (UK)

mm: NA

75.2 mm:

?

?

Recoilless Guns:

NA Type36 (PRC) ?
NA 3.5-inch M20 ruS)
NA Type52 (PRC)
NA Type56eRC)
84 mm: (1200) Carl Gustav M-2 (Sweden/Singapore)
88.9 mm: NA 3.5-inch M20 (USA)
106 mm: NA M40 A2 (USA/Pakistan?)
57 mm:
75 mm:
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OTHER CREWED WEAPONS:

Light machine guns:

7.62mm:

G4/8A64(Germany/Burma)
FN MAG (Belgium)
MG3/MG42 (Germany/Burma)

Heavy machine guns and cannon:
.50cal/1,2.7mm Browning FN Herstal (Belgium)

20mm Hispano Suiza Mk 5 (Switzerland)
Light and medium mortars:

NA
NA
60 mm: NA
NA
81mm: NA
NA
NA
82 mm: NA
NA
NA

2-inch ML (UKlBurma)
3-inch ML (UKlBurma)
Type 63 (PRC/Burma)

(Portugal)

?

M29 (USA)
(Israel)

(Portugal)

M43 (USSR)
Type67 (PRC)
Type 53 (PRC)

Heavy mortars:
120

mm: (80) Soltam (Israel)

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
122 mm: NA

Brandt (France) ?
UBM 52 (Yugoslavia)
(Portugal)
Tampella (Finland)
Type53 (PRC)
Type55 (PRC)
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INDIVIDUAL WEAPONS:
Pistols:
9 mm Browning High

Power/FN 35 (Belgium)

Carbines:
.30 cal. Ml (USA)
.30 cal. M2 ruSA)

Automatic rifles:
5.56mm:
7.62mm:.

M16A1 (USA/Singapore)
G1IFN FAL (Germany)
GZ / B A72 (Germany/Burma)
G3l8A53 (Germany/Burma)
AKaT/Type 56 ruSSR/PRC)

Submachine guns:
9

mm:

Uzi (Israel)
Sterling L2 (UK)
BA52 (Italv/Burma)

Grenade launchers:
40

mm:

NA
NA
(3000)

(s00)

RI€-2

(USSR/Israel)

RPG-7 (PRC)
M-79 (USA)
M-203 rusA)

BURMA AIR FORCE
PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT:
c. 10,000 all ranks (including about 250 pilots)
(105) combat aircraft, including (20) armed helicopters

Appenilix

FIGHTERS:
Interceptors:

(30)
(10)

Chengdu F-7M (PRC)
MiG-29 (Russia) (on order?)

Fighter/Ground Attack:

(2q

NAMC A-sC (PRC)

COUNTM,-INSURGENCY AIRCRAFT:

'12
(9)
(8)

SOKO G-4 Super Galeb (Yugoslavia)
Pilatus PC-9 (Switzerland)
Pilatus PC-7 (Switzerland)

TRANSPORTAIRCRAFT:

4
1
(4)
(3)

SAC Y-8D (PRC)

FokkerF-27 (Netherlands)

Fairchild-HillerFH-2278(USA)
CASA C-212 Aviocar (Spain) ?

MARITIME RECONNAIS SANCE

(3)

Fokker F-27M (Netherlands)

?

TRAINING AIRCRAFT:

(15)
(5)
NA

Pilatus PC-7 (Switzerland)

GAIC FT-7 (PRC)
Shenyang Ff{ GRC)

?

LIAISON AIRCRAFT:

6

1

(5)

Cessna 180 ruSA)
Cessna 550 ruSA)

PilatusPC4A/PC-68(Switzerland)

3

179
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HELICOPTERS:

(12)
(6)
(6,)
(18)
(12)
(2)

Bell205A (USA)
Bell2068 (USA)
SA-315 Alouette III (France)
Mil Mi-2 (poland)

PZLW-3 Sokol (Poland)
Mil Mi-17 (Russia) ?

OTHERAIRCRAFT:

(4)
(2)
(3)

Aytet 92R Turbo-Thrush (USA)
Beechcraft Queenair (USA)
Beechcraft D-18S (USA)

BUTTMA
PERSONNEL: 15,000 (including

1

NAVY

battalion Naval Infantry)

Main Bases: Akyab, Bassein, Rangoon, Moulmein, Mergui'
PATROL AND COASTAL COMBATANTS:
Frigates:

(3)

Jianghu class (PRC) (on order)

Conlettes:
1

Admirable class (US) (decommissioned in 19% but

1

rcE

still on fleet list)
827 class (US) (decommissioned

still on fleet list)
2 Nawarat class (Burma)

in

1994

but
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Offshore Patrol:

(lD
3
(NA)

Flainan class (PRC) (4 more on order)
Osprey class (Denmark)
? (PRC) (on order)

Inshore Pahol:

3
6

6
3
2

Swift class (USA/Singapore)
f€M type (Burma)
r€M rype (USA)
PB 90 class (Yugoslavia)
fast attack craft (Burma) (building)

Riverine Patrol:

10
2
5
4

2

9
6
25

Y 301 class (Yugoslavia)

improved Y 301 class (Burma)
Carpentaria class (Australia)
river gunboats (Burma)
CGC type ruSA/Burma)
river pabol craft (Burma)
river patrol craft (USA)
river patrol launches (Yugoslavia)

MINE WARFARE FORCES:

(2)

minesweepers (PRC) (on order)

AMPHIBIOUS:

4
1

10

LCU (fapan)
LCU (Burma)
LCM 3 type ruSA)

3
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SUPPORT:

1.
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
1
t

ocean survey ship (Yugoslavia)

surveyvessel (Singapore)

riversurveyvessel(Burrna?)
coastal transport (Norway?)
tanker (Singapore?)
coastal tanker
diving support ship (Iapan)
transport vessels (Burma)
buoy tender (Thailand)
harbour tug
(plus several harbour launches and
personnel carriers)

PARAMILITARY
PEOPLE S POLICE FORCE:50,000
PEOPLE'S

MILITIA:

35,000

APPENDIX 4
BURMA'S DEFENCE EXPENDITURE
As a result of the many difficulties experienced in obtaining
accurate details of Burma's defence spending, and the different
methods used by outside agencies for calculating their own statistics,
published estimates of Burma's defence expenditure vary significantly
between sources. The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
(SIPRI), for example, claims that Burma's defence expenditure in 1991
(the last year for which figures were available) was 3.8 per cent of
gross national product (GNP), while the US Arms Control and
Dsarmament Agency (ACDA) has stated that it was 4.5 per cent of
GNP, or 29.7 per cent of central govemment expenditures (CGE). The
Intemational Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) does not usually
calculate defence expenditure as a percentage of GNP (recognising,
perhaps, the difficulties inherent in doing so), but gives the figure of
US$971 million as Burma's defence expenditure in 1991. This figure
lies somewhere between the US$263 million estimate given by SIPRI
and the figure of US$1722 million estimated by the ACDA.

Other sources give different figures again. In its annual
profiles of Burma, for example, the Intelligence Unit of the Economist
magazine has estimated that in 1988/89 only 18.8 per cent of CGE was
spent on defence, and this reflected a downward trend. It believed
defence spending jumped to 35 per cent of CGE in 1,989/90, however,
and held steady at about that level until 1992, when it dropped back to
22 per cent of CGE. See Counhy Profile: Thailand, Burma 1989190
(London, 1990) through to Country Profile: Thailanil, Myanmar 1994195
(London,1995).
The available SIPRI, ACDA and IISS figures are given below,

for comparison. They must be considered indicative only, however,
and while useful in assessing trends and orders of magnitude, caution
must be exercised in their use.
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Stockholm International Peace Researdr Institute:

US$m
7o of GNP

1985

1986

l%7

1988

208
3.0

181
.2.9

113
1.9

129

1989 1990 t99t 1992
US$m
7o of GNP

256 264 263 237
3.9 3.9 3.8 3.2

2.5

1993

210
3.5

Note:

Figures are given in US$ million, at constant 1985 prices and
official Burrnese exchange rates.
Source: Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, SIPRI
Yurbook 1994 (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 794),p.560.

US Amrs Control and Disarmament Agency:

1984 1985 1985 1987
US$m
7o of GNP
Vo

of CGE

US$m
7o of GNP
Vo

of CGE

Note:

1988

967 1053 1049 1053 946
3.0 3.1 3.0 3.0 2.9
18.5 18.8 77.8 27.5 23.7
1989 1990 t99t 1992

1993

7202 7648 1722 7616

1510

3.5 4.4 4.5 3.8
24.7 27.6 29.1, NA

NA
NA

Figures are given in cur:rent US$ million. Figures for 7990-93

are estimates only.
Source: Worlil Military Etpenditures and Arms Transfers,7993-1994 (US

Arms Control and Dsarmament Agency, Washingtory 1995),
P.56.
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International Institute for Strategic Studies:

US$m

US$m
Note:

1985

1986

1987 1988

1989

245.4

228.3

252.6 286

332.6

1990 t99t 1992 1993

1994

858 971 1200 1400

1400

Figures are given in current US$ million. During the period
under review, the IISS appears to have changed its method
of listing defence budgets. Figures given for a particular year
can change markedly from one annual publication to the
next. Where this occurs, the later figure is given. For all years
except 1985, 19f15, 1990 and 1991, the figures represent
budget forecasts, not estimates of defence expenditure. The
IISS uses the official Burmese exchange rate.
Sources: The Military Balance L985-L985 (International Institute for
Shategic Studies, London, 1986) through to The Military
Balance 1.994-7995 (Brassey's for the International Institute for
Sbategic Studies, London, 1994).

APPENDIX

5

BURMA'S ARMS IMPORTS SINCE 1988
Listed below are reported arms shipments to Burma since the
SLORC took over goverrlment in 1988. Given the difficulty of

determining precise orders, and the number of each class of
equipments actually delivered to Burma, numbers have only been
given where specifically cited in published reports. As considerable
uncertainty still surrounds even these figures, however, they are
shown in brackets. other areas of uncertainty are denoted by question
marks.

It is possible that the SLORC has received additional arms and
equiprnent fiom other suppliers, details of which have not yet been
made public.

People's Republic of China:
(80) Type 69II medium battle tanks

(10$ TyPe 53light tanks
(250) Type 85 armoured personnel carriers
(30) 107 mm Type 63 multiple launcher rocket systems
130 mm Type 53 multiple launcher rocket systems (?)
122 mm Type il howitzers
anti-tank guns
(24\ 37 mm Type 74 anti-aircraft guns
57 mm (Type 80?) anti-aircraft gun systems
HN-5 surface-to-air missiles
122 mm Type 55 mortars
82 mm Type 67 mortars
(10,000) 7.62mmType 56 assault rifles
57 mm Typel2 recoilless guns
75 mm Type 56 recoilless guns
40 mm RPG-7 rocket-propelled grenade launchers
JLP40 air defence radars
JLG43 air defence radars
radars and communications equipment

Appnilk 5 r87
(800) military ;nrachutes
night vision equipment
(1000) trucks and other heavy duty vehicles
(Type 72?) tar*recovery vehicles (?)
armoured bridge layers (?)
tank transporters (?)
(30) Chengdu F-7M Airguard iet fighters
(5) GAIC Ff-7iet trainers

Shenyang FT-6,Ft trainers (?)
(24) NAMC A-5C fighter/ground attack aircraft
(4) SAC Y-8D

(20)'attack' helicopters
(145) PL-2A air-to-air missiles

other airdelivered munitions
(3) fianghudass frigates (ordered
(15) Hainandass pahol boats

?)

(2) minesweepers

small gunboats and patrol craft
ammunition of different kinds

Poland:

(IOPZL Swidnik Mil Mi-2 helicopters

(7I

PZL Swidnik W-3 Sokol helicopters
air-delivered munitions (?)
trucks and heavy duty vehicles
Yugoslavia:
(12) SOKO G-4 Super Galeb ground attack aircraft
(3) PB 90 coastal pahol boats

Zastava light all-terrain vehicles (?)
ammunition (?)

Pakistaru
(5000) 120 mm mortars

mortar bombs
rocket launchers
105 mm M40 recoilless rifles (?)
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(150) rnachine guns

assault rifles
(50,000 rounds) small arms ammunition

Singapore:
(1) BAe Dynamics Bloodhound

MkII surface-to-air missile

system
(3) Scorpion radars

mortars

mortarbombs (?)
84mm recoilless gun ammunition
automatic rifles
small arms ammunition
electronic equipment (?)
radars and communications equipment (?)
raw materials for arms manufacture
Portugal:
120 rnm mortars
81 mm mortars
60 mm mortars (?)

(20,000) mortar bombs

artilleryammunition
Russia:
(2) Mil Mi-17 helicopters (?)
(10) MiG-29'Fulcrum'air superiority fighters (ordercd ?)

communications equipment
Israel:
40 mm RIrG-2 rocket-propelled grenade launchers (?)
57 mm antitank guns (?)

small arms and ammunition

Appnilix 5
Democratic People's Republic of Korea:
(20 million rounds) 7.62 mm ammunition

Japan:
heavy duty vehicles
light all-terrain vehicles
parts for military vehicles

Othen
arms manufacturing equipment, industrial raw
materials and marine engines from Germany
small arms and ammunition from Belgium
machine parts, electronic equipment and munitions
from various suppliers in the US and elsewhere
small arms and ammunition from Czechoslovakia (?)
small arms and ammunition from South Korea (?)
small arms and ammunition from South Africa (?)
Q) C-212 aircraft from Spain (?)
mortar bombs and airdelivered munitions from
France (?)

naval guns and ammunition from Sweden (?)
cannon and ammunition from Switzerland (?)
naval logistics ship from Norway (?)
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APPENDIX 6

BURMA'S SOURCES OF MILITARY
TRAINING SINCE 1988
The following list has been compiled from reports in open
sourc€s, most of which could not be verified. It should not, therefore,
be taken as either comprehensive or authoritative.

People's Republic of China:

China has provided haining for members of all three Burmese
services in the operation and maintenance of the equipment it
has sold to Burma since 1988. This training has taken place
mainly in China (most in Yunnan) but also, to a lesser extent,
in Burma itself. It is likely that other forms of instruction have
been provided by China for example in the field of signals
intelligence collection and evaluation, but no details are
available.

Poland:
Poland has provided training (in Poland) for nembers of the
Burma Air Force (both pilots and gtound crew) in the
operation and maintenance of the Mil Mi-2 and W-3
helicopters sold to Burma since 1988.

Yugoslavia:
Training has been provided in Yugoslavia for members of the
Burma Air Force and Burma Navy in the operation and
maintenanc€ of the new Super Galeb aircraft and PB 90 patrol
boats purchased by the SLORC since 1988.
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Singapore:
Singapore Armed Forces aircrew regularly conduct
'navigational'training flights to and from Rangmn. It is not
known, however, whether they indude exercises of any kind
with the Burrna Air Force. Training has been provided by the
SAF in Singapore for a Burma A*y parachute display team.
SAF personnel have reportedly been observed in Burma but,
once again, it is not known whether they are there in some
kind of training role or for other reasons. It is understood that
Singapore may also be training Burrrese military personnel in
the use of modern information technology systems and other
electronic equipment being provided to the Tatsnadaw by
Singaporean companies.

Pakistan:
There have been a number of unconfirmed reports that
Pakistan has helped train members of the Tahnadaw in the
use of those Chinese anns and items of equipment which are
also in Pakistan's inventory. In addition, there have been
reports that Pakistani instructors were based in Burma for a
perid to help train special forces and airborne personnel.
These reports, however, cannot be confirmed.

Malaysia:
There have been unconfirmed reports that Malaysia has

provided 10 Burma Air Force pilots with training on the
lockheed C-130 Hercules transport aircraft. There are no
C-130s, however, in the BAFs order of battle.
Russia and the Soviet Union:

It is to be expected that Russia will help train Burmese pilots
and ground crew in the operation and maintenance of the new
Russian helicopters, MiG-29 interceptols and any other
' aircraft provided by Russia in the future. Reports in the late
1980s that Soviet instructors were helping the Tatmadaw seem
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to have been designed simply to win support for opposition
groups from the United States and other Western democracies.

Othen
French reports that Vietnamese instructors werc active in
Burma before (and possibly after) 1988 have never been
verified, and seem unlikely to be true.
Reports of Israeli instructors in Burma were almost certainly
fabricated by Rohingya insurgents in an attempt to obtain
increased support against the SLORC from the Islamic
countries.

Burma Army personnel have attended military staff colleges
in Malaysia and India.
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STRATEGIC AND DEFENCE STI,JDIES CENTRE
The aim of the Strategic anrC Defence Shrdies Centre, which is
located in the Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies in the
Australian National University, is to advance the study of strategic
problems, especially those relating to the general region of Asia and
the Pacific. The Centre grves particular attention to Australia's
strategic neighbourhood of Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific.
Participation in the Centre's activities is not limited to members of the
University, but indudes other interested professional, diplomatic and
pa.rliamentary groups. Research includes military, political, economic,
scientific and technological aspects of strategic developments.
Strategy, for the purpose of the Centre, is defined in the broadest
sense of embracing not only the control and application of military
force, but also the peaceful settlement of disputes which could cause
violence.

This is the leading academic body in Australia specialising in
these studies. Centre members give frequent lectures and seminars

for other departments within the ANU and other universities, as well
as to various goverrunent departrrnnts. Regular seminars and
conferences on topics of cunent importance to the Centre's research
are held, and the mapr defence training institutions, the foint Services
Saff College and the Navy, Army and RAAF Staff Colleges, are
heavily dependent upon SDSC assistance with the strategic studies
sections of their courses. Members of the Centre provide advice and
training courses in strategic affairs to the Deparfrnent of Defence and
the Departnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
Since its inception in 1966, the Centre has supported a number
of Visiting and Research Fellows, who have undertaken a wide variety
of investigations. Recently the emphasis of the Centse's work has been
on problems of security and confidence building in Australia's
neighbourhood; the defence of Australia; arms proliferation and arms
control; policy advice to the higher levels of the Australian Defence
Departnent; and the strategic implications of developments in
Southeast Asia, the Indian Ocean and the Southwest Pacific.
The Centre runs a Graduate Programme in Strategic Studies,
which includes both Graduate Dploma and Masters programmes. It
maintains a comprehensive collection of reference materials on
shategic issues, particularly from the Press, learned purnals and
goverrunent publications. Its Publications Programme, which
includes the Canbena Papers on Strategy and Defence and SDSC
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Working Papels, poduces more than two dozen publications a year
on strategic and defence issues.
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BE,roRE 1988, the Burmese armed forces, or

Tatmadaw, suffered from many problems. its

major weapons and weapons platforms were
obsolete, its logistics and communications
systems were weak and ope rations were

constantly hampered by a lack of essential
supplies. \Xlhile

it could quell domestic political

unrest and conduct limited counter-insurgency
campaigns,

it

lacked the resources to perform

most conventional defence roles. After taking
over government

in

1988, the State Law and

Order Restoration Council undertook an
ambitious programme to expand and modernise
the armed forces. Since then, the Tatmadaw has
almost doubled in size and acquired a wide range

of new arms and equipment, mosdy from China,

This rapid expansion has placed the armed forces
under considerable strain, however, and it will be
some time before Burma's expanded order

of

battle is matched by a commensurate increase

in its military capabilities. In addition, the
Thtmadaw's continuing political role and lack

of

popular support raises serious questions about its
professionalism and future cohesion.

